Thank you for your participation in the delivery of quality healthcare services to Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Members. We look forward to working with you.

This Provider Manual shall serve as a supplement as referenced thereto and incorporated therein, to the Molina of Michigan Inc. Services Agreement. In the event of any conflict between this Manual and the Manual distributed with reference to Molina Medicaid or Molina Medicare Members, this Manual shall take precedence over matters concerning the management and care of Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Members.

The information contained within this Manual is proprietary. The information is not to be copied in whole or in part; nor is the information to be distributed without the express written consent of Molina Healthcare of Michigan, Inc.

The Provider Manual is a reference tool that contains eligibility, benefits, contact information and policies/procedures for services that the Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) specifically provides and administers on behalf of Molina Healthcare.

The provider manual is reviewed, evaluated and updated as needed and at a minimum annually.
Dear Provider:

I would like to extend a personal welcome to Molina Healthcare of Michigan. Enclosed is your Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Provider Manual, written specifically to address the requirements of delivering healthcare services to Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) members.

This manual is designed to provide you with assistance in all areas of your practice.

From time to time, this manual will be revised as policies or regulatory requirements change. All changes and updates will be updated and posted to the Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) website as they occur. Molina Healthcare of Michigan will notify providers of major policy or regulatory changes in advance. The full manual is available at www.molinahealthcare.com.

Thank you for your active participation in the delivery of quality healthcare services to Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) members.

Sincerely,

Christine Surdock
Plan President
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I. Introduction

Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link) is the brand name of Molina Healthcare of Michigan, Inc.’s Medicare-Medicaid Program (MMP).

Molina Medicare is licensed and approved by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to operate in the following states: California, Florida, Michigan, New Mexico, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, Utah and Washington.

A. Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link) (MMP)

Dual Options (MI Health Link) is the name of Molina’s Medicare-Medicaid Program (MMP). The Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) was designed for Members who are dual eligible: individuals who are eligible for both Medicare and full Medicaid in order to provide quality healthcare coverage and service with little out-of-pocket costs. Dual Options MI Health Link (MMP) embraces Molina’s longstanding mission to serve those who are the most in need and traditionally have faced barriers to quality health care.

Please contact the Customer Support Department Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. toll free at (855) 322-4077 with questions regarding this program.

B. Use of this Manual

From time to time, this manual will be revised as policies or regulatory requirements change. All changes and updates will be updated and posted to the Molina Medicare-Medicaid website as they occur. All contracted providers will receive notice of the annual revision of the Provider Manual. Providers may review the Provider Manual at any time at www.molinahealthcare.com.

This manual contains samples of the forms needed to fulfill your obligations under your Molina contract. If you are already using forms that accomplish the same goals, you may not need to modify them.
II. Background and Overview of Molina Healthcare, Inc. (Molina)

Molina, headquartered in Long Beach, California, is a multi-state, managed care company focused on providing healthcare services to people who receive benefits through government-sponsored programs. Molina is a physician-led, family-founded health plan that believes each person should be treated like family--and that each person deserves quality care.

C. David Molina, M.D., founded the company in 1980 as a provider organization with a network of primary care clinics in California. Included in Molina Provider networks are company-owned and operated primary care clinics, independent providers and medical groups, hospitals and ancillary providers.

As the need for more effective management and delivery of healthcare services to underserved populations continued to grow, Molina became licensed as a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) in California. Today, Molina serves over 2.8 million members in 11 states.

In 2010, Molina Healthcare acquired Unisys' Health Information Management Division to form Molina Medical Solutions (MMS). This business unit provides design, development, implementation, and business process outsourcing solutions to state governments for their Medicaid Management Information Systems.

A. Molina’s Mission, Vision and Core Values

1. Mission – to promote health and provide health services to families and individuals who traditionally have faced barriers to quality health, have lower income and are covered by government programs.

2. Vision – Molina is an innovative healthcare leader providing quality care and accessible services in an efficient and caring manner.

3. Core Values:
   - We strive to be an exemplary organization;
   - We care about the people we serve and advocate on their behalf;
   - We provide quality service and remove barriers to health services;
   - We are healthcare innovators and embrace change quickly;
   - We respect each other and value ethical business practices; and
   - We are careful in the management of our financial resources and serve as prudent stewards of the public funds.

B. Significant Growth of Molina

Since 2001, Molina, a publicly traded company (NYSE: MOH), has achieved significant member growth through internal initiatives and acquisitions of other health plans. This strong financial and operational performance is uniquely attributable to the recognition and understanding that members have distinct social and medical needs, and are characterized by their cultural, ethnic and linguistic diversity.
Since the company’s inception thirty years ago, the focus has been to work with government agencies to serve low-income and special needs populations. Success has resulted from:

- Expertise in working with federal and state government agencies;
- Extensive experience in meeting the needs of members;
- Owning and operating primary care clinics;
- Cultural and linguistic expertise; and
- A focus on operational and administrative efficiency.

C. **The Benefit of Experience**

Beginning with primary care clinics in California, the company grew in the neighborhoods where members live and work. This early experience impressed upon management the critical importance of community-based patient education and greater access to the entire continuum of care, particularly at the times when it can do the greatest good.

Molina has focused exclusively on serving low-income families and individuals who receive healthcare benefits through government-sponsored programs and has developed strong relationships with members, providers and government agencies within each regional market that it serves. Molina’s ability to deliver quality care, establish and maintain provider networks, and administer services efficiently has enabled it to compete successfully for government contracts.

D. **Administrative Efficiency**

Molina operates its business on a centralized platform that standardizes various functions and practices across all of its health plans in order to increase administrative efficiency. Each state licensed subsidiary contracts with Molina Healthcare, Inc. (MHI) for specific centralized management, marketing, and administrative services.

E. **Quality**

Molina is committed to quality and has made accreditation a strategic goal for each of Molina’s health plans. Year after year, Molina health plans have received accreditation from the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). The NCQA accreditation process sets the industry standard for quality in health plan operations.

F. **Flexible Care Delivery Systems**

Molina has constructed its systems for healthcare delivery to be readily adaptable to different markets and changing conditions. Healthcare services are arranged through contracts with providers that include Molina-owned clinics, independent providers, medical groups, hospitals and ancillary providers. Our systems support multiple contracting models, such as fee-for-service, capitation, per diem, case rates and diagnostic-related groups (DRGs).

G. **Cultural and Linguistic Expertise**

National census data shows that the United States’ population is becoming increasingly diverse. Molina has a thirty-year history of developing targeted healthcare programs for a
culturally diverse membership and is well-positioned to successfully serve these growing populations by:

- Contracting with a diverse network of community-oriented providers who have the capabilities to address the linguistic and cultural needs of members;
- Educating employees about the differing needs among Members; and
- Developing member education material in a variety of media and languages and ensure that the literacy level is appropriate for our target audience.

H. Member Marketing and Outreach

Member marketing creates an awareness of Molina as an option for beneficiaries including those who are full dual eligible beneficiaries. Member marketing relies heavily on community outreach efforts primarily through community agencies serving the targeted population. Sales agents, brochures, billboards, physician partners, public relations and other methods are also used in accordance with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) marketing guidelines.
## III. Contact Information for Providers - Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)

**Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)**  
880 West Long Lake Road, Suite 600  
Troy, MI  48098  

**PROVIDER GENERAL PHONE LINE:**  
(855) 322-4077

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>24 HOUR NURSE ADVICE LINE FOR MOLINA DUAL OPTIONS PLAN (MI HEALTH LINK) MEMBERS</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>(844) 489-2541</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Services available in English and in Spanish. | Hearing Impaired (TTY/TDD) | English: (866) 735-2929  
Spanish: (866) 833-4703 |

| BEHAVIORAL HEALTH | Telephone | (800) 241-4949  
(800) 241-4949 |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Wayne County-Detroit Wayne Mental Health Authority  
ATTN: Claims Processing  
640 Temple, 8th Floor  
Detroit, MI 48202 | 24-Hour Crisis Line | (855) 996-2264  
(855) 927-4747 |

| BEHAVIORAL HEALTH | Telephone | (855) 996-2264  
(855) 927-4747 |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Macomb County – Macomb County Community Mental Health Authority  
ATTN: Claims Processing  
22550 Hall Road  
Clinton Township, MI 48036 | 24-Hour Crisis Line | |

### CASE MANAGEMENT/CARE COORDINATION/TRANSITION OF CARE

| Molina Healthcare of Michigan | Case Management Transition of Care | (855) 322-4077 |

### CLAIMS AND CLAIMS APPEALS

| Mailing Address:  
MI Health Link Claims  
P.O. Box 22811  
Long Beach, CA 90801 | Fax # for Claim Appeals | (888) 665-1328 |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Physical Address  
Provider Appeals:  
Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)  
PIRR Claims Appeal  
880 W Long Lake Rd.  
Troy, MI 48098 | Electronic – 837 Claim Submission  
Emdeon – Payor ID# 38334 | |
| For Web Portal access, contact Molina Help Desk at (866) 449-6848 or contact your Provider Services Representative | For EDI claim submission issues, contact Molina Help Desk at (866) 409-2935 or submit email to EDI.Claims@Molinahealthcare.com. Please include detailed information related to the issue and a contact person’s name and phone number. | |
# COMPLIANCE/ANTI-FRAUD HOTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidential</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>(888) 898-7969</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compliance Official</td>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>(877) 665-4620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molina Healthcare, Inc.</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:corporatecompliance@molinahealthcare.com">corporatecompliance@molinahealthcare.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# CREDENTIALING

| Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) | Telephone     | (855) 322-4077 |
| Credentialing Department                 | Fax           | (888) 295-7665 |
| 200 Oceangate, Suite 100                 |               |                |
| Long Beach, CA 90802                     |               |                |

# CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORTING

| Incidents of patient neglect, abuse, abandonment | Telephone     | (855) 322-4077 |

# DENTAL

| Avesis Third Party Administrators | Telephone     | (855) 704-0433 |
| 10324 S Dolfield Road            |               |                |
| Owings Mill, MD 21117             |               |                |

# INTERPRETER SERVICES

| Request interpreter services | Telephone     | (855) 322-4077 |

# MEMBER ELIGIBILITY

| Provider Calls – 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. | Telephone     | (855) 322-4077 |
| Web portal                        |               | www.molinahealthcare.com |

# MEMBER SERVICES/MEMBER APPEALS

| Member Calls – 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. | Telephone     | (855) 735-5604 |

# MDCH MI Health Link

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Information</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.michigan.gov/mdch/0">http://www.michigan.gov/mdch/0</a> ,4612,7-132-2945_64077---.00.html</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# PROVIDER SERVICE

| Claims | Telephone     | (855) 322-4077 |
| Eligibility |               | (855) 322-4077 |
| Orientation |               | (248) 925-1790 ext. 155822 |
| Participation |               | (855) 322-4077 |

# QUALITY

<p>| Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) | Telephone     | (855) 322-4077 |
| Quality Department                     | Fax           | (248) 925-1732 |
| 880 West Long Lake Road                |               |                |
| Suite 600                             |               |                |
| Troy, MI 48098                         |               |                |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSPORTATION</th>
<th>Logisticare Patient Rides</th>
<th>Telephone – Reservations</th>
<th>(877) 564-5903</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Telephone – Where’s my ride?</td>
<td>(877) 564-5904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TDD/TTY</td>
<td>(866) 288-3133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Health Care Services</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>(888) 898-7969</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>(248) 295-7665</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| VISION                  | March Vision Care 6701 Center Drive W Suite 790 Los Angeles, CA 90045 | Telephone | (844) 856-2724 |
IV. Eligibility and Enrollment in Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) a Medicare-Medicaid Program

A. Members who wish to enroll in Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link), must meet the following eligibility criteria:

- Age 21 and older at the time of enrollment;
- Entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A and enrolled under Medicare Parts B and D, and receiving full Medicaid benefits;
- Enrolled in the Medicaid Aid to the Aged, Blind, and Disabled (AABD) category of assistance;
- Beneficiaries who meet all other Demonstration criteria and are in the following Medicaid 1915(C) waivers: Persons who are Elderly; Persons with Disabilities; Persons with HIV/AIDS; Persons with Brain Injury; and Persons residing in Supportive Living Facilities;
- Individuals with End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) at the time of enrollment.

Further, the enrollment table below summarizes eligibility for the Demonstration, including populations that will be excluded from enrollment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 21 or older at the time of enrollment</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for full benefits under Medicare Part A, and enrolled under Parts B and D, and receiving full Medicaid benefits. (This includes individuals who are eligible for Medicaid through expanded financial eligibility limits under a 1915(c) waiver or who reside in a nursing facility and have a monthly PPA)</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reside in Demonstration Region</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals under the age of 21</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals previously disenrolled due to special disenrollment 2.3.2.2.2. from Medicaid managed care as defined in 42 CFR 438.56</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals not living in a Demonstration Region</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals without full Medicaid benefits (spend down or deductibles)</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals with Additional Low Income Medicare Beneficiary/Qualified Individual (ALMD/QI) program coverage</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals with Medicaid who reside in a State psychiatric facility</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals with commercial HMO coverage</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals with elected hospice services</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Enrollment/Disenrollment Information

All member of Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) are full benefit dual eligible (e.g., they receive both Medicare and Medicaid). CMS rules state that these members may enroll or disenroll from Participating Plans and transfers between Participating Plans on a month-to-month basis any time during the year; and will be effective on the first day of the month following the request to do so.

C. Prospective and Existing Member Toll-Free Telephone Numbers

Existing Members may call our Member Services Department Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. local time at (855) 701-4885. For TTY/TDD users call 711.

D. Effective Date of Coverage

The effective date of coverage for members will be the first day of the month following the acceptance of enrollment received through the CMS TRR file. An enrollment cannot be effective prior to the date the member or their legal representative signed the enrollment form or completed the enrollment election. During the applicable enrollment periods, if Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) receives a confirmed enrollment through the CMS TRR file process, Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) ensures that the effective date is the first day of the following month.

E. Disenrollment

Staff of Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) may never, verbally, in writing, or by any other action or inaction, request or encourage a Medicare MMP member to disenroll except when the member has:

1. A change in residence (includes incarceration – see below) makes the individual ineligible to remain enrolled in the MMP;
2. The member loses entitlement to either Medicare Part A or Part B;
3. The member loses Medicaid eligibility;
4. The member dies;
5. The member materially misrepresents information to the MMP regarding reimbursement for third-party coverage.

When members permanently move out of Molina’s service area or leave Molina’s service area for over six (6) consecutive months, they must disenroll from Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link). There are a number of ways that the Molina’s Enrollment Accounting department may be informed that the member has relocated:

- Out-of-area notification will be received from Michigan Department of Community Health (MDCH) and forwarded to CMS on the monthly membership report;
- Through the CMS DTRR file (confirms that the member has disenrolled);
- The member may call to advise Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) that they have relocated; and Molina will direct them to MDCH for formal notification; and/or
- Other means of notification may be made through the Claims Department, if out-of-area claims are received with a residential address other than the one on file; Molina will inform HCS so they can reach out to the Member directly to begin the
disenrollment process. (Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) does not offer a visitor/traveler program to Members).

Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) will refer the member to MDCH (or its designated vendor, to process disenrollment of member from the health plan only as allowed by CMS regulations. Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) may request that a member be disenrolled under the following circumstances:

- Member requests disenrollment;
- Member enrolls in another plan;
- Member has engaged in disruptive behavior, which is defined as behavior that substantially impairs the plan’s ability to arrange for or provide services to the individual or other plan members. An individual cannot be considered disruptive if such behavior is related to the use of medical services or compliance (or noncompliance) with medical advice or treatment.

Other reasons for the disenrollment may be one of the following (where Molina will notify MDCH to begin the disenrollment process):

- Member abuses the enrollment card by allowing others to use it to fraudulently obtain services;
- Member leaves the service area and directly notifies Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) of the permanent change of residence;
- Member has not permanently moved but has been out of the service area for six (6) months or more;
- Member loses entitlement to Medicare Part A or Part B benefits;
- Member loses Medicaid eligibility;
- Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) loses or terminates its contract with CMS. In the event of plan termination by CMS, Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) will send CMS approved notices and a description of alternatives for obtaining benefits. The notice will be sent timely, before the termination of the plan; and/or
- Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) discontinues offering services in specific service areas where the member resides.

In all circumstances except death, (where MDCH delegates) Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) will provide a written notice to the member with an explanation of the reason for the disenrollment; otherwise MDCH (or its designated enrollment vendor) will provide a written notice. All notices will be in compliance with CMS regulations and will be approved by CMS. Each notice will include the process for filing a grievance.

In the event of death, a verification of disenrollment will be sent to the deceased member’s estate.

Provider and or members may contact our Member Services Department at (855) 735-5604 to discuss enrollment and disenrollment processes and options.
F. Member Identification Card Example – Medical Services (to be added)

ID Card Sample

Front of Model Member Identification Card

![Molina Healthcare Logo]

Member name: Cardholder Name
Member ID: MMP Medicare ID
Health Plan (80840): Card Issuer Identifier
Medicaid ID: Medicaid ID#

PCP Name: PCP Name
PCP Phone: PCP Phone

Copays: $0
H7844 001

Back of Model Member Identification Card

In an emergency, call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room. If you are not sure if you need to go to the ER, call your PCP or the 24-Hour Nurse Advice Line.

Member Services: Contact Member Services for pharmacy, dental and vision benefit assistance.
855-735-5604 TTY 711
Monday – Friday, 8 AM – 8 PM EST

24 Hour Nurse Advice Line: 844-489-2541 TTY/TDD 711
Pharmacy Help Desk (For Pharmacist use only): 866-693-4620
Website: www.MolinaHealthcare.com/duals

PIHP General Information Line: Regional PIHP Phone Number
24 Hr Behavioral Health Crisis Line: Regional PIHP Crisis Phone Number

Send Claims To: PO Box: 22668, Long Beach, CA 90801
EDI Claims: Emdeon. Payer ID: 38334
Claim Inquiry: 855-322-4077
G. Verifying Eligibility

Verification of membership and eligibility status is necessary to ensure payment for healthcare services being rendered by the provider to the member. Molina strongly encourages providers to verify eligibility at every visit and especially prior to providing services that require authorization. Possession of the ID card does not guarantee Member eligibility or coverage. It is the responsibility of the practitioner/provider to verify the eligibility of the cardholder.

To verify eligibility, providers may use (855) 322-4077 or visit www.molinahealthcare.com.
V. Benefit Overview

A. Questions about Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Benefits

If there are questions as to whether a service is covered or requires prior authorization, please contact Molina Customer Support Department Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. toll free at (855) 322-4077 or 711 for persons with hearing impairments (TTY/TDD).

B. Links to Summaries of Benefits

The following web link provides the Summary of Benefits for the 2016 Dual Options (MI Health Link) plan in Michigan:


C. Links to Evidence of Coverage

Detailed information about benefits and services can be found in the 2016 Evidence of Coverage booklets sent to each Molina Medicare Member.

The following web link provides the Evidence of Coverage for the 2016 MMP plan in Michigan:


VI. Quality Improvement

Molina Healthcare maintains a Quality Department to work with members and providers in administering the Molina Medicare-Medicaid Quality Improvement Program (QIP). You can contact the Molina Healthcare Quality Department toll free at (855) 322-4077 or fax (248) 925-1732.

The address for mail requests is:

Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)  
Quality Department  
880 West Long Lake Road, Suite 600  
Troy, MI 48098

This Provider Manual contains excerpts from the Molina Healthcare QIP. For a complete copy, please contact your Provider Services Representative or call the telephone number above to receive a written copy.
Molina Healthcare has established a QIP that complies with regulatory and accreditation guidelines. The QIP provides structure and outlines specific activities designed to improve the care, service and health of members.

Molina Healthcare does not delegate quality improvement activities to Medical Groups/Independent Practice Association (IPAs) or delegated entities. However, Molina Healthcare requires contracted Medical Groups/IPAs and other delegated entities to comply with the following core elements and standards of care and to:

- Have a QIP in place;
- Comply with and participate in Molina Medicare-Medicaid’s QIP including reporting of Access and Availability and provision of medical records as part of the quality of care, quality improvement and HEDIS® reporting activities; and
- Allow access to Molina Healthcare Quality personnel for site and medical record review processes.

A. **Patient Safety Program**

Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)’s Patient Safety Program identifies appropriate safety projects and error avoidance for Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) members in collaboration with their primary care practitioners. Molina Healthcare continues to support safe personal health practices for our members through our safety program, pharmaceutical management and case management/disease management programs and education. Molina monitors nationally recognized quality index ratings for facilities including adverse events and hospital acquired conditions as part of a national strategy to improve health care quality mandated by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), Health and Human Services (HHS) is to identify areas that have the potential for improving health care quality to reduce the incidence of events.

The Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006 mandates that the Office of Inspector General report to Congress regarding the incidence of “never events” among Medicare beneficiaries, the payment for services in connection with such events, and CMS processes to identify events and deny payment.

B. **Quality of Care**

Molina Healthcare has an established and systematic process to identify, investigate, review and report any Quality of Care, Serious Reportable Adverse Event (SRAE), Critical Incidents (CI) and/or service issues affecting member care. Molina Healthcare will research, resolve, track and trend issues. Confirmed SRAEs are reportable when related to an error in medical care that is clearly identifiable, preventable and/or found to have caused serious injury or death to a patient. Some examples of SRAEs include:

- Surgery on the wrong body part
- Surgery on the wrong patient
- Wrong surgery on a patient

Molina Healthcare is required not to pay for inpatient care related to SRAEs.

C. **Medical Records**
Molina Healthcare requires that medical records are maintained in a manner that is current, detailed and organized to ensure care rendered to members is consistently documented and that necessary information is accurate and readily available in the medical record. Molina Healthcare conducts a medical record review of Primary Care Practitioners (PCPs) every three (3) years that includes the following components:

- Medical record confidentiality and release of medical records including mental/behavioral healthcare records;
- Medical record content and documentation standards, including preventive health care;
- Storage maintenance and disposal; and
- Process for archiving medical records and implementing improvement activities.

Providers must demonstrate compliance with Molina Healthcare’s medical record documentation guidelines. Medical records are assessed based on the following standards:

1. **Content**
   - Patient name, date of birth, and identification (ID) are on all pages;
   - Current biographical data is maintained in the medical record or database;
   - All entries contain author identification;
   - All entries are dated and are indelibly documented.
   - Medication allergies and adverse reactions are prominently displayed. Absence of allergies is noted in easily recognizable location;
   - Chronic conditions are listed or noted in easily recognizable location;
   - Past medical history;
   - There is appropriate notation concerning use of substances, and there is evidence of substance abuse query;
   - The history and physical examination identifies appropriate subjective and objective information pertinent to a patient’s presenting complaints and provides a risk assessment of the member’s health status;
   - Consistent charting of treatment care plan;
   - Working diagnoses are consistent with findings;
   - Treatment plans are consistent with diagnoses;
   - Encounter notation includes follow up care, call, or return instructions;
   - Preventive health measures (e.g., immunizations, mammograms, etc.) are noted;
   - A system is in place to document telephone contacts;
   - Lab and other studies are ordered as appropriate;
   - Lab and other studies are initialed by ordering provider upon review;
   - Lab results and other studies are filed in chart;
   - If patient was referred for consult, therapy, or ancillary service, a report or notation of result is noted at subsequent visit, or filed in medical record; and
   - If the provider admitted a patient to the hospital in the past twelve (12) months, the discharge summary must be filed in the medical record.
   - Advanced Directives are documented for those 18 years and older.
   - A release document for each member authorizing Molina Healthcare to release medical information for facilitation of medical care.
   - Documentation of a pregnant member’s refusal to consent to testing for HIV infection and any recommended treatment.
2. Organization
   - The medical record is legible to someone other than the writer;
   - Each patient has an individual record;
   - Chart pages are bound, clipped, or attached to the file; and
   - Chart sections are easily recognized for retrieval of information.

3. Retrieval
   - The medical record is available to provider at each encounter;
   - The medical record is available to Molina Healthcare for purposes of quality improvement;
   - The medical record is available to the member upon his/her request.
   - Medical record retention process is consistent with state and federal requirements; and
   - An established and functional data recovery procedure in the event of data loss.

4. Confidentiality
   - Medical Records are protected from unauthorized access;
   - Access to computerized confidential information is restricted; and
   - Precautions are taken to prevent inadvertent or unnecessary disclosure of protected health information.

Additional information on medical records is available from your local Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Quality Department toll free at (855)322-4077. See also Chapter VII regarding the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

D. Access to Care

Molina Healthcare is committed to timely access to care for all members in a safe and healthy environment. Providers are required to conform to the Access to Care appointment standards listed below to ensure that healthcare services are provided in a timely manner. The standards are based on 95% availability for emergency services and 80% or greater for all other services. The PCP or his/her designee must be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to members.

1. Appointment Access - All providers who oversee member health care are responsible for providing the following appointments to Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) member in the timeframes noted:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Care Practitioner (PCP)</th>
<th>Appointment Wait Time (Appointment Standards)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types of Care for Appointment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Care</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute/Urgent Care</td>
<td>Within twenty-four (24) hours of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive Care Appointment</td>
<td>Within five (5) weeks of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine Primary Care</td>
<td>Within three (3) weeks of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Hours Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After hours emergency</td>
<td>Members who call Member Services are instructed if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty Care Provider (SCP)</td>
<td>Types of Care for Appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute/Urgent Care</td>
<td>Within three to five (3-5) days of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine Care</td>
<td>Within six (6) weeks of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental/Behavioral Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-life Threatening</td>
<td>Within ≤ six (6) hours of request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent Care</td>
<td>Within ≤ twenty-four (24) hours of request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine Care</td>
<td>Within ≤ ten (10) working days of request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional information on appointment access standards is available from your local Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Quality Department **toll free at (855) 322-4077.**

2. **Office Wait Time** - For scheduled appointments, the wait time in offices should not exceed **30 thirty** minutes from appointment time until the time seen by the PCP. All PCPs are required to monitor waiting times and to adhere to this standard.

3. **After Hours** - All providers must have back-up (on call) coverage after hours or during the provider’s absence or unavailability. Molina Healthcare requires providers to maintain a twenty-four (24) hour telephone service, seven (7) days a week. This access may be through an answering service. Voicemail alone is not acceptable after hours. This access may be through an answering service or a recorded message after office hours. The service or recorded message should instruct members with an emergency to hang-up and call 911 or go immediately to the nearest emergency room.

4. **Appointment Scheduling** - Each provider must implement an appointment scheduling system. The following are the minimum standards:
   a. The provider must have an adequate telephone system to handle patient volume. Appointment intervals between patients should be based on the type of service provided and a policy defining required intervals for services. Flexibility in scheduling is needed to allow for urgent walk-in appointments;
   b. A process for documenting missed appointments must be established. When a member does not keep a scheduled appointment, it is to be noted in the member’s record and the provider is to assess if a visit is still medically indicated. All efforts to notify the member must be documented in the medical record.
   c. When the provider must cancel a scheduled appointment, the member is given the option of seeing an associate or having the next available appointment time;
   d. Special needs of Members must be accommodated when scheduling appointments. This includes, but is not limited to wheelchair-bound members and members requiring language translation;
e. A process for member notification of preventive care appointments must be established. This includes, but is not limited to, immunizations and mammograms; and
f. A process must be established for member recall in the case of missed appointments for a condition which requires treatment, abnormal diagnostic test results or the scheduling of procedures which must be performed prior to the next visit.

In applying the standards listed above, participating providers have agreed that they will not discriminate against any member on the basis of age, race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, marital status, physical, mental or sensory handicap, and place of residence, socioeconomic status, or status as a recipient of Medicaid benefits. Additionally, a participating provider or contracted medical group/IPA may not limit his/her practice because of a member’s medical (physical or mental) condition or the expectation for the need of frequent or high cost care. If a PCP chooses to close his/her panel to new Member, Molina must receive thirty (30) days advance written notice from the provider.

5. Monitoring Access for Compliance with Standards - Molina Healthcare monitors compliance with the established access standards above. At least annually, Molina Healthcare conducts an access audit of randomly selected contracted provider offices to determine if appointment access standards are met. One or all of the following appointment scenarios may be addressed: routine care; acute care; preventive care; and after-hours information. Results of the audit are distributed to the providers after its completion. A corrective action plan may be required if standards are not met.

In addition, Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)’s Customer Support Department reviews member inquiry logs and grievances related to delays in access to care. These are reported quarterly to committees. Delays in access that may create a potential quality of care issue are sent to the Quality Department for review and investigation.

Additional information on access to care is available under the Resources tab available from your local Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Quality Department toll free at (855) 322-4077.

D. Advance Directives (Patient Self-Determination Act)

Providers must inform patients of their right to make health care decisions and execute advance directives. It is important that members are informed about advance directives. During routine Medical Record review, Molina Healthcare auditors will look for documented evidence of discussion between the provider and the member. Molina Healthcare will notify the Provider of an individual member’s advance directives identified through care management, Care Coordination or Case Management. Providers are instructed to document the presence of an advance directive in a prominent location of the Medical Record. Auditors will also look for copies of the form. Advance directives forms are state specific to meet state regulations. For copies of forms applicable to your state, please go to the Caring Connections website at www.caringinfo.org for forms available to download. Additionally, the Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)
website offers information to both providers and Members regarding advance directives, with a link to forms that can be downloaded and printed.

Advance directives are a written choice made by a patient for health care treatment. There are two (2) kinds of directives – Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care and Directive to Physicians. Written advance directives tell the PCP and other medical providers how Members choose to receive medical care in the event that they are unable to make end-of-life decisions.

Each Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Provider must honor advance directives to the fullest extent permitted under law. PCPs must discuss advance directives with a member and provide appropriate medical advice if the member desires guidance or assistance. Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)’s network providers and facilities are expected to communicate any objections they may have to a member directive prior to service whenever possible. In no event may any provider refuse to treat or otherwise discriminate against a member because the member has completed an advance directive. Medicare law gives Members the right to file a complaint with Molina Healthcare or the state survey and certification agency if the member is dissatisfied with Molina Healthcare’s handling of advance directives and/or if a provider fails to comply with advance directive instructions.

**Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care**: This advance directive names another person to make medical decisions on behalf of the member when they cannot make the choices for themselves. It can include plans about the care a member wants or does not want and includes information concerning artificial life-support machines and organ donations. This form must be signed, dated and witnessed by a notary public to be valid.

**Directive to Physicians (Living Will)**: This advance directive usually states that the member wants to die naturally without life-prolonging care and can also include information about any desired medical care. The form would be used if the member could not speak and death would occur soon. This directive must be signed, dated and witnessed by two (2) people who know the member well but are not relatives, possible heirs, or healthcare providers.

**When There Is No Advance Directive**: The member’s family and provider will work together to decide on the best care for the member based on information they may know about the member’s end-of-life plans.

**E. Quality Improvement Activities and Programs (QIP)**

Molina Healthcare maintains an active QIP. The QIP provides structure and key processes to carry out our ongoing commitment to improvement of care and service. The goals identified are based on an evaluation of programs and services; regulatory, contractual and accreditation requirements; and strategic planning initiatives.

1. **Disease Management Programs** - Molina Healthcare has established disease management programs to measure and improve health status and quality of life. The Disease Management Programs involve a collaborative team approach comprised of health education, clinical case management and provider education. The team works
closely with contracted providers in the identification, assessment and implementation of appropriate interventions. Currently these programs are made available to all eligible Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) members based on inclusion criteria, and to all network providers.

- Heart Healthy Living Program
  (Addresses High Blood Pressure, Coronary Artery Disease and/or Congestive Heart Failure)
- Healthy Living with Diabetes<sup>sm</sup> Program
- Healthy Living with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
- Breathe with Ease<sup>sm</sup> Asthma Program
- Smoking Cessation

**a. Program Eligibility Criteria and Referral Source** - Disease Management Programs are designed for active Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) members with a confirmed diagnosis. Members participate in programs for the duration of their eligibility with the plan’s coverage or until the member opts out. Each identified member will receive specific educational materials and other resources in accordance with their assigned stratification level. Additionally, all identified Members will receive regular educational newsletters. The program model provides an “opt-out” option for members who contact Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Member Services and request to be removed from the program.

Multiple sources are used to identify the total eligible population. These include the following:
- Pharmacy claims data for all classifications of medications;
- Encounter data or paid claim with a relevant procedure or diagnostic code;
- Member Services welcome calls made by staff to new member households and incoming member calls have the potential to identify eligible program participants. Eligible members are referred to the program registry;
- Provider referral;
- Medical Case Management or Utilization Management; and
- Member self-referral due to general plan promotion of program through member newsletter, the Molina Healthcare Nurse Advice Line or other member communication.

**b. Provider Participation** - Contracted providers are automatically notified whenever their patients are enrolled in a disease management program. Provider resources and services may include:
- Annual provider feedback letters containing a list of patients identified with the relevant disease;
- Clinical resources such as patient assessment forms and diagnostic tools;
- Patient education resources such as booklets, magnets, CDs, DVDs, etc.;
- Provider Newsletters promoting the disease management programs, including how to enroll patients and outcomes of the programs;
- Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG); and
- Preventive Health Guidelines (PHG).
Additional information on disease management programs is available from your local Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Quality Department toll free at (855) 322-4077.

2. **Clinical Practice Guidelines** - Molina Healthcare adopts and disseminates CPGs to reduce inter-provider variation in diagnosis and treatment. CPG adherence is measured at least annually. All guidelines are based on scientific evidence, review of medical literature and/or appropriate established authority. CPGs are reviewed at least every two years and are updated as new recommendations are published.

Molina Healthcare CPGs include the following:
- Coronary Artery Disease and/or Congestive Heart Failure
- Hypertension
- Diabetes
- Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
- Asthma
- Cholesterol Management
- Depression
- Substance Abuse Treatment

The adopted CPGs are distributed to the appropriate providers, provider groups, staff model facilities, delegates and members by the Quality Management, Provider Services, Health Education and Member Services departments. The guidelines are disseminated through provider newsletters, Just the Fax electronic bulletins and other media and are available on the Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) website. Individual providers or members may request copies from your local Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Quality Department toll free at (855) 322-4077.

3. **Preventive Health Guidelines** - Molina Healthcare provides coverage of diagnostic preventive procedures based on recommendations published by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) and in accordance with CMS guidelines. Diagnostic preventive procedures include but are not limited to:
- Mammography Screening;
- Prostate cancer screening;
- Cholesterol screening;
- Colorectal screening; or
- Influenza, pneumococcal and hepatitis vaccines.

All guidelines are updated with each release by the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) and are approved by the Quality Improvement Committee (QIC). On annual basis, PHGs are distributed to providers via www.molinahealthcare.com and the Provider Manual. Notification of the availability of the PHGs is published in the Molina Healthcare Provider Newsletter.

4. **Cultural and Linguistic Services** – Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) providers (medical, behavioral, community-based and facility-based LTSS, and pharmacy providers) serve a diverse population of members with specific cultural needs and preferences.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and other regulatory / contract requirements ensures that limited English proficient (LEP) and members who are deaf, hard of hearing or have speech or cognitive / intellectual impairments have equal access to health care services through the provision of high quality cultural and linguistic services. Molina Healthcare provides a number of important cultural and linguistic services at no cost to assist members and Providers / Practitioners.

The Michigan Department of Community Health (MDCH), Molina Healthcare and its affiliates expect Providers/Practitioners to adhere to the following:

**24 Hour Access to Interpreters**

Providers/Practitioners may request interpreters for members whose primary language is other than English by calling Molina Healthcare’s Customer Support Department at (855) 322-4077. If Member Services representatives are unable to provide the interpretation services internally, the member and Provider/Practitioner are then connected to a telephonic language line interpreter service. TTY/TDD services are available for *deaf and hard of hearing member by calling the Michigan Relay Service at 711.*

It is never permissible to ask a family member, friend or minor to interpret. State and Federal laws state it is never permissible to turn a member away or limit the services provided because of language barriers. It is also never permitted to subject a member to unreasonable delays due to language barriers or provide services that are lower in quality than those offered in English.

**Face to Face Interpretation**

Providers/Practitioners may request face to face interpretation (*including Sign Language*) for scheduled medical visits, if needed, due to the complexity of information exchange or if requested by the member. To request face to face interpretation services call our Customer Support Department at (855) 322-4077. Our Customer Support Representatives will arrange for an interpreter. Please keep in mind that at least three (3) business days are required to make arrangements for this service. If you have any questions, please call Molina Customer Support at (855)-322-4077.

Face to face interpretation is desirable for certain complex medical situations such as the need to give complex instructions (i.e. such as how to inject insulin, or postsurgical care), the discussion of health issues requiring major lifestyle changes, the discussion of a terminal prognosis, or other critical healthcare issues. Interpreter services should be provided if a member believes that his or her rights to equal access to medical care, under Title VI or the ADA, will not be met without the services of a face to face interpreter.

**Nurse Advice Line**

Molina Healthcare provides twenty-four (24) hours/seven (7) days a week Nurse Advice Services for members. The Nurse Advice Line provides access to 24 hour interpretive services. Members may call Molina Healthcare’s Nurse Advice Line directly (English line (844) 489-2541) or (Spanish line at (844) 489-2541) or for assistance in other languages. *The Nurse Advice TTY is (866) 735-2929.* The Nurse
Advice Line telephone numbers are also printed on membership cards.

**Assistive Listening Devices**
Molina strongly recommends that provider offices make available assistive listening devices for members who are deaf and hard of hearing. Assistive listening devices enhance the sound of the provider/practitioner’s voice to facilitate a better interaction with the member.

**Documentation**
As a contracted Molina Healthcare provider, your responsibilities for documenting member language services/needs are as follows:

- Record the member’s language preference in a prominent location in the medical record. This information is provided to you on the electronic member lists that are sent to you each month by Molina Healthcare.
- All requests for interpreter services by members must be documented in the Member’s medical record.
- Providers/Practitioners should document who provided the interpretation service. That information could be the name of their internal staff or someone from a commercial vendor.
- Offer your Molina Healthcare members interpreter services if they do not request them on their own.
- It is never permissible to ask a family member, friend or minor to interpret. If a member insists on using a family member, friend or minor as an interpreter, or refuses the use of interpreter services after being notified of his or her right to have a qualified interpreter at no cost, document this in the member’s medical record.
- All counseling and treatment done via an interpreter should be noted in the medical record by stating that such counseling and treatment was done by utilizing interpretive services.

**F. Measurement of Clinical and Service Quality**

Molina Healthcare monitors and evaluates the quality of care and services provided to Members through the following mechanisms:
- Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS®);
- Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS®);
- Health Outcomes Survey (HOS);
- Provider Satisfaction Survey; and
- Effectiveness of Quality Improvement Initiatives.

Molina Healthcare’s most recent results can be obtained from your local Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Quality Department **toll free at (855) 322-4077.**

1. **Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS®)** - Molina Healthcare utilizes the NCQA® HEDIS® as a measurement tool to provide a fair and accurate assessment of specific aspects of managed care organization performance. HEDIS® is an annual activity conducted in the spring. The data comes from on-site medical record review and available administrative data. All reported measures must
follow rigorous specifications and are externally audited to assure continuity and comparability of results. The HEDIS® measurement set currently includes a variety of health care aspects including immunizations, women’s health screening, diabetes care, glaucoma screening, medication use and cardiovascular disease.

HEDIS® results are used in a variety of ways. They are the measurement standard for many of Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)’s clinical quality improvement activities and health improvement programs. The standards are based on established clinical guidelines and protocols, providing a firm foundation to measure the success of these programs.

Selected HEDIS® results are provided to regulatory and accreditation agencies as part of our contracts with these agencies. The data are also used to compare to established health plan performance benchmarks.

2. Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS®) - CAHPS® is the tool used by Molina Healthcare to summarize member satisfaction with the health care and service they receive. CAHPS® examines specific measures, including Getting Needed Care, Getting Care Quickly, How Well Doctors Communicate, Health Promotion and Education, Coordination of Care and Customer Service. The CAHPS® survey is administered annually in the spring to randomly selected Members by a NCQA certified vendor.

CAHPS® results are used in much the same way as HEDIS® results, only the focus is on the service aspect of care rather than clinical activities. They form the basis for several of Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)’s quality improvement activities and are used by external agencies to help ascertain the quality of services being delivered.

3. Medicare Health Outcomes Survey (HOS) - The HOS measures Medicare Members’ physical and mental health status over a two (2)-year period and categorizes the two (2)-year change scores as better, same, or worse than expected. The goal of the HOS is to gather valid, reliable, clinically meaningful data that can be used to target quality improvement activities and resources, monitor health plan performance and reward top performing health plans. Additionally, the HOS is used to inform beneficiaries of their healthcare choices, advance the science of functional health outcomes measurement, and for quality improvement interventions and strategies.

4. Provider Satisfaction Survey - Recognizing that HEDIS® and CAHPS® both focus on member experience with healthcare providers and health plans, Molina Healthcare conducts a Provider Satisfaction Survey annually. The results from this survey are very important to Molina Healthcare, as this is one of the primary methods used to identify improvement areas pertaining to the Molina Provider Network. The survey results will help establish improvement activities relating to Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link)’s specialty network, inter-provider communications, and pharmacy authorizations. This survey is fielded to a random sample of providers each year. If your office is selected to participate, please take a few minutes to complete and return the survey.
5. **Effectiveness of Quality Improvement Initiatives** - Molina Healthcare monitors the effectiveness of clinical and service activities through metrics selected to demonstrate clinical outcomes and service levels. The plan’s performance is compared to that of available national benchmarks indicating “best practices.” The evaluation includes an assessment of clinical and service improvements on an ongoing basis. Results of these measurements guide activities for the successive periods.

Contracted Providers and Facilities must allow Molina Healthcare to use its performance data collected in accordance with the provider’s or facility’s contract. The use of performance data may include, but is not limited to, the following: (1) development of quality improvement activities; (2) public reporting to consumers; and (3) preferred status designation in the network.

G. **Medicare Star Ratings - The Affordable Care Act**

With the passage of the Affordable Care Act, the healthcare industry will be subject to greater scrutiny wherever taxpayer dollars are involved. One method of oversight is Medicare “Star Ratings.” Star ratings are not new, but in the current regulatory climate, value-based payment will be receiving more focus.

Star Ratings are a system of measurements CMS uses to determine how well physicians and health plans are providing care to Medicare members. This system is based on nationally-recognized quality goals such as “The Triple Aim” and the Institute of Medicine’s “Six Aims,” which focus on improving the health and care of your patients, safe and effective care, as well as making care affordable. These aims are realized through specific measures.

Preventive Health:
- Annual wellness/physical exams
- Glaucoma
- Mammography
- Osteoporosis
- Influenza and Pneumonia Immunizations

Chronic Care Management:
- Diabetes management screenings
- Cardiovascular and hypertension management screenings
- Medication adherence for chronic conditions
- Rheumatoid arthritis management

Member Satisfaction Survey Questions:
- “…rate your satisfaction with your personal doctor”
- “…rate your satisfaction with getting needed appointments”

A HEDIS CPT/ICD-10 code sheet is available at [www.molinahealthcare.com](http://www.molinahealthcare.com)
**What Can Providers Do?**

- Ensure patients are up-to-date with their annual physical exam and preventive health screenings, including related lab orders and referrals to specialists, such as ophthalmology;
- Review the HEDIS® preventive care listing of measures for each patient to determine if anything applicable to your patients’ age and/or condition has been missed;
- Check that staff is properly coding all services provided; and
- Be sure patients understand what they need to do.

Molina Healthcare has additional resources to assist providers and their patients. For access to tools that can assist, please go to Insert Hyperlink and click on Providers. There is a variety of resources, including:

- HEDIS® Procedure/Diagnostic code sheet
- A current list of HEDIS® & CAHPS® Star Ratings measures

HEDIS® and CAHPS® are registered trademarks of NCQA.
VII. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

A. Molina Healthcare’s Commitment to Patient Privacy
   Protecting the privacy of members’ personal health information is a core responsibility that Molina Healthcare takes very seriously. Molina Healthcare is committed to complying with all federal and state laws regarding the privacy and security of members’ protected health information (PHI). Molina Healthcare provides its Members with a privacy notice upon their enrollment in our health plan. The privacy notice explains how Molina Healthcare uses and discloses their PHI and includes a summary of how Molina Healthcare safeguards their PHI. A sample of Molina Healthcare’s privacy notice is enclosed at the end of this section.

B. Provider/Practitioner Responsibilities
   Providers play a key role in safeguarding PHI pertaining to Molina Healthcare members. Molina Healthcare expects that its contracted providers/practitioners will respect the privacy of Molina Healthcare members and comply with all applicable laws and regulations regarding the privacy of patient and member PHI.

C. Applicable Laws
   Providers/practitioners must understand all state and federal healthcare privacy laws applicable to their practice and organization. Currently, there is no comprehensive regulatory framework that protects all health information in the United States; instead there is a patchwork of laws that providers/practitioners must comply with. In general, most healthcare providers/practitioners are subject to various laws and regulations pertaining to privacy of health information including, without limitation, the following:

1. Federal Laws and Regulations
   - HIPAA;
   - Medicare and Medicaid laws; and
   - Applicable State Laws and Regulations

2. State Medical Privacy Laws and Regulations – Providers/practitioners should be aware that HIPAA provides a floor for patient privacy but that state laws should be followed in certain situations, especially if the state law is more stringent than HIPAA. Providers/practitioners should consult with their own legal counsel to address their specific situation.

D. Uses and Disclosures of PHI
   Member and patient PHI should only be used or disclosed as permitted or required by applicable law. Under HIPAA, a provider/practitioner may use and disclose PHI for their own treatment, payment, and healthcare operations activities (TPO) without the consent or authorization of the patient who is the subject of the PHI.
Uses and disclosures for TPO apply not only to the provider/practitioner’s own TPO activities, but also for the TPO of another covered entity. Disclosure of PHI by one covered entity to another covered entity, or healthcare provider, for the recipient’s TPO is specifically permitted under HIPAA in the following situations:

1. A covered entity may disclose PHI to another covered entity for the payment activities of the recipient. Please note that “payment” is a defined term under the HIPAA Privacy Rule that includes, without limitation, utilization review activities, such as preauthorization of services, concurrent review, and retrospective review of “services.”

2. A covered entity may disclose PHI to another covered entity for the health care operations activities of the covered entity that receives the PHI, if each covered entity either has or had a relationship with the individual who is the subject of the PHI being requested, the PHI pertains to such relationship, and the disclosure is for the following health care operations activities:
   - Quality improvement;
   - Disease management;
   - Case management and care coordination;
   - Training Programs;
   - Accreditation, licensing, and credentialing

Importantly, this allows providers/practitioners to share PHI with Molina Healthcare for our healthcare operations activities, such as HEDIS and quality improvement.

**E. Written Authorizations**

Uses and disclosures of PHI that are not permitted or required under applicable law require the valid written authorization of the patient. Authorizations should meet the requirements of HIPAA and applicable state law. A sample Authorization for the Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information is included at the end of this section.

**F. Patient Rights**

Patients are afforded various rights under HIPAA. Molina Healthcare providers/practitioners must allow patients to exercise any of the below-listed rights that apply to the provider/practitioner’s practice:

1. **Notice of Privacy Practices**
   Providers/practitioners that are covered under HIPAA and that have a direct treatment relationship with the patient should provide patients with a notice of privacy practices that explains the patient’s privacy rights and the process the patient should follow to exercise those rights. The provider/practitioner should obtain a written acknowledgment that the patient received the notice of privacy practices.

---

1See, Sections 164.506(c) (2) & (3) of the HIPAA Privacy Rule.

2 See the definition of Payment, Section 164.501 of the HIPAA Privacy Rule
2. Requests for Restrictions on Uses and Disclosures of PHI
   Patients may request that a healthcare provider/practitioner restrict its uses and disclosures of PHI. The provider/practitioner is not required to agree to any such request for restrictions.

3. Requests for Confidential Communications
   Patients may request that a healthcare provider/practitioner communicate PHI by alternative means or at alternative locations. Providers/practitioners must accommodate reasonable requests by the patient.

4. Requests for Patient Access to PHI
   Patients have a right to access their own PHI within a provider/practitioner’s designated record set. Personal representatives of patients have the right to access the PHI of the subject patient. The designated record set of a provider/practitioner includes the patient’s medical record, as well as billing and other records used to make decisions about the member’s care or payment for care.

5. Request to Amend PHI
   Patients have a right to request that the provider/practitioner amend information in their designated record set.

6. Request Accounting of PHI Disclosures
   Patients may request an accounting of disclosures of PHI made by the provider/practitioner during the preceding six (6) year period. The list of disclosures does not need to include disclosures made for treatment, payment, or healthcare operations or made prior to April 14, 2003.

G. HIPAA Security

   HIPAA requires Providers/practitioners should implement and maintain reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect the confidentiality, availability, and integrity of member PHI. Providers/practitioners should recognize that identity theft is a rapidly growing problem and that their patients trust them to keep their most sensitive information private and confidential.

   In addition, medical identity theft is an emerging threat in the healthcare industry. Medical identity theft occurs when someone uses a person’s name and sometimes other parts of their identity—such as health insurance information—without the person’s knowledge or consent to obtain healthcare services or goods. Medical identity theft frequently results in erroneous entries being put into existing medical records. Providers should be aware of this growing problem and report any suspected fraud to Molina Healthcare.

H. HIPAA Transactions and Code Sets

   Molina Healthcare strongly supports the use of electronic transactions to streamline healthcare administrative activities. Molina Healthcare providers/practitioners are encouraged to submit claims and other transactions to Molina Healthcare using electronic
formats. Certain electronic transactions are subject to HIPAA’s Transactions and Code Sets Rule including, but not limited to, the following:

- Claims and encounters;
- Member eligibility status inquiries and responses;
- Claims status inquiries and responses;
- Authorization requests and responses;
- Remittance advices.

Molina Healthcare is committed to complying with all HIPAA Transaction and Code Sets standard requirements. Providers/practitioners who wish to conduct HIPAA standard transactions with Molina Healthcare should refer to: Molina Healthcare’s website at http://www.molinahealthcare.com for additional information. Click on the area titled “For Health Care Professionals”, click the tab titled “HIPAA” and then click on the tab titled “Transactions Readiness” or “HIPAA Code Sets.”

I. National Provider Identifier

Provider/practitioners must comply with the National Provider Identifier (NPI) Rule promulgated under HIPAA. The provider/practitioners must obtain an NPI from the National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES) for itself or for any subparts of the provider/practitioner. The provider/practitioner must report its NPI and any subparts to Molina Healthcare and to any other entity that requires it. Any changes in its NPI or subparts information must be reported to NPPES within 30 days and should also be reported to Molina Healthcare within 30 days of the change. Provider/practitioners must use its NPI to identify it on all electronic transactions required under HIPAA and on all claims and encounters (both electronic and paper formats) submitted to Molina Healthcare.

J. Additional Requirements for Delegated Providers/Practitioners

Providers/practitioners that are delegated for claims and utilization management activities are the “business associates” of Molina Healthcare. Under HIPAA, Molina Healthcare must obtain contractual assurances from all business associates that they will safeguard member PHI. Delegated providers/practitioners must agree to various contractual provisions required under HIPAA’s Privacy and Security Rules.
Dear Molina Member:

Your privacy is important to us. We respect and protect your privacy. Molina uses and shares your information to provide you with health benefits. Molina wants to let you know how your information is used or shared.

PHI means protected health information. PHI is health information that includes your name, member number or other identifiers, and is used or shared by Molina.

Why does Molina use or share our Members’ PHI?
- To provide for your treatment
- To pay for your health care
- To review the quality of the care you get
- To tell you about your choices for care
- To run our health plan
- To use or share PHI for other purposes as required or permitted by law.

When does Molina need your written authorization (approval) to use or share your PHI?
Molina needs your written approval to use or share your PHI for purposes not listed above.

What are your privacy rights?
- To look at your PHI
- To get a copy of your PHI
- To amend your PHI
- To ask us to not use or share your PHI in certain ways
- To get a list of certain people or places we have shared your PHI with

How does Molina protect your PHI?
Molina uses many ways to protect PHI across our health plan. This includes PHI in written word, spoken word, or in a computer. Below are some ways Molina protects PHI:
- Molina has policies and rules to protect PHI.
- Molina limits who may see PHI. Only Molina staff with a need to know PHI may use it.
- Molina staff is trained on how to protect and secure PHI.
- Molina staff must agree in writing to follow the rules and policies that protect and secure PHI
- Molina secures PHI in our computers. PHI in our computers is kept private by using firewalls and passwords.

What must Molina do by law?
- Keep your PHI private.
- Give you written information, such as this on our duties and privacy practices about your PHI.
- Follow the terms of our Notice of Privacy Practices.

What can you do if you feel your privacy rights have not been protected?
- Call or write Molina and complain.
• Complain to the Department of Health and Human Services.

We will not hold anything against you. Your action would not change your care in any way.

The above is only a summary. Our Notice of Privacy Practices has more information about how we use and share Members’ PHI. Our Notice of Privacy Practices is in the following section of this document. It is on our web site at www.molinahealthcare.com. You may also get a copy of our Notice of Privacy Practices by calling our Member Services Department at (855) 735-5604 Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. local time. TTY/TDD users, please call 711.
NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES
MOLINA HEALTHCARE OF MICHIGAN

THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND DISCLOSED AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION. PLEASE REVIEW IT CAREFULLY.

Molina Healthcare of Michigan (“Molina Healthcare”, “Molina”, “we” or “our”) uses and shares protected health information about you to provide your health benefits as a Molina Dual Options member. We use and share your information to carry out treatment, payment and health care operations. We also use and share your information for other reasons as allowed and required by law. We have the duty to keep your health information private and to follow the terms of this Notice. The effective date of this Notice is [Effective Date].

PHI means protected health information. PHI is health information that includes your name, Member number or other identifiers, and is used or shared by Molina.

Why does Molina use or share your PHI?
We use or share your PHI to provide you with health care benefits. Your PHI is used or shared for treatment, payment, and health care operations.

For Treatment
Molina may use or share your PHI to give you, or arrange for, your medical care. This treatment also includes referrals between your doctors or other health care providers. For example, we may share information about your health condition with a specialist. This helps the specialist talk about your treatment with your doctor.

For Payment
Molina may use or share PHI to make decisions on payment. This may include claims, approvals for treatment, and decisions about medical need. Your name, your condition, your treatment, and supplies given may be written on the bill. For example, we may let a doctor know that you have our benefits. We would also tell the doctor the amount of the bill that we would pay.

For Health Care Operations
Molina may use or share PHI about you to run our health plan. For example, we may use information from your claim to let you know about a health program that could help you. We may also use or share your PHI to solve Member concerns. Your PHI may also be used to see that claims are paid right.

Health care operations involve many daily business needs. It includes but is not limited to, the following:

- Improving quality;
- Actions in health programs to help Members with certain conditions (such as asthma);
- Conducting or arranging for medical review;
- Legal services, including fraud and abuse detection and prosecution programs;
- Actions to help us obey laws;
- Address Member needs, including solving complaints and grievances.
We will share your PHI with other companies ("Business Associates") that perform different kinds of activities for our health plan. We may also use your PHI to give you reminders about your appointments. We may use your PHI to give you information about other treatment, or other health-related benefits and services.

**When can Molina use or share your PHI without getting written authorization (approval) from you?**

In addition to treatment, payment and health care operations, the law allows or requires Molina to use and share your PHI for several other purposes including the following:

**Required by law**

We will use or share information about you as required by law. We will share your PHI when required by the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). This may be for a court case, other legal review, or when required for law enforcement purposes.

**Public Health**

Your PHI may be used or shared for public health activities. This may include helping public health agencies to prevent or control disease.

**Health Care Oversight**

Your PHI may be used or shared with government agencies. They may need your PHI for audits.

**Research**

Your PHI may be used or shared for research in certain cases, such as when approved by a privacy or institutional review board.

**Legal or Administrative Proceedings**

Your PHI may be used or shared for legal proceedings, such as in response to a court order.

**Law Enforcement**

Your PHI may be used or shared with police for law enforcement purposes, such as to help find a suspect, witness or missing person.

**Health and Safety**

Your PHI may be shared to prevent a serious threat to public health or safety.

**Government Functions**

Your PHI may be shared with the government for special functions.

**Victims of Abuse, Neglect or Domestic Violence**

Your PHI may be shared with legal authorities if we believe that a person is a victim of abuse or neglect.

**Workers Compensation**

Your PHI may be used or shared to obey Workers Compensation laws.

**Other Disclosures**

Your PHI may be shared with funeral directors or coroners to help them do their jobs.
When does Molina need your written authorization (approval) to use or share your PHI?
Molina needs your written approval to use or share your PHI for a purpose other than those listed in this Notice. Molina needs your authorization before we disclose your PHI for the following: (1) most uses and disclosures of psychotherapy notes; (2) uses and disclosures for marketing purposes; and (3) uses and disclosures that involve the sale of PHI. You may cancel a written approval that you have given us. Your cancellation will not apply to actions already taken by us because of the approval you already gave to us.

What are your health information rights?
You have the right to:

- **Request Restrictions on PHI Uses or Disclosures (Sharing of Your PHI)**
  You may ask us not to share your PHI to carry out treatment, payment or health care operations. You may also ask us not to share your PHI with family, friends or other persons you name who are involved in your health care. However, we are not required to agree to your request. You will need to make your request in writing. You may use Molina’s form to make your request.

- **Request Confidential Communications of PHI**
  You may ask Molina to give you your PHI in a certain way or at a certain place to help keep your PHI private. We will follow reasonable requests, if you tell us how sharing all or a part of that PHI could put your life at risk. You will need to make your request in writing. You may use Molina’s form to make your request.

- **Review and Copy Your PHI**
  You have a right to review and get a copy of your PHI held by us. This may include records used in making coverage, claims and other decisions as a Molina Member. You will need to make your request in writing. You may use Molina’s form to make your request. We may charge you a reasonable fee for copying and mailing the records. In certain cases we may deny the request. *Important Note: We do not have complete copies of your medical records. If you want to look at, get a copy of, or change your medical records, please contact your doctor or clinic.*

- **Amend Your PHI**
  You may ask that we amend (change) your PHI. This involves only those records kept by us about you as a Member. You will need to make your request in writing. You may use Molina’s form to make your request. You may file a letter disagreeing with us if we deny the request.

- **Receive an Accounting of PHI Disclosures (Sharing of Your PHI)**
  You may ask that we give you a list of certain parties that we shared your PHI with during the six years prior to the date of your request. The list will not include PHI shared as follows:
  - for treatment, payment or health care operations;
  - to persons about their own PHI;
  - sharing done with your authorization;
  - incident to a use or disclosure otherwise permitted or required under applicable law;
• PHI released in the interest of national security or for intelligence purposes; or
• as part of a limited data set in accordance with applicable law.

We will charge a reasonable fee for each list if you ask for this list more than once in a 12-month period. You will need to make your request in writing. You may use Molina’s form to make your request.

You may make any of the requests listed above, or may get a paper copy of this Notice. Please call Molina Member Services at (855) 735-5604, Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. local time. TTY/TDD users, please call 711.

What can you do if your rights have not been protected?
You may complain to Molina and to the Department of Health and Human Services if you believe your privacy rights have been violated. We will not do anything against you for filing a complaint. Your care and benefits will not change in any way.

You may complain to us at the following:

Contact Information
If you have any questions, please contact the following office:

By Phone: Molina Member Services (855) 735-5604, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. local time. TTY/TDD users, please call 711.

In Writing: Molina Healthcare of Michigan
Attention: Manager of Member Services
880 West Long Lake Road, Suite 600
Troy, MI 48098

You may file a complaint with the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services at:

Office for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
233 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 240
Chicago, IL 60601
(800) 368-1019; (800) 537-7697 (TDD);
(312) 886-1807 (FAX)
What are the duties of Molina?
Molina is required to:

- Keep your PHI private;
- Give you written information such as this on our duties and privacy practices about your PHI;
- Provide you with a notice in the event of any breach of your unsecured PHI;
- Not use or disclose your genetic information for underwriting purposes;
- Follow the terms of this Notice.

This Notice is Subject to Change

Molina reserves the right to change its information practices and terms of this Notice at any time. If we do, the new terms and practices will then apply to all PHI we keep. If we make any material changes, Molina will post the revised Notice on our web site and send the revised Notice, or information about the material change and how to obtain the revised Notice, in our next annual mailing to our members then covered by Molina.

Contact Information
If you have any questions, please contact the following office:

By Phone: Molina Member Services (855) 735-5604, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. local time. TTY/TDD users, please call 711.

In Writing: Molina Healthcare of Michigan
Attention: Director of Member Services
880 West Long Lake, Suite 600
Troy, MI 48098
AUTHORIZATION FOR THE USE AND DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION

Member Name: ________________________________      Member ID #: ______________
Member Address: ________________________________      Date of Birth: _____________
City/State/Zip: ________________________________      Telephone #: ______________

I hereby authorize the use or disclosure of my protected health information as described below.

1. Name of persons/organizations authorized to make the requested use or disclosure of protected health information:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

2. Name of persons/organizations authorized to receive the protected health information:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

3. Specific description of protected health information that may be used/disclosed:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

4. The protected health information will be used/disclosed for the following purpose(s):

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

5. The person/organization authorized to use/disclose the protected health information will receive compensation for doing so. Yes_____ No_____
6. I understand that this authorization is voluntary and that I may refuse to sign this authorization. My refusal to sign will not affect my eligibility for benefits or enrollment, payment for or coverage of services, or ability to obtain treatment, except as provided under numbers 7 and 8 on this form.

7. Molina Healthcare may condition the provision of research related treatment on my provision of an authorization for the use or disclosure of PHI for such research.

8. If the purpose of this authorization is to disclose health information to another party based on health care that is provided solely to obtain such information, and I refuse to sign this authorization, Molina Healthcare reserves the right to deny that health care.

9. I understand that I have a right to receive a copy of this authorization, if requested by me.

10. I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time by notifying Molina Healthcare in writing, except to the extent that:
   a) action has been taken in reliance on this authorization; or
   b) if this authorization is obtained as a condition of obtaining health care coverage, other law provides the health plan with the right to contest a claim under the benefits or coverage under the plan.

11. I understand that the information I authorize a person or entity to receive may be no longer protected by federal law and regulations.

12. This authorization expires on the following date or event*:

   *If no expiration date or event is specified above, this authorization will expire 12 months from the date signed below.

   ____________________________________________  __________________________
   Signature of Member or Member’s Personal  Date
   Representative

   ____________________________________________  __________________________
   Printed Name of Member or Member’s  Relationship to Member or Personal
   Personal Representative, if applicable  Representative’s Authority to act for the
   Member, if applicable

   A copy of this signed form will be provided to the Member, if the authorization was sought by Molina Healthcare
VIII. Health Care Services (HCS) Program

Molina maintains a Healthcare Services Department to work with members and providers in administering the Utilization Management Program. You may contact the HCS Department toll free at (888) 898-7969 or fax at (248) 295-7665.

The address for mail requests is:

**Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link)**
**Molina Healthcare of Michigan, Inc.**
880 W. Big Beaver, Ste. 600
Troy, MI 48098

This Molina Provider Manual contains excerpts from the Molina Health Care Services Program Description (HCSPD). For a complete copy of your state’s Molina Medicare-Medicaid HCSPD you can access the Molina Dual Options Plan website at [www.molinahealthcare.com/duals](http://www.molinahealthcare.com/duals) or contact the telephone number above to receive a written copy.

A. Introduction

Molina Healthcare, Inc. has significant nationwide experience providing care management services to Medicare Advantage, D-SNP, Dual Option, Medicaid, and SCHIP members using processes designed to address a broad spectrum of disabilities and chronic conditions that require the coordination and provision of a wide array of health care services. To ensure that members receive high quality care, Molina uses an integrated care management approach based on empirically validated best practices that have demonstrated positive results in numerous Molina managed care markets. Research and experience show that a higher-touch, member-centric care environment for at-risk members supports better health outcomes and reduces the need for institutional care.

Molina strives for full integration of physical health, behavioral health, long-term services and support (LTSS); and social support services to eliminate fragmentation of care and provide a single, individualized plan of care for members. The HCS program consists of four levels: Level 1 – Health Management for low-risk members; Level 2 – Case Management for medium-risk members; Level 3 – Complex Case Management for high-risk members; and Level 4 – Complex Case Management for eminent-risk members. Running concurrently with these four levels are the Care Access and Monitoring process, which ensures appropriate and effective utilization of services, and the Molina Transitions Program, which ensures members receive the support they need when moving from one care setting to another. Mental health, chemical dependency, and long-term care are integrated throughout all aspects of the HCS program. Through continuous process and technology improvements, Molina streamlines interactions between all Care

---

3 The term “Molina” encompasses the parent organization, Molina Healthcare, Inc. and its subsidiary state health plans.
Management teams to promote highly effective collaborations that result in optimized member care.

B. HCS Goals, Objectives and Functions

Program Goals
The goals of the Molina HCS Program are to:

- Achieve effective high quality outcomes by ensuring that medically necessary care is delivered in an appropriate setting at the time such service is needed by the member;
- Ensure the provision of effective and efficient utilization of services;
- Monitor the utilization practice patterns of participating physicians, hospitals and ancillary practitioners to identify over- or under-utilization;
- Identify and assess appropriate members for care management through health risk assessments, early identification of high or low service utilization and high cost, catastrophic, chronic or long term diseases;
- Facilitate the members transition from one level of care to another;
- Promote health care in accordance with local, state and national guidelines and standards;
- Identify events and patterns of care in which outcomes may be improved through efficiencies in utilization management (UM) and case management (CM) activities, and to implement actions that improve performance;
- Ensure timely responses to member and provider appeals;
- Continually seek to improve member and provider satisfaction with health care and utilization processes.

Communication and Availability to Members and Practitioners:

Molina HCS staff is accessible through the toll-free number (listed above) during normal business hours, Monday through Friday (except for Holidays) from 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM for information and authorization of care. An On-Call Registered Nurse (Registered Nurse [RN]) is available after hours to respond to phone and electronic fax requests for authorization or discharge planning. Physician support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The On-Call Program track trends and provides comparative data analysis.

Molina’s Nurse Advice Line is available to members and providers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Primary Care Physicians (PCPs) are notified via fax of all Nurse Advice Line encounters.

Molina offers TDD/TTY services for the deaf, hard of hearing and speech impaired members. Language assistance is also available for members 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Prior Authorization

Molina Medicare requires authorization for selected medical procedures, pharmaceuticals, medical equipment and services. The list of items requiring prior authorization is subject to change. A copy of the most recent prior authorization requirements can be found on the Molina website – www.molinahealthcare.com – provider page- or a written copy can be obtained by contacting the HCS Department at the telephone numbers noted in the introduction to the HCS chapter of this Provider Manual.

Requests for prior authorizations to the HCS Department may be sent by web portal (Clear Coverage), telephone, fax, or mail based on the urgency of the requested service.

Providers are encouraged to use the Molina Medicare Prior Authorization Form provided on the above web site. If using a different form, the provider is required to supply the following information, as applicable, for the requested service:

- Member demographic information (Name, DOB, ID #, etc.).
- Clinical indications necessitating service or referral.
- Provider information (Referring provider and referred to specialist).
- Pertinent medical history (include treatment, diagnostic tests, examination data).
- Requested service/procedure (including specific CPT/HCPCS Codes).
- Location where the service will be performed.
- Member diagnosis (ICD-9/ICD-10 Code and description).
- Requested length of stay (for inpatient requests).
- Indicate if request is for expedited or standard processing

C. Administrative and Clinical Review

Molina reviews and approves or denies plan coverage for various services – inpatient, outpatient, medical supplies, equipment, and selected medications. The review types are:

- Administrative (e.g., eligibility, appropriate vendor or participating provider, covered service) and
- Clinical (e.g., medically necessary).

The overall review process begins with administrative review followed by initial clinical review if appropriate. Specialist review may be needed as well. All Organization Determination/ Authorization requests that may lead to denial are reviewed by a health professional at Molina (medical director, pharmacy director, or appropriately licensed delegate).

The Organization Determination / Authorization requirements, timelines and procedures are published in the Provider Manual and available on the Molina Provider Web Site.
1. **Initial Administrative Review**

Care Review Processors conduct initial administrative type reviews. They ensure that the information required to process a clinical review is requested and obtained. They verify member eligibility and status of the requested provider’s participation with Molina.

2. **Initial Clinical Review**

Clinical Staff conduct the initial clinical review of health care service requests against medical appropriateness criteria. RNs, LPNs, or other health professionals complete this initial review.

3. **Health Professional Review**

Medical Directors conduct clinical review of services that do not meet initial clinical review appropriateness criteria. The Medical Director or Pharmacy Director reviews requests for medical necessity on all medication that does not meet initial review criteria.

4. **Specialist Clinical Review**

Consultations and appeal reviews may require additional clinical review by appropriately credentialed specialists. Specialist reviewers should be trained in the same or similar specialty to the requesting practitioner.

D. **Review Criteria**

Molina utilizes standardized nationally recognized review criteria that are based on sound scientific medical evidence for making decisions concerning medical necessity and appropriateness of services. The appropriate use of criteria is incorporated into all phases of the utilization decision making process by licensed staff and Medical Directors. The criteria sources used are one or more of the following:

- CMS Medicare Coverage Guidelines, Local and National Coverage Determinations, Medicare Benefit Policy Manual;
- Medicaid coverage guidelines;
- Corporate Guidance Documents addressing new or existing technology;
- McKesson InterQual® Criteria/Thomson’s Length of Stay Guidelines by Diagnosis and DRG;
- Hayes Medical Technology Directory;
- Apollo Managed Care Guidelines;
- Algorithms and guidelines from recognized professional societies;
- Peer-reviewed literature;
- State-mandated long term care assessment tools which determine eligibility for and authorization of LTSS and waiver services.
Actively practicing practitioners are involved in the development and adoption of criteria specific to their area of expertise. HCS criteria are reviewed, modified and adopted by the Healthcare Services Committee (HCSC) at least annually.

Molina informs providers about the availability of criteria through the provider newsletter. In addition, practitioners may request copies of criteria by telephone, fax, or email.

Medical Directors or their delegates may modify or waive specific review criteria if necessary to accommodate an individual member need or some special variation in the capabilities of the local delivery system.

**Molina describes medically necessary services as the following:**

**Medicare Services:** Are reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury to improve the functioning of a malformed body member, or otherwise medically necessary under 42 CFR §1395y;

**Medicaid Services:** services that are medically appropriate, necessary to meet needs, consistent with the person’s diagnosis, symptomatology and functional impairments, the most cost-effective option in the least restrictive environment, and consistent with clinical standards of care for the state of Michigan. Medical necessity includes those services and supports designed to assist the person to attain or maintain a sufficient level of functioning to enable the person to live in his or her community.

Where there is overlap between Medicare and Medicaid benefits; the benefits will maintain coverage to at least the extent provided by Medicare and Michigan Medicaid as outlined in both state and federal rules. Molina will abide by the more generous of the applicable Medicare and Michigan Medicaid standards.

1. **Inpatient Criteria**

   InterQual® criteria are utilized for inpatient hospital and concurrent review. Both intensity of service and severity of illness criteria are utilized to determine appropriateness of the admission and to monitor the length of stay. Clinical staff conducts medical necessity reviews telephonically or on-site for all admissions.

2. **Emergency / Urgent Services**

   Molina provides coverage for all emergency / Urgent services without an Organization Determination / Authorization per all regulatory requirements. Inpatient admissions resulting from an emergency service require notification to Molina the next business day.
3. **Medical Policy**

Molina develops internally produced medical policy criteria. Medical policy may be developed for medical, surgical, diagnostic, pharmacy or other services. Medical policies are reviewed, modified and adopted by the UMC at least annually. Medical policies are derived from one or more of the following:

- Current medical literature and peer reviewed publications;
- Existing government and public sector guidelines;
- Commercially available policies;
- Physician comments;
- Community standards of medical practice;
- Standard practice of Health Contractors.

Medical policies are also available and shared with practitioners upon request. Important new policies may be distributed in the practitioners’ publication as they are implemented.

4. **Information Sources**

When evaluating requests for approval, at a minimum, the following information is considered:

- Member demographics and eligibility information;
- Age;
- Co-morbidities;
- Complications;
- History of symptoms and results of physical examination;
- Results of clinical evaluation including appropriate lab and radiology results, co-morbidities and complications;
- Relevant Primary Care Physician (PCP) and/or specialist progress notes of treatment or consultations;
- Psychosocial situation;
- Home environment, when applicable;
- Other information as required by criteria and/or algorithms.

Molina staff also considers characteristics of the local delivery system available for the specific member, such as:

- Availability of skilled nursing facilities, sub-acute care facilities or home care in the service area to support the member after hospital discharge;
- Coverage of benefits for skilled nursing facilities, sub-acute care facilities or home care where needed;
- Local hospitals’ ability to provide all recommended services within the estimated length of stay;
- Any available home and community resources.
E. Timeliness of HCS Organization Determination/Authorizations

Pre-Service determinations are made in a timely manner determined by the member’s clinical situation. All staff is trained regarding the appropriate turn-around times for determinations.

The policy of Molina is to adhere to the following standards for timeliness of utilization determinations based on regulatory requirements for lines of business:

### Medicare/Dual Option Timeliness Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UM decision needed</th>
<th>Decision time frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard (non-expedited) Pre-service Determinations</td>
<td>Within 14 calendar days of receipt of request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent Concurrent Review</td>
<td>Within 24 hours of receipt of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedited Initial Determinations</td>
<td>Within 72 hours of receipt of request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Medicaid Timeliness Standards (Services not covered by Medicare)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UM decision needed</th>
<th>Decision time frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routine (non-expedited) Pre-service Determinations</td>
<td>Within 14 business days of receipt of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedited / Urgent determination</td>
<td>Within 72 hours of receipt of the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent Concurrent Review</td>
<td>Within 24 hours of receipt of request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Service / Retrospective</td>
<td>Within 30 calendar days from receipt of request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Referrals

PCPs are able to refer a member to a contracted specialist for consultation and treatment without a referral request to Molina.

G. Pre-Service Organization Determinations/ Authorizations

Pre-service review provides an opportunity to determine medical necessity and appropriateness of services, procedures and equipment prior to provision of the service. It is also an opportunity to determine if the services, procedures or equipment are a covered benefit of the member's plan.
Requests for pre-service Organization Determination / Authorizations are reviewed against established medical policy criteria. When appropriate the Medical Director or other appropriate health professional will consult with the requesting provider. Health professionals make all denial determinations. The member, practitioner, PCP, and facility (if indicated) are notified of the adverse determination in writing and, as needed, by telephone.

Examples of procedures or services requiring pre-service Organization Determination / Authorizations are published in the Molina Prior Authorization Requirement Guide. The guide includes, but is not limited to: elective inpatient admissions, outpatient surgical procedures, diagnostic procedures, specialty pharmacy and medical supplies and equipment.

Pre-service Organization Determination / Authorizations are not required for the following services: emergency and post-stabilization services including emergency behavioral health care, urgent care crisis stabilization, including mental health, urgent support for home and community services, family planning services, preventive services, basic OB / prenatal care, communicable disease services including STI and HIV testing and out-of-area renal dialysis.

In addition the Member may self-refer without authorization to the following services: emergency room including emergency behavioral health care, urgent care including crisis stabilization, urgent support for home and community care, nurse midwife services, family planning services, preventive care, basic OB / prenatal care, sexually transmitted disease and HIV testing & counseling.

Molina provides coverage for second opinions at the request of the member.

H. Out-of-Network Services
In the event that a qualified specialist is not available within the contracted network; Molina’s HCS staff will coordinate the medically necessary services with an appropriately license and credentialed out-of-network (OON) specialist. Molina will offer the OON provider an opportunity to contract with the health plan contingent on the provider meeting all credentialing standards.

I. Continuity of Care
Molina will maintain a member’s current providers and services at the time of enrollment. This includes prescription drugs and providers which are not part of the Molina network during a prescribed transition period. Transition requirements and duration vary based on the service and if the member has a waiver status.

Molina ensures continuity of care for members in an “active course of treatment” for new members or for existing members in situations where there is a discontinuation or lack of a contract between Molina and the treating practitioner.
Additionally, the UM/CM staff facilitate the transition of care for members whose benefits have come to end. Alternatives to coverage are explored with the member, the PCP, community resources and any new coverage to ensure continuity of care.

J. **Pre-admission/Admission Organization Determinations/ Authorizations**

Molina conducts acute admission review within one business day to determine the medical necessity and appropriateness of inpatient hospital stays. Notification of admissions and requests for review may be in writing, by telephone or sent by fax. Elective admission review is conducted within 14 business days of receipt of the request.

National Coverage Determinations (NCD), Local Coverage Determinations (LCD), InterQual®, and/or other applicable criteria are used to determine the medical necessity of the admission and whether treatment could be rendered in an alternate level of care. If the admission does not meet criteria for medical necessity as an inpatient, the HCS staff will negotiate a lower level of care or refer the case to a Medical Director for determination.

K. **Concurrent Review**

For selected cases, Molina performs concurrent review to determine medical necessity and appropriateness of a continued inpatient stay. The goal of concurrent review is to identify appropriate discharge planning needs and facilitate discharge to an appropriate setting. InterQual® criteria are used as a guideline in performing concurrent review activities. Molina conducts concurrent review throughout the member’s stay to assure appropriate transition of care.

The clinical staff collaborates with hospital staff, practitioners and their representatives to ensure that discharge needs are met in a timely manner and continuity of service is provided. Assessments are conducted concurrently, by telephone or fax.

L. **Discharge Planning**

Discharge planning involves a process of communicating with hospitals and practitioners to ensure that a member’s needs are met upon hospital discharge, and that the discharge occurs in a timely manner.

The clinical staff is responsible for collaborating with hospital discharge planning to facilitate an appropriate discharge plan for the member. The clinical staff reviews the medical necessity and appropriateness for select post discharge services including home health, infusion therapy, durable medical equipment, skilled nursing facility and rehabilitative services.

The clinical staff provides a post inpatient discharge follow-up call to members, to support the discharge plan prescribed by the member’s physician. The purpose is to assess the member’s understanding of their discharge instructions, confirm the necessary
follow-up appointments have been scheduled, confirm prescriptions have been filled, and assess the need for further interventions. Post discharge follow up letters are sent to all members and their PCPs after an inpatient admission.

Members will receive up to 30 days of post discharge support from Transitions of Care (TOC) Program staff.

M. Model of Care Program Overview

The Model of Care (MOC) is Molina Healthcare’s documentation of the CMS directed plan for delivering coordinated care and case management to enrollees with both Medicare and Medicaid.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) require all Molina staff and contracted medical providers receive basic training about the Molina Healthcare Medicare Medicaid program Model of Care (MOC).

For additional information/training on Model of Care, please visit provider website at www.molinahealthcare.com. Information can be found under Health Resources/SNP Model of Care.

N. Molina Transitions of Care (TOC) Program

All Molina members who are admitted to the hospital receive TOC services. The Molina Healthcare Transitions Program confirms and reestablishes the member’s connection to his/her medical home. It provides services that support continuity and coordination of care from one care setting to another, as the member’s health status changes.

Molina’s goal is to have our providers work closely with Transition of Care team to ensure that our members understand and are able to manage their medications, understand the signs and symptoms of their disease process, and when to call their PCP.

To contact the Transition of Care Team please call (855) 322-4077.

Purpose
The purpose of the Molina Healthcare Transitions Program is to improve clinical outcomes and promote member self-determination, member satisfaction, and to reduce readmissions and emergency department visits.

Program Features
The program is ‘high-touch’ and member centric. As part of the four to six week program, the Molina Healthcare Transitions team conducts an onsite visit while the member is hospitalized and a post discharge visit to his/her home. A comprehensive assessment is performed during a home visit to determine the member’s needs. Followed by, at least three telephone contacts to ensure compliance with the discharge plan.
The six critical elements of the program include4:

- **Medication Management** – Molina staff will assist with coordination of member medications, authorizations (as needed), medication therapy management, and educating members about their medications.
- **PHR** – Molina staff will assist in the completion of a PHR that includes pertinent member history, provider information, a discharge checklist, a medication record, and a list of missing preventive services. Members are encouraged to bring the PHR with them to provider visits.
- **Provider and/or Specialist Appointments** – Molina staff will facilitate scheduling and transportation to ensure members keep follow-up appointments.
- **Knowledge of Warning Signs** – Molina staff will ensure the member is educated and aware of signs that their condition is worsening and how to respond.
- **Dietary and nutritional** – Molina staff will assess the member’s dietary needs.
- **Home and community based services** – Molina staff will assess members with regards to home and community services.

Transitions staff functions as a facilitator of interdisciplinary collaboration across the transition, engaging the member and family caregivers to participate on the ICT and in the formation and implementation of an ICP including interventions to mitigate the risk of re-hospitalization. The primary role of the transitions staff is to encourage self-management and direct communication between the member and provider rather than to function as another health care provider.

As the Molina Healthcare Transitions Program nears completion, Molina Healthcare’s TOC staff identify any ongoing needs that a member may have and, if needed, refer members to Molina’s CM Program to address those needs going forward.

O. **Care Management**

Molina’s providers are an integral part of the Care Management Program and we look to them to be an active participant on the Member’s Interdisciplinary Care Team. Each Case Manager is responsible for sending a Care Plan to the Member and their assigned PCP. The care plans will provide information in multiple areas depending on the goals and care coordination needs of the member. We request that the member’s physician review this information and provide additional observations and information as appropriate to support the member’s care coordination preferences and needs.

To contact the Care Management Team please call (855) 322-4077.

To ensure that members receive high quality care, Molina uses an integrated care management approach based on empirically validated best practices that have

---

4 Adapted from Dr. Eric Coleman’s *Model of Care Transitions Interventions* (http://www.caretransitions.org) (Eric A. Coleman, MD, MPH)
demonstrated positive results in numerous Molina managed care markets. Research and experience show that a higher-touch, member-centric care environment for at-risk members supports better health outcomes and reduces the need for institutional care.

Molina strives for full integration of physical health, behavioral health, long term care services and support and social support services to eliminate fragmentation of care and provide a single, individualized plan of care for members. The HCS program consists of four levels: Level 1 – Health Management for low-risk members; Level 2 – Case Management for medium-risk members; Level 3 – Complex Case Management for high-risk members, and Level 4 – Complex Case Management for imminent-risk members. Running concurrently with these four levels are the Care Access and Monitoring process, which ensures appropriate and effective utilization of services, and the Molina Transitions Program, which ensures members receive the support they need when moving from one care setting to another. Mental health, chemical dependency, and long-term care are integrated throughout all aspects of the Health Care Services program. Through continuous process and technology improvements, Molina streamlines interactions between all Care Management teams to promote highly effective collaborations that result in optimized member care.

Identifying At-Risk Members

Molina identifies at-risk members who may benefit from Care Management through an analysis of all available data which may include encounter forms, claims data, member health risk assessments and pharmacy claims, data provided by CMS and/or the Michigan Department of Community Health as well as through internal and external referrals. The selection criteria are based on the current literature and Molina’s experience with its members creating a focused, results-oriented approach to identification and interventions.

In addition, referrals of at-risk members may come from providers, internal Molina resources such as the Nurse Advice Line, or from members themselves.

Members identified through these various channels as potentially requiring care management services are then contacted by a Molina Case Manager to further assess their unique needs and verify if enrollment in Care Management is appropriate. This process also includes assigning the level of care for the member based on applying clinical protocols and conducting assessments.
## Care Management Levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 4: Imminent Risk Case Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilize detailed assessment(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritized Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical, Social, Behavioral, LTC Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate home visits as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlist Community Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on keeping the member in the least restrictive environment possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on condition specific member education/self management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation of health plan benefits and services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3: Complex Case Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary approach utilizing interdisciplinary Care Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilize comprehensive and condition specific assessment(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member-centered prioritized goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical, Social, Behavioral, LTC Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate home visits as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlist Community Connector Focus on condition specific member education/self management skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation of health plan benefits and services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2: Case Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary approach with assessment/care plans/member centered-goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical, Social, Behavioral, LTC Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition specific education/management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation of health plan benefits and services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Health Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition specific health education management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service coordination: transportation, scheduling appointments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social, Behavioral, LTC Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation of health plan benefits and services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the level of Care Management needed, outreach is made to the member to determine the best plan to achieve short and long-term goals. Each level of the HCS program has its own specific health assessment used to determine interventions that support member achievement of short- and long-term goals. This includes building an individualized care plan with the member and/or representative. These assessments include the following elements based on NCQA, state and federal guidelines:

- Health status and diagnoses, including condition-specific issues in addition to comorbidities;
- Clinical history, including disease onset; key events such as acute phases and inpatient stays, treatment history;
- Medications prescribed, current and past, including schedules and dosages;
- Activities of daily living, functional status, need for or use of LTSS;
- Cultural and linguistic needs, preferences or limitations;
• Visual and hearing needs, preferences or limitations;
• Caregiver resources and involvement, including not only involvement but assessment of the adequacy of resources;
• Available benefits and community resources;
• Life-planning activities (e.g., healthcare power of attorney, wills, living wills or advance directives);
• Body Mass Index;
• Smoking;
• Confidence;
• Readiness to change;
• Member’s desire / interest in self-directing their care;
• Communication barriers with providers;
• Treatment and medication adherence;
• ED and inpatient use;
• PCP visits;
• Living situation;
• Psychosocial needs and issues that may affect a member’s ability to adhere to the care plan (e.g., food, clothing, employment, beliefs and concerns about the condition or treatment, perceived barriers to meeting treatment requirements, and access, transportation and financial barriers to obtaining treatment);
• Durable medical equipment needs;
• Health goals;
• Mental/behavioral health status, including cognitive functions, such as the ability to understand instructions and process information about their illness; and
• Chemical dependency.

The resulting individualized care plan contains prioritized goals considering member’s and/or caregiver’s preferences and desired level of involvement and is then approved by the member, is reviewed by the ICT and maintained and updated by the Case Manager as the member’s condition changes. The Case Manager also addresses barriers to meeting goals and complying with the plan with the member and/or caregiver, and collaborates with providers to ensure the member is receiving the right care, in the right setting, with the right provider. The Case Management plan is personalized to meet a member’s specific needs and identifies: prioritized goals, time frame for reevaluation, resources to be utilized, including the appropriate level of care, planning for continuity of care, including ToC and transfers, collaborative approaches to be used, and including family participation. The Case Manager and/or ICT also ensure the inclusion of the following services within the care plan:

• Facilitation of member referrals to resources and follow-up process to determine whether members act on referrals;
• Development of a schedule for follow-up and communication with members;
• Development and communication of member self-management plans, through oral or written communication to members and/or caregivers;
• Assessment of members’ progress against case management plans, including reassessing and adjusting the care plan and its goals as needed.

The purpose of the HCS Program interventions at all levels is to ensure that the member and/or family understands and agrees with the care plan, understands the member/family/physician/case manager role in fulfilling the care plan, key self-management concepts and has the resources for implementation. All member education is consistent with nationally accepted guidelines for the particular health condition.

P. Integrated Care Bridge Record (ICBR)
Molina will employ a Care Bridge, as the Care Coordination platform. The Care Bridge includes an electronic Care Coordination Platform which supports an ICBR to facilitate timely and effective information flow between the participants of the ICT.

The Care Bridge is supported by Molina’s web portal technology that allows secure access to information and enables members and ICT participants to use and (where appropriate) update information and notify ICT members. Through the Care Bridge, the participants on the member’s ICT facilitate access to formal and informal supports and services identified in the member’s ICP developed through a Person-Centered Planning Process. The Care Coordination platform includes a mechanism to alert ICT participants of emergency department use or inpatient admissions. Through the Care Bridge, Molina will:

• Facilitate the timely sharing of information with the primary care provider, PIHP and LTSS Supports Coordinators, and other providers, and between other Integrated Care Organizations;
• Manage communication and information flow regarding referrals, care transitions, and care delivery;
• Provide prior authorization service information;
• Allow providers to send a direct message to the Molina Care Coordinator

The electronic Care Bridge, Care Coordination Platform will maintain an individualized member record including:

• An integrated condition list;
• Contact information for the Molina Care Coordinator and ICT participants;
• Current medications list;
• The date of service and the name of the provider for most recently provided services;
• Historical and current utilization and claims information;
• Historic Medicaid and Medicare utilization data;
• Initial screening, Assessments and Reassessments;
• Service outcomes, including specialty provider reports, lab results and emergency room visits;
• Notes and correspondence across provider settings.
Q. **Behavioral Health, Substance Use Disorders and Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities**

Mental and emotional well-being is essential to overall health. Sound mental health allows people to realize their full potential, live more independent lives, and make meaningful contributions to their communities. Reducing the stigma associated with mental health diagnoses is important to utilization of effective mental health treatment. Identifying and integrating mental health needs into traditional health care is particularly important.

Molina Dual Option members who require inpatient, outpatient, or crisis intervention treatment for behavioral health (BH), substance use disorders (SUD) or intellectual/developmental disabilities (I/DD) will receive services through one of the Pre-Paid Inpatient Health Plans (PIHP) with Molina oversight. We have two PIHPs that will provide services to our members in the Dual Options program; Detroit Wayne Mental Health Authority for Wayne county residents and the Macomb County Community Mental Health Agency for Macomb County residents.

To make a referral for BH, SUD, or I/DD services, please note the following:

- For Wayne County members:
  - Call 800-241-4949
- For Macomb County members:
  - Call 855-996-2264
- 24 Hr Crisis Line
  - Wayne County 800-241-4949
  - Macomb County 855-927-4747

R. **Disease/Health Management**

Molina Healthcare has established disease management programs to measure and improve health status and quality of life. The Disease Management Programs involve a collaborative team approach comprised of health education, clinical case management and provider education. The team works closely with contracted providers in the identification, assessment and implementation of appropriate interventions. Currently these programs are made available to all eligible Molina Dual Options Plan Members based on inclusion criteria, and to all network providers.

- **Heart Healthy Living Program**
  (Addresses High Blood Pressure, Coronary Artery Disease and/or Congestive Heart Failure)
- **Healthy Living with Diabetes**
- **Healthy Living with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease**
- **Breathe with Ease**
- **Motherhood Matters Program**
- **Smoking Cessation**
The goal of the Disease Management Program is to improve clinical outcomes through continual, rather than episodic, care and enable members to manage their symptoms optimally and improve their quality of life.

S. **Adverse Determination/Denial Process**

The process of review, utilizing established criteria, encompasses initial clinical review, Medical Director review and Specialist review. Services that do not meet medical necessity criteria are reviewed by a health professional – a Medical Director or pharmacist.

The review and denial process consists of the following:

1. Initial clinical review is performed by HCS licensed staff who reviews for medical necessity according to benefit guides and clinical criteria (e.g. CMS Medical Coverage Guidelines, Local and National Coverage Determinations, InterQual® or other approved guidelines).

2. Health Professional review is conducted by a Molina Healthcare Medical Director or clinical peer (e.g., a pharmacist). Physician-to-physician or peer-to-peer discussion is made available prior to issuing the adverse determination letter, whenever possible.

3. Specialist clinical review utilizes a physician who has not been involved in the case review previously. The specialist review is conducted by a physician who is a board-certified specialist of the same or similar specialty that typically manages the condition, procedure or treatment under review.

4. All adverse determinations will be communicated to the requesting practitioner and member verbally or in writing based on certification and regulatory requirements. Timeframe requirements for communication of denials are established in accordance with regulatory and accrediting requirements. Member communications are tailored to member’s individual communication needs, barriers and requirements (e.g., language interpretation, aids for low vision and / or deaf / hard of hearing, etc.). Adverse determination notifications include the rationale for the determination in plain terms and cite the utilization criteria or benefit provisions used in making the determination. Denial letters also provide information about the member’s appeal rights, how to use the appeals process and the various levels of review that are available to Medicare beneficiaries under Federal law.
T. Appeals Process
At this time the State and CMS are working toward an integrated Appeals process, we will update this Provider Manual when this process is complete.

The Molina Appeals Department manages the member appeals process. The Appeal and Grievance Coordinator gathers information about any appeal, enters the information into the Denial/Appeal Database, and assures that the required review steps are completed within required time frames.

1. Appeals Process for Providers/Post Service

Retrospective Review/Post-Service Review

- Standards for Retrospective Review

Retrospective Review/Post-Service Review applies when a provider does not seek an Organization Determination / Authorization from Molina for services that require Organization Determination / Authorization. Failure to obtain an Organization Determination / Authorization for an elective service that requires Organization Determination / Authorizations may result in a denial. Emergent services do not require an Organization Determination/ Authorization.

Coverage of emergent services up to stabilization of the patient will be approved for payment. If the patient is subsequently admitted following emergent care services, notification is required within one business day or post stabilization stay may be denied.

If information is received indicating the provider did not know nor reasonably could have known that patient was a Molina member or there was a Molina error, a medical necessity review will be performed. Decisions, in this circumstance, will be based on medical need; appropriateness of care guidelines defined by CMS Medical Coverage Guidelines, Local and National Coverage Determinations, Medicaid Coverage Guidelines, HCS policies and criteria, and InterQual® criteria.

### Post Service Appeals
Claims Must Be On File To Initiate An Appeal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contracted</th>
<th>Non-Contracted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicare Administrative Denials</td>
<td>90 Days from claim denial date. 1 Level of appeal</td>
<td>60 Days from claim denial date. Must supply Waiver of Liability (WOL). 1 Level of appeal by HP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare Medical Necessity Denials</td>
<td>90 Days from claim denial date. 2 Levels of appeals</td>
<td>60 Days from claim denial date. Must supply Waiver of Liability (WOL). 1 Level of appeal by HP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Medicaid Administrative Denials

(For Medicaid only covered benefits)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Denials</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
<th>Levels of Appeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid Administrative Denials</td>
<td>90 Days from claim denial date.</td>
<td>1 Level of appeal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Medicaid Medical Necessity Denials

(For Medicaid only covered benefits)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Denials</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
<th>Levels of Appeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid Medical Necessity Denials</td>
<td>90 Days from claim denial date.</td>
<td>2 Levels of appeals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appeals By Members

An appeal is a request for review and possible reversal of an action or decision by Molina to limit or deny coverage for a requested service or prescription drug. Molina maintains an appeals process to respond to member and provider appeals.

The member, member’s authorized representative (friend, family member, attorney or physician) may submit an appeal directly or designate their practitioner or another individual as their representative for an appeal. This representative must have a written consent or permission from the member.

Appeals may be expedited or standard. Appeals must be requested in writing. Policies and Procedures describe the details of time frames for submitting an appeal and time limits for member appeals review by Molina.

Standard appeals are handled within certification and regulatory turn-around requirements.

An expedited appeal is an urgent request for review of a denial. A member may request an expedited appeal if delay might expose the member to loss of life or bodily function, or subject the member to ongoing uncontrolled pain. Whenever a practitioner/provider on behalf of the member requests an expedited appeal, Molina will process as expedited even if it is not a life-threatening situation. Staff also will review appeals as expedited if the criteria for an expedited appeal exist, even if the member does not request an expedited appeal. Expedited appeal requests may be initiated by telephone, fax or in writing. Additional information for an expedited appeal review must be submitted as quickly as possible. Expedited appeal determinations are made within 72 hours of the expedited request. Molina may take a 14 day extension if they can justify the need for additional information and it is in the best interest for the member.

Most appeals are for pre-service denials. Members may also appeal post-service denials if they may be at financial risk for payment for the services. Molina reviews post-service appeals using the policies and procedures that apply.

If Molina failed to render a decision of a pre-service appeal request within the appropriate timeframes, Molina will forward the entire case to "Maximus" for review. Whenever Molina (Medical Director/Specialty Reviewer) upholds the
denial, the Appeal and Grievance Department will prepare a case file and mail to “Maximus” for review.

The Molina Appeals Department manages the member appeals process. The Appeal and Grievance Coordinator gathers information about any appeal, enters the information into the Denial/Appeal Database, and assures that the required review steps are completed within required time frames.

The Molina Member Handbook provides educational information regarding the appeals process. In addition, the Molina Provider Manual describes the member appeal process to practitioners. All denial correspondence and explanation of benefit (EOB) statements to members and providers include information regarding the member appeals process.

3. **Appeals Review by Molina**

Initial appeals must be filed with the Plan within ninety (90) days of the member’s receipt of the adverse determination letter. A Medical Director or health professional not involved in the original denial conducts the initial appeal review, called the Reconsideration. The appeal reviewer may uphold or reverse the original adverse determination. All appeals are resolved within the timeframes allowed by current Federal or State law.

4. **Pharmacy and Part D Appeals**

**Appeals of Medicaid Benefits**

Instructions provided in the member handbook and in all adverse determination letters include how to submit an appeal to Molina, how to submit a request for a Fair Hearing to the Department of Health Care Services (HFS) and how to request an Independent Medical Review (IMR) that is handled by Department of Managed Health Care (DMHC).

1. All members retain their right to request an IMR from the DMHC if they believe health care services have been improperly denied, modified or delayed by Molina or one of its contracting practitioners;
2. All members can also request a State Fair Hearing from the HFS;
3. Members are allowed two (2) levels of appeal with Molina. Details of these appeals processes are described in the Appeals Policy and Procedure;
4. Members or authorized representatives are notified in writing of the appeal response. This notice includes additional appeal rights including:
   a. Molina Ombudsman contact information;
   b. DMHC IMR form, instruction sheet and an addressed letter;
iii. Information that Members have the right to contact the HFS Ombudsman Unit and / or request a State Fair Hearing at any time during the appeal process with the Michigan Department of Community Health.

**Appeals of Medicare Benefits**

(1) Appeals of Medicare benefits are automatically sent by the Plan to the Medicare Independent Review Entity (IRE) if the Plan upholds the initial denial;

(2) If the physician conducting the reconsideration upholds the original determination, the determination is forwarded to the Independent Review Organization (IRO), Maximus. Molina staff prepares the denial file and forwards to Maximus within the established time frames and with required information. If Maximus’ review upholds the adverse determination by Molina, members are advised of their further appeal rights and choices. Details for these appeal processes are described in the Appeals Policy and Procedure.

(3) The third level of appeals for Medicare benefits are filed with the Office of Medicare Hearings and Appeals (OMHA)

**U. Compensation/Conflict of Interest**

Molina ensures through communications to providers, practitioners, members and Molina staff that the health plan and its delegated contractors do not use incentive arrangements to reward the restriction of medical care to members.

**V. Confidentiality**

Molina is committed to preserving the confidentiality of its members and practitioners. Written policies and procedures are in place to ensure the confidentiality of member information and records. Member information gathered to facilitate utilization reviews and claims administration is available only for the purposes of review and is maintained in a confidential manner.

Records requested from practitioners are those which will provide relevant information to complete a review or facilitate adjudication of claims. HCS policy and procedure includes appropriate storage and disposal of confidential information. Documents of a sensitive or confidential nature are shredded prior to disposal.

Records requested from practitioners are those which will provide relevant information to complete a review or facilitate adjudication of claims. UM/CM policy and procedure includes appropriate storage and disposal of confidential information. Documents of a sensitive or confidential nature are shredded prior to disposal.
Employees receive and sign a confidentiality agreement at the time of their initial company orientation.

All minutes, reports, medical records, worksheets and other data are maintained in a manner ensuring strict confidentiality.

W. Practice Guidelines

Molina utilizes nationally recognized, standardized, validated medical practice guideline sets which are based on current scientific knowledge and clinical experience and take into consideration the needs of the member and dynamic state of medical/health care practices.

X. Evaluation of New Technological and Scientific Advances

Molina performs assessment of the appropriate use of new medical technologies or applications of established technologies including procedures, drugs, equipment and devices through the Molina Healthcare Corporate Medical Coverage Guidance Committee. Various resource criteria, including the Hayes Directory are utilized in the evaluation process. Individual requests for services that are potentially investigational or experimental are evaluated on an individual basis through the Organization Determination / Authorization process.

Y. Delegation of HCS Activities

Molina may delegate HCS functions to contracted health plan partners based on their ability to meet and maintain specific delegation criteria. Health plan partners will be granted full or partial delegation of HCS functions.

Molina retains accountability for HCS activities that are delegated to the subcontracted providers and health plan partners. In order to receive delegation status for HCS activities the delegate must demonstrate ongoing, functioning systems are in place and meet the required UM/CM or QI standards based on NCQA and state and federal regulations. Health plan staff is responsible for systematic monitoring of each delegated health plan partner to ensure their ability to perform the delegated functions and adherence to all applicable regulatory and accreditation standards. The health plan staff conducts at least annually; or more frequent audits of the delegated entity to ensure compliance with the Molina delegation requirements.

Z. Monitoring for Over And Under Utilization

The HCSC monitors and analyzes utilization data for over and under utilizations of HCS resources. These monitors include, but may not be limited to, emergency room utilization, bed days / K, pharmacy utilization and average length of stay per product line.
The QI and HCS Departments collaborate in the monitoring of utilization patterns across practices and provider sites including primary care practitioners and high volume specialists. These activities include monitoring all potential quality issues related to over or under utilization of services.

Practitioner monitoring activities includes trend analysis of practitioner practice patterns to identify aberrant practitioners. The Medical Director uses this information in communicating practice patterns to physicians.

AA. Integration with Other Departments

The UM/CM staff and Medical Directors plan, coordinate and direct the UM/CM Program. Representatives from the UM/CM and QI Departments participate in the UM/CMC and QIC. Identification of quality issues and UM/CM trends are reported to QI. UM/CM issues that are reviewed during the QI process are reported to UM/CM via the committee structure.

Quality Improvement:
UM/CM and QI activities are linked by review of surveys, reports, trends and studies of UM/CM practices. The UM/CMC reviews data and is attended by representation from the QI Department. Data collection is reported through the committee process and is returned to QI for development of practice standards and quality improvement plans to improve outcomes.

Provider Services:
The Medical Director and UM/CM VP / Director collaborate with the Provider Services department to ensure that Molina’s UM/CM Program requirements are appropriately communicated to all providers and any identified over or under-utilization trends are appropriately communicated and addressed.

Member Services:
UM/CM Department leadership collaborates with the Member Services Department to ensure that information regarding Molina member utilization concerns is known by the UM/CM Department and resolved by the appropriate staff.

BB. Program Planning and Evaluation

The written HCS Program is reviewed, evaluated and updated at the health plans annually under the direction of the state UM/CMC and QIC. A quantitative and qualitative analysis is completed to identify barriers and assess if annual goals were met. Corrective action plans will be developed for goals that are not meet.
IX. Long Term Care and HCBS Services

Molina Duals Options members have access to a variety of Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS) and Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) to help them meet daily needs for assistance and improve quality of life. LTSS and HCBS benefits are provided over an extended period, mainly in member homes and communities, but also in facility-based settings such as nursing facilities as specified in his/her Individualized Care Plan. Overall, Molina’s care team model promotes improved utilization of home and community-based services to avoid hospitalization and nursing facility care. Molina case managers will work closely with LTSS centers and staff as well as HCBS providers to expedite evaluation and access to services.

Molina Duals Options program available to members provides seamless coordination between medical care, LTSS, HCBS, and mental health and substance use benefits covered by Medicare and Medicaid. Much of this coordination requires stronger partnership between Molina and county agencies that provide certain LTSS and HCBS benefits and services.

A. HCBS

Services that are available through the HCBS include:
- Adult day care
- Adult day care transportation
- Home Health Aide
- Homemaker Services
- Occupational Therapy
- Personal Emergency Response
- Physical Therapy
- Respite Care Services
- Speech Therapy
- Community Transition Services
- Meal Services

X. Member Rights and Responsibilities

Molina Medicare’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) members have certain rights to help protect them. In this chapter, Member rights and responsibilities are outlined based on Molina Medicare of Michigan Evidence of Coverage document that members receive annually.

A. Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Members have a right to:

1. Members have the right to be treated with respect and recognition of their dignity by everyone who works with and for MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) program.
2. Members have the right to receive information about MHI Molina Duals Options program, covered benefits, our providers, our doctors, our services and member’s rights and responsibilities.

3. Members have the right to choose their primary care physician (PCP) that gives care whenever possible and appropriate from Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) network and the provision to change PCP on the Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) network at least monthly. Molina Duals Options program must communicate all changes in writing as to who the new PCP is and the effective date of change.

4. Members have the right to receive and/or to authorize representative(s) to obtain information about their health in simple and understandable terminology and/or nominate contact(s) to be reached in case of emergency. If members are ill, members have the right to be told about treatment options regardless of cost or benefit coverage. Members have the right to have all questions about their health answered.

5. Members have the right to help make decisions about their health care. Members have the right to refuse medical treatment. In case of such refusals, the provider or MHI must be able to provide information about the consequences of refusal of treatment as well as document the details in the medical records.

6. Members have the right to privacy. MHI, its Staff and affiliates keep their medical records private in accordance with State and Federal laws.

7. Members have the right to see their medical record. Members have the right to receive a copy of their medical records, and request that they be amended or corrected, as specified in 45 CFR §164.524 and 164.526.

8. Members have the right to complain about MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) program or their care by calling, faxing, e-mailing or writing to Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) Member Services Department.

9. Members have the right to appeal MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) decisions. Members have the right to have someone speak for them during the grievance.

10. Members have the right to disenroll from MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link).

11. Members have the right to ask for a second opinion about their health condition from a qualified provider on Molina Healthcare’s plan. If the qualified provider is not able to provide service to member, MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) must set up a visit with a provider not on our panel. These services are available at no extra cost to member.

12. Members have the right to ask for an external independent review of experimental or investigational therapies.

13. Members have the right to decide in advance directives (a living will) on how they want to be cared for in case they have a life-threatening illness or injury.

14. Members have the right to participate in decisions regarding his or her health care, including the right to refuse treatment.

15. Members have the right to receive interpreter services at no cost to help them talk with their doctor or MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) interpreter if they prefer to speak a language other than English and get help with sign language if hearing impaired.

16. Members have the right to not be asked to bring a friend or family member with them to act as their interpreter.

17. Members have the right to receive information about the MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) program, their providers, or their health in their preferred language free of
charge. Members have the right to request information in printed form translated into their preferred language.

18. Members also have the right to request and receive informational materials in alternative formats (including Braille, large size print, and audio format) upon request and in a timely fashion appropriate for the format being requested at no cost to member.

19. Members have the right to receive a copy of MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) program drug formulary on request.

20. Members have the right to access minor consent services.

21. Members have the freedom to exercise these rights without negatively affecting how they are treated by MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) program staff, its providers, consistent with CMS and regulations for those states that are participating in the MMP demonstration plan. There are disciplinary procedures for staff members who violate this policy.

22. Members have the right to make recommendations regarding the organization’s member rights and responsibilities policies.

23. Members have the right to be free from any form of restraint or seclusion used as a means of coercion, discipline, convenience, or retaliation.

24. Members have the right to file a grievance or complaint if they believe their linguistic needs were not met by the plan.

25. Members have the right to receive instructions on how they can view online, or request a copy of MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) program non-proprietary clinical and administrative policies and procedures.

26. Female members should be able to go to a women’s health provider on MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) panel for covered Women’s health services.

27. MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) program’s staff and its providers will not discriminate against enrollees due to Medical condition (including physical and mental illness) or for any of the following: claims experience, receipt of health care, medical history, genetic information, evidence of insurability, or disability.

28. Members have the right to contact the United States Department of Health and Human Services Office of Civil Rights and/or their local office for Civil Rights with any complaints of discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, national origin, veteran’s status, ancestry, health status, or need for health services.

29. Members have the right to reasonable accommodation in order to access care.

B. In addition, MHC Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) members have the right to:

- Request a State Fair Hearing by calling (877) 833-0870.
  1. Members also have the right to receive information on the reason for which an expedited State Fair Hearing is possible.
  2. Receive family planning services, treatment for any sexually transmitted disease, emergency care services, from Federally Qualified Health Centers and/or Indian Health Services without receiving prior approval and authorization from MHC.

B. Molina Medicare Members have a responsibility to:
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1. Members have the responsibility to be familiar with and ask questions about their health benefits. If Members have a question about their benefits, they may call MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) Member Services Department.

2. Members have the responsibility to provide information to their doctor or MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) staff that is needed to care for them.

3. Members have the responsibility to be active in decisions about their health care.

4. Members have the responsibility to understand their health conditions and work with their provider to develop treatment goals and follow the care plans and instructions for care that they have agreed on with their doctor(s).

5. Members have the responsibility to build and keep a strong patient-doctor relationship. Members have the responsibility to cooperate with their doctor and staff. This includes being on time for their visits or calling their doctor if they need to cancel or reschedule an appointment. Members are expected to call their provider 24 hours in advance if they are going to be late or cannot keep their appointment.

6. Members have the responsibility to present their MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) ID and State card when receiving medical care and report any fraud or wrongdoing to MHI or the proper authorities. In addition, not let anyone else uses their Healthcare ID card.

7. Members have a responsibility to understand their health problems and participate in developing mutually agreed-upon treatment goals to the degree possible.

8. Call MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) staff within 24 hours of a visit to the emergency department or an unexpected stay in the hospital.

9. Inform MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) staff if they would like to change their PCP and MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) will verify that the PCP selected is contracted with MHI Molina Duals Options program and is accepting new patients

10. Inform MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) staff and their county case worker in case of change of name address or telephone number or if there are any changes that could affect their eligibility.

11. Let MHI Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) staff and your health care provider know if they or any of their family members have other health insurance coverage.

In addition, MHC Molina Duals Options (MI Health Link) members have the responsibility to:

Inform the Member Services Department of any change of address or any changes to entitlement that could affect continuing eligibility.

XI. Provider Responsibilities

A. Provision of Covered Services

Providers will render covered services to Members within the scope of the provider’s business and practice, in accordance with the provider’s contract, Molina Healthcare’s policies and procedures, the terms and conditions of the Molina’s Dual Options (MI
Health Link) product which covers the member and the requirements of any applicable government-sponsored program.

B. Standard of Care

Providers will render covered services to Members at a level of care and competence that equals or exceeds the generally accepted and professionally recognized standard of practice at the time of treatment, all applicable rules and/or standards of professional conduct and any controlling governmental licensing requirements.

B. Facilities, Equipment and Personnel

The provider’s facilities, equipment, personnel and administrative services should be at a level and quality necessary to perform duties and responsibilities in order to meet all applicable legal requirements including the accessibility requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

C. Referrals

When a provider determines that it is medically necessary to consult or obtain services from other specialty health professionals, the provider should make a referral in accordance with Section VIII –Health Care Services, Section C – of this Manual unless the situation is one involving the delivery of emergency services. Providers should coordinate the provision of specialty care in order to ensure continuity of care. Providers need to document referrals that are made in the patient’s medical record. Documentation needs to include the specialty, services requested and diagnosis for which the referral is being made.

D. Contracted Providers

Except in the case of emergency services or after receiving prior authorization of Molina Healthcare, providers should direct Members to use only those health professionals, hospitals, laboratories, skilled nursing and other facilities and providers, which have contracted with the Molina Dual Options Plan.

E. Member Eligibility Verification

Providers should verify eligibility of Molina Members prior to rendering services.

F. Admissions

Providers are required to comply with Molina Healthcare’s facility admission and prior authorization procedures.

G. Prescriptions
Providers are required to abide by Molina Healthcare drug formularies and prescription policies, including those regarding the prescription of generic or lowest cost alternative brand name pharmaceuticals. Providers should obtain prior authorization from the Molina Healthcare Pharmacy Department if the provider believes it is necessary to prescribe a non-formulary drug or a brand name drug when generics are available.

The only exceptions are prescriptions and pharmaceuticals ordered for inpatient facility services. Molina Healthcare’s contracted pharmacies/pharmacists may substitute generics for brand name pharmaceuticals unless counter indicated on the prescription by the provider.

H. **Subcontract Arrangements**

Any subcontract arrangement entered into by a provider for the delivery of covered services to Members must be in writing and will bind the provider’s subcontractors to the terms and conditions of the provider’s contract including, but not limited to, terms relating to licensure, insurance, and billing of Members for covered services.

I. **Availability of Services**

Providers must make necessary and appropriate arrangements to assure the availability of covered services to Members on a twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week basis, including arrangement to assure coverage of member visits after hours. Providers are to meet the applicable standards for timely access to care and services as outlined in this manual in Chapter VI – Quality Improvement, taking into account the urgency of the need for the services.

J. **Treatment Alternatives and Communication with Members**

Molina Healthcare endorses open provider-member communication regarding appropriate treatment alternatives and any follow up care. Molina Healthcare promotes open discussion between provider and Members regarding medically necessary or appropriate patient care, regardless of covered benefits limitations. Providers are free to communicate any and all treatment options to Members regardless of benefit coverage limitations. Providers are also encouraged to promote and facilitate training in self-care and other measures Members may take to promote their own health.

K. **Nondiscrimination**

Providers will not differentiate or discriminate in providing covered services to Members because of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, marital status, sexual orientation, physical, sensory or mental handicap, socioeconomic status, or participation in publicly financed healthcare programs. Providers are to render covered services to Members in the same location, in the same manner, in accordance with the same standards and within the same time availability regardless of payer.
L. **Maintaining Member Medical Record**

Providers are to maintain an accurate and readily available medical record for each member to whom health care services are rendered. Providers are to initiate a medical record upon the member’s first visit. The member’s medical record should contain all information required by state and federal law, generally accepted and prevailing professional practice, applicable government sponsored health programs and all Molina Healthcare’s policies and procedures. Providers are to retain all such records for at least ten (10) years.

M. **Confidentiality of Member Health Information**

Providers are expected to comply with all applicable state and federal laws. Refer to Chapter VII for HIPAA requirements and information.

N. **HIPAA Transactions**

Providers are expected to comply with all HIPAA TCI (transactions, code sets, and identifiers) regulations. Refer to Chapter VII for HIPAA requirements and information.

O. **National Provider Identifier (NPI)**

Providers are expected to comply with all HIPAA NPI regulations. Refer to Chapter VII - HIPAA requirements and information.

P. **Delivery of Patient Care Information**

Providers are to promptly deliver to Molina Healthcare, upon request and/or as may be required by state or federal law, Molina Healthcare’s policies and procedures, applicable government sponsored health programs, Molina Healthcare’s contracts with the government agencies, or third party payers, any information, statistical data, encounter data, or patient treatment information pertaining to Members served by the provider, including but not limited to, any and all information requested by Molina Healthcare in conjunction with utilization review and management, grievances, peer review, HEDIS Studies, Molina Healthcare’s Quality Improvement Program, or claims payment. Providers will further provide direct access to patient care information as requested by Molina Healthcare and/or as required to any governmental agency or any appropriate state and federal authority having jurisdiction. Molina Healthcare will have the right to withhold compensation from the provider in the event that the provider fails or refuses to promptly provide any such information to Molina Healthcare.

CMS has specific guidelines for the retention and disposal of Medicare records. Please refer to CMS General Information, Eligibility, and Entitlement Manual, Chapter 7, Chapter 30.30 for guidance.

Q. **Member Access to Health Information**
Providers are expected to comply with all applicable state and federal laws. Refer to Chapter VII for HIPAA requirements and information.

R. Participation in Grievance Program

Providers are expected to participate in Molina Dual Option’s Grievance Program and cooperate with Molina Healthcare in identifying, processing, and promptly resolving all member complaints, grievances, or inquiries. If a member has a complaint regarding a provider, the provider will participate in the investigation of the grievance. If a member appeals, the provider would participate by providing medical records or statement if needed. Please refer to Chapter XIV regarding members’ appeals and grievances.

S. Participation in Quality Improvement Program

Providers are expected to participate in Molina Healthcare’s Quality Improvement Program and cooperate with Molina Healthcare in conducting peer review and audits of care rendered by providers.

T. Participation in Utilization Review and Management Program

Providers are required to participate in and comply with Molina Healthcare’s utilization review and management programs, including all policies and procedures regarding prior authorizations, and Interdisciplinary Care Teams (ICTs). Providers will also cooperate with Molina Healthcare in audits to identify, confirm, and/or assess utilization levels of covered services.

U. Participation in Credentialing

Providers will participate in Molina Healthcare’s credentialing and re-credentialing process and will satisfy, throughout the term of their contract, all credentialing and re-credentialing criteria established by Molina Healthcare. The provider is to immediately notify Molina Healthcare of any change in the information submitted or relied upon by the provider to achieve credentialed status. If the provider’s credentialed status is revoked, suspended or limited by Molina Healthcare, Molina Healthcare may, at its discretion, terminate the contract and/or reassign Members to another provider.

V. Delegation

The delegated entities will accept delegation responsibilities at Molina Healthcare’s request and shall cooperate with Molina Healthcare in establishing and maintaining appropriate mechanisms within the provider’s organization. If delegation of responsibilities is revoked, Molina Healthcare will reduce any otherwise applicable payments owing to the delegated entity. Delegated services may include but not be limited to Claims, Utilization Management, Credentialing, and certain administrative functions that meet the criteria for delegation.
Delegated entities shall comply with all state and federal requirements including but not limited to:

- Reporting
- Timeliness standards for organizational determinations
- Training and education

W. Provider Manual

Providers will comply and render covered services in accordance with the contents, instructions and procedures as outlined in this manual, which may be amended from time to time at Molina Healthcare’s sole discretion.

X. Health Education/Training

Providers are to participate in and cooperate with Molina Healthcare provider education and training efforts as well as member education and efforts. Providers are also to comply with all Molina Healthcare’s health education, cultural and linguistic standards, policies, and procedures.

Y. Promotional Activities

At the request of Molina Healthcare, the provider may display Molina Healthcare promotional materials in its offices and facilities as practical, and cooperate with and participate in all reasonable Molina Healthcare marketing efforts. Providers shall not use Molina Healthcare’s name in any advertising or promotional materials without the prior written permission of Molina Healthcare.

Providers are responsible for complying with all Marketing Guidelines. The provisions that apply to providers are identified in the Guidelines. CMS periodically updates and revises the Guidelines. Providers will cooperate with Molina and comply with the CMS Managed Care Marketing Guidelines Providers should keep apprised of any updates that are issued by CMS. For your convenience, we have provided the following link to CMS’s website:

http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Health-Plans/ManagedCareMarketing/FinalPartCMarketingGuidelines.html

XII. Claims and Compensation

When billing for services rendered to Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) members, providers must bill with the most current Medicare approved coding (ICD-10, CPT, HCPCS, etc.) available. Claims must be submitted using the proper claim form/format and/or appropriate billing documents e.g., for paper claims a CMS1500 or UB04, invoice, etc. and for an electronically submitted claim – in approved ANSI/HIPAA format.
It is recommended that claims be submitted as if they are being billed to Medicare fee-for-service. The following information must be included on every claim:

A. Data Elements Required

- Member name, date of birth and Molina Medicare member ID number
- Member’s gender
- Member’s address
- Date(s) of service
- Valid ICD-9 or ICD-10 diagnosis and procedure codes
- Valid revenue, CPT or HCPCS for services or items provided
- Valid Diagnosis Pointers
- Total billed charges for service provided
- Place and type of service code
- Days or units as applicable
- Provider tax identification
- National Provider Identifier (NPI) or applicable identifier
- Rendering Provider as applicable
- Provider name and billing address
- Place of service and type (for facilities)
- Disclosure of any other health benefit plans
- E-signature
- Service Facility Location (Box 32 of CMS 1500 form)

Molina Duals Options will process only legible Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) claims. Handwritten claims are not acceptable and will be rejected. Incomplete, inaccurate, or untimely re-submissions may result in denial of the claim.

It is highly recommended that claims be submitted electronically in the approved ANSI X12 5010 format. However, if paper claims must be submitted, please submit paper claims and all supporting documentation to CA Molina Duals Options office at the following address:

Molina Healthcare of Michigan  
P.O. Box 22668  
Long Beach, CA 90801

B. Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Present on Admission Program

The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA) mandated that Medicare establish a program that would reduce reimbursement for certain conditions that occur as a direct result of a hospital stay. CMS titled the program “Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Present on Admission Indicator Reporting” (HAC and POA).

Hospital Acquired Conditions include the following events occurring during a hospital stay:
• Catheter-associated urinary tract infection (UTI)
• Pressure ulcers (bed sores)
• Serious preventable event – object left in during surgery
• Serious preventable event – air embolism
• Serious preventable event – blood incompatibility
• Vascular catheter-associated infections
• Mediastinitis after coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG)
• Hospital-acquired injuries – fractures, dislocations, intracranial injury, crushing injury, burn, and other unspecified effects of external causes

The HAC/POA program was implemented by Medicare in the following stages:

• October 1, 2007 – Medicare required Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) hospitals to submit POA indicators on diagnoses for inpatient discharges.
• April 1, 2008 – Medicare started returning claims with no payment if the POA indicator is not coded correctly (missing POA indicators, invalid POA indicators or inappropriate POA coding on POA-exempt diagnosis codes).
• October 1, 2008, hospitals no longer received additional payments for conditions acquired during the patient’s hospitalization.

Effective for inpatient discharges on or after January 20, 2009, Molina Medicare adopted the Medicare HAC/POA program. What this means to providers:

• Acute Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Hospital claims will be returned with no payment if the POA indicator is coded incorrectly or missing; and
• No additional payment will be made on IPPS hospital claims for conditions that are acquired during the patient’s hospitalization.

If you would like to find out more information regarding the Medicare HAC/POA program, including billing requirements, the following CMS site provides further information:
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/HospitalAcqCond/

C. Claims Submission Questions

Molina Duals Options is concerned that all provider questions and concerns about claims are answered timely. Please contact our Customer Support Center at (855) 322-4077, Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

D. Electronic Claim Submissions

Molina Healthcare, Inc. uses numerous clearing houses for electronic submissions of CMS1500s and facility/institutional claims. You can contact your local Provider Service Representative for the lists of clearing houses. Please use Molina Healthcare of Michigan’ Payer ID number – 38334– when submitting claims electronically.
Molina Healthcare, Inc. encourages providers to track all electronic submissions using the acknowledgement reports received from the provider’s current clearing house. These reports assure claims are received for processing in a timely manner. Additionally, Emdeon clearing house issues an acknowledgement report to the submitting Provider within five (5) to seven (7) business days of claim transmission. Any problems experienced with claims transmission should be addressed to the Provider’s current clearinghouse representative.

E. Timely Claim Filing

Medicaid claims for covered services rendered to Molina Dual Options members must be filed within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days from the date of service.

Medicare claims for covered services rendered to Molina Dual Options members must be filed within one (1) calendar year from the date of service.

F. Timely Claims Processing

A complete claim is a claim that has no defect, impropriety, lack of any required substantiating documentation as outlined in Part A above, or particular circumstance requiring special treatment that prevents timely payment from being made on the claim. All hard copy claims received for Molina Dual Options will be clearly stamped with date of receipt. Claim payment will be made to contracted providers in accordance with the timeliness standards set forth by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS).

G. Billing Options/ Molina Members

1. Providers contracted with Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link) cannot bill the member for any covered benefits. The Provider is responsible for verifying eligibility and obtaining approval for those services that require prior authorization.

2. Providers may not charge Members fees for covered services beyond copayments or coinsurance.

Providers agree that under no circumstance shall a member be liable to the Provider for any sums owed by Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link) to the Provider. Provider agrees to accept payment from Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link) as payment in full.

3. Provider may not bill a Molina Dual Options member for any unpaid portion of the bill or for a claim that is not emergent or medically necessary with the following exceptions

   - The member has been advised by the provider that the service is not a covered benefit and the provider has documentation.
• The member has been advised by the provider that he/she is not contracted with Molina Healthcare and has documentation and services are not covered nor authorized.
• The member agrees in writing to have the service provided with full knowledge that they are financially responsible for payment.

H. Provider Claim Reconsideration

Providers seeking a reconsideration of a claim previously adjudicated must request such action within one-hundred-twenty (120) days of Molina Medicare’s original remittance advice date and within three hundred and sixty-five (365) days of Molina Medicaid claim last action. Additionally, the item(s) being resubmitted should be clearly marked as a reconsideration and must include the following:

- Requests must be clear and concise and explain the reason for reconsideration
- Previous claim and remittance advice, any other documentation to support the request and a copy of the authorization form (if applicable) must accompany the request.
- Requests for claim reconsideration should be mailed to Molina Healthcare Michigan Attn: PIRR (Provider Inquiry Research & Resolution). Corrected claim submissions are not adjustments and should be directed through the original submission process marked as a corrected claim or it will result in claim denial and mailed to the address referenced in section A.

If the Provider has a direct contract with the delegated medical group/IPA, the Provider must make an initial review request or a claim adjustment request through that group.

I. Overpayments and Refund Requests

In the event Molina Dual Options finds an overpayment on a claim or must recoup money, the provider will be mailed a letter requesting a refund of the overpayment. The provider has sixty (60) calendar days to refund Molina Medicare. If the refund is not received within that time, the amount overpaid will be deducted from the provider’s next claim payment.

All questions pertaining to refund requests are to be directed to the Claims Customer Support Department toll free at (855) 322-4077.

J. Third Party Liability (TPL)/Coordination of Benefits (COB)

For Members enrolled in a Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link), Molina Healthcare, Inc. and/or contracted Medical Groups/IPAs are financially responsible for the care provided to these Members. Molina Healthcare, Inc. will pay claims for covered services; however if TPL/COB is determined post payment, Molina Healthcare, Inc. will attempt to recover any overpayments.

K. Claims Review and Audit
Providers acknowledge Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link) right to review Provider’s claims prior to payment for appropriateness in accordance with industry standard billing rules, including, but not limited to:

- Current UB manual and editor;
- CMS billing and payment rules;
- National Correct Coding Initiatives (NCCI) Edits; and
- FDA definitions and determinations of designated implantable devices and/or implantable orthopedic devices.

Providers acknowledge Molina Dual Options (MI Health Link) right to conduct such review and audit on a line-by-line basis or on such other basis as Molina Dual Options deems appropriate and Molina Dual Options’ right to adjust the bill to pay the revised allowable level.

Providers acknowledge Molina Dual Options’ right to conduct utilization reviews to determine medical necessity and to conduct post-payment billing audits. The Provider shall cooperate with Molina Dual Options’ audits of claims and payments by providing access to:

- Requested claims information;
- All supporting medical records;
- Provider’s charging policies; and
- Other related data.

Molina Medicare will use established industry claims adjudication and/or clinical practices, state and federal guidelines, and/or Molina Medicare’s policies and data to determine the appropriateness of the billing, coding and payment.

L. Oversight and Monitoring of Delegated Medical Groups/IPA – Claims and Financial Reporting

Molina Healthcare, Inc. routinely monitors its network of delegated medical groups/IPAs and other delegated entities for compliance with various standards. These requirements include, but are not limited to:

1. Claims Timeliness Reporting/Audits - Molina Healthcare, Inc. requires delegated medical group/IPAs and other delegated entities to submit monthly claims processing reports. These reports are due to Molina Healthcare, Inc. by the 15th of each month for all claims processed in the previous month.

   - Ninety-five percent (95%) of the monthly volume of non-contracted “clean” claims are to be adjudicated within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt.
Ninety-five percent (95%) of the monthly volume of contracted claims are to be adjudicated within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt.

Ninety-five percent (95%) of the monthly volume of non-clean non contracted claims shall be paid or denied within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt.

Molina Healthcare, Inc. requires the Medical Groups/IPAs and other delegated entities to achieve passing claims audit scores. Claims audits are conducted annually. More frequent audits are conducted when the Medical Group/IPA and other delegated entities does not achieve the timely processing requirements referenced above.

2. **Encounter Data Reporting** - Molina Healthcare, Inc. will accept encounter data via hard copy (CMS1500 or UB04) or electronically (in specified formats). Electronic encounter data is due to Molina Healthcare, Inc. by the fifth day of the second month following the encounter (e.g., by August 5th for encounters occurring in June).

   Hard copy encounter data is due to Molina Healthcare, Inc. within ninety (90) days from the end of the month following the encounter (e.g., by October 31st for all encounters occurring in July).

M. **Provider Reconsideration of Delegated Claims**

   Providers requesting a reconsideration, correction or reprocessing of a claim previously adjudicated by an entity that is delegated for claims payment must submit their request to the delegated entity responsible for payment of the original claim.

XIII. **Fraud, Waste and Abuse Program**

A. **Introduction**

   Molina is dedicated to the detection, prevention, investigation, and reporting of potential health care fraud, waste, and abuse. As such, Molina’s Compliance department maintains a comprehensive plan, which addresses how Molina will uphold and follow state and federal statutes and regulations pertaining to fraud, waste, and abuse. Molina’s Special Investigation Unit (SIU) supports Compliance in its efforts to deter and prevent fraud, waste, and abuse by conducting investigations to identify and report findings to the appropriate regulatory and/or law enforcement agencies.

B. **Definitions**

   1. **Fraud:** Knowingly and willfully executing, or attempting to execute, a scheme or artifice to defraud any health care benefit program or to obtain (by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises) any of the money or property owned by, or under the custody or control of, any health care benefit program. 18 U.S.C. § 1347.

   2. **Waste:** Overutilization of services, or other practices that, directly or indirectly, result in unnecessary costs to the Medicare program. Waste is generally not considered to be caused by criminally negligent actions but rather the misuse of resources.

   3. **Abuse:** Actions that may, directly or indirectly, result in: unnecessary costs to the Medicare Program, improper payment, payment for services that fail to meet professionally recognized standards of care, or services that are medically unnecessary. Abuse involves payment for
items or services when there is no legal entitlement to that payment and the provider has not knowingly and/or intentionally misrepresented facts to obtain payment. Abuse cannot be differentiated categorically from fraud, because the distinction between “fraud” and “abuse” depends on specific facts and circumstances, intent and prior knowledge, and available evidence, among other factors.

C. **Mission**
Molina regards health care fraud, waste, and abuse as unacceptable, unlawful, and harmful to the provision of quality health care in an efficient and affordable manner. Molina has therefore implemented a plan to detect, prevent, investigate, and report suspected health care fraud, waste, and abuse in order to reduce health care cost and to promote quality health care.

D. **Compliance Department Contact Information**
If you suspect cases of fraud, waste, or abuse, you must report it by contacting the Molina Healthcare AlertLine. AlertLine is an external telephone and web based reporting system hosted by Global Compliance, a leading provider of compliance and ethics hotline services. AlertLine telephone and web based reporting is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. When you make a report, you can choose to remain confidential or anonymous. If you choose to call AlertLine, a trained professional at Global Compliance will note your concerns and provide them to the Molina Medicare Compliance Department for follow-up. If you elect to use the web-based reporting process, you will be asked a series of questions concluding with the submission of your report. Reports to AlertLine can be made from anywhere within the United States with telephone or internet access.

Molina Healthcare AlertLine can be reached toll free at (866) 606-3889 or you may use the service’s website to make a report at any time at [https://molinahealthcare.alertline.com](https://molinahealthcare.alertline.com)

You may also report cases of fraud, waste or abuse to Molina Medicare’s Compliance Department. You have the right to have your concerns reported anonymously without fear of retaliation. Remember to include the following information when reporting:

- Nature of complaint.
- The names of individuals and/or entity involved in suspected fraud and/or abuse including address, phone number, Medicaid ID number and any other identifying information.

To report fraud, waste, and abuse by mail, send to:

**Confidential**
**Medicare Compliance Official**
**Molina Medicare**
**200 Oceangate, Suite 100**
**Long Beach, CA 90802**

E. **Regulatory Requirements**
Federal False Claims Act - The False Claims Act is a federal statute that covers fraud involving any federally funded contract or program, including the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The act establishes liability for any person who knowingly presents or causes to be presented a false or fraudulent claim to the U.S. Government for payment.

The term “knowing” is defined to mean that a person with respect to information:
- Has actual knowledge of falsity of information in the claim;
- Acts in deliberate ignorance of the truth or falsity of the information in a claim; or
- Acts in reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the information in a claim.

The act does not require proof of a specific intent to defraud the U.S. government. Instead, healthcare providers can be prosecuted for a wide variety of conduct that leads to the submission of fraudulent claims to the government, such as knowingly making false statements, falsifying records, double-billing for items or services, submitting bills for services never performed or items never furnished or otherwise causing a false claim to be submitted.

Deficit Reduction Act - The Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) aims to cut fraud, waste and abuse from the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Healthcare entities like Molina who receive or pay out at least five million dollars in Medicaid funds per year must comply with the DRA. As a contractor doing business with Molina, providers and their staff have the same obligation to report any actual or suspected violation of Medicare/Medicaid funds by fraud, waste or abuse.

Entities must have written policies that inform employees, contractors, and agents of the following:
- The Federal False Claims Act and state laws pertaining to submitting false claims;
- How providers will detect and prevent fraud, waste, and abuse; and
- Employee protection rights as whistleblowers.

The Federal False Claims Act and state Medicaid False Claims Acts have Qui Tam language commonly referred to as “whistleblower” provisions. These provisions encourage employees (current or former) and others to report instances of fraud, waste or abuse to the government. The government may then proceed to file a lawsuit against the organization/individual accused of violating the False Claims acts. The whistleblower may also file a lawsuit independently. Cases found in favor of the government will result in the whistleblower receiving a portion of the amount awarded to the government.

Whistleblower protections state that employees who have been discharged, demoted, suspended, threatened, harassed or otherwise discriminated against due to their role in furthering a false claim are entitled to all relief necessary to make the employee whole including:
- Employment reinstatement at the same level of seniority;
- Two (2) times the amount of back pay plus interest; and
 Compensation for special damages incurred by the employee as a result of the employer’s inappropriate actions.

Affected entities who fail to comply with the law will be at risk of forfeiting all payments until compliance is met. Molina will take steps to monitor Molina contracted providers to ensure compliance with the law.

**Anti-Kickback Statute** – Provides criminal penalties for individuals or entities that knowingly and willfully offer, pay, solicit, or receive remuneration in order to induce or reward business payable or reimbursable under the Medicare or other Federal health care programs.

**Stark Statute** – Similar to the Anti-Kickback Statute, but more narrowly defined and applied. It applies specifically to Medicare and Medicaid services provided only by physicians, rather than by all health care practitioners.

**Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002** – Requires certification of financial statements by both the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer. The Act states that a corporation must assess the effectiveness of its internal controls and report this assessment annually to the Securities and Exchange Commission.

**F. Examples of Fraud, Waste and Abuse by a Provider**

The types of questionable provider schemes investigated by Molina include, but are not limited to the following:

1. Altering claim forms, electronic claim forms, and/or medical record documentation in order to get a higher level of reimbursement.

2. Balance billing a Medicare and/or Medicaid member for Medicare and/or Medicaid covered services. This includes asking the member to pay the difference between the discounted and negotiated fees, and the provider’s usual and customary fees.

3. Billing and providing for services to members that are not medically necessary.

4. Billing for services, procedures and/or supplies that have not been rendered.

5. Billing under an invalid place of service in order to receive or maximize reimbursement.

6. Completing certificates of Medical Necessity for members not personally and professionally known by the provider.

7. Concealing a member’s misuse of a Molina identification card.

8. Failing to report a member’s forgery or alteration of a prescription or other medical document.
9. False coding in order to receive or maximize reimbursement.

10. Inappropriate billing of modifiers in order to receive or maximize reimbursement.

11. Inappropriately billing of a procedure that does not match the diagnosis in order to receive or maximize reimbursement.

12. Knowingly and willfully referring patients to health care facilities in which or with which the physician has a financial relationship for designated health services (The Stark Law).

13. Knowingly and willfully soliciting or receiving payment of kickbacks or bribes in exchange for referring patients.

14. Not following incident to billing guidelines in order to receive or maximize reimbursement.

15. Overutilization

16. Participating in schemes that involve collusion between a provider and a member that result in higher costs or charges.

17. Questionable prescribing practices.

18. Unbundling services in order to get more reimbursement, which involves separating a procedure into parts and charging for each part rather than using a single global code.

19. Underutilization, which means failing to provide services that are medically necessary.

20. Upcoding, which is when a provider does not bill the correct code for the service rendered, and instead uses a code for a like services that costs more.

21. Using the adjustment payment process to generate fraudulent payments.
G. **Examples of Fraud, Waste, and Abuse by a Member**

The types of questionable member schemes investigated by Molina include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Benefit sharing with persons not entitled to the member’s Medicare and/or Medicaid benefits.
- Conspiracy to defraud Medicare and/or Medicaid.
- Doctor shopping, which occurs when a member consults a number of providers for the purpose of inappropriately obtaining services.
- Falsifying documentation in order to get services approved.
- Forgery related to health care.
- Prescription diversion, which occurs when a member obtains a prescription from a provider for a condition that he/she does not suffer from and the member sells the medication to someone else.
H. Prepayment Fraud, Waste and Abuse Detection Activities

Through implementation of claims edits, Molina’s claims payment system is designed to audit claims concurrently, in order to detect and prevent paying claims that are inappropriate.

I. Post-payment Recovery Activities

The terms expressed in this section of this Provider Manual are incorporated into the Provider Agreement, and are intended to supplement, rather than diminish, any and all other rights and remedies that may be available to Molina under the Provider Agreement or at law or equity. In the event of any inconsistency between the terms expressed here and any terms expressed in the Provider Agreement, the parties agree that Molina shall in its sole discretion exercise the terms that are expressed in the Provider Agreement, the terms that are expressed here, its rights under law and equity, or some combination thereof.

Provider will provide Molina, governmental agencies and their representatives or agents, access to examine, audit, and copy any and all records deemed by Molina, in Molina’s sole discretion, necessary to determine compliance with the terms of the Provider Agreement, including for the purpose of investigating potential fraud, waste and abuse. Documents and records must be readily accessible at the location where Provider provides services to any Molina members. Auditable documents and records include, but are not limited to, medical charts; patient charts; billing records; and coordination of benefits information. Production of auditable documents and records must be provided in a timely manner, as requested by Molina and without charge to Molina. In the event Molina identifies fraud, waste or abuse, Provider agrees to repay funds or Molina may seek recoupment.

If a Molina auditor is denied access to Provider’s records, all of the claims for which Provider received payment from Molina is immediately due and owing. If Provider fails to provide all requested documentation for any claim, the entire amount of the paid claim is immediately due and owing. Molina may offset such amounts against any amounts owed by Molina to Provider. Provider must comply with all requests for documentation and records timely (as reasonably requested by Molina) and without charge to Molina. Claims for which Provider fails to furnish supporting documentation during the audit process are not reimbursable and are subject to chargeback.

Provider acknowledges that HIPAA specifically permits a covered entity, such as Provider, to disclose protected health information for its own payment purposes (see 45 CFR 164.502 and 45 CFR 154.501). Provider further acknowledges that in order to receive payment from Molina, Provider is required to allow Molina to conduct audits of its pertinent records to verify the services performed and the payment claimed, and that such audits are permitted as a payment activity of Provider under HIPAA and other applicable privacy laws.

J. Reporting Fraud, Waste and Abuse
If you suspect cases of fraud, waste or abuse, you must notify Molina’s Compliance department – see Section C above. You have the right to report your concerns anonymously without fear of retaliation. Information reported to Compliance will remain confidential to the extent possible as allowed by law.

When reporting an issue, please provide as much information as possible. The more information provided, the better the chances the situation will be successfully reviewed and resolved. Information that should be reported includes:

- **Allegation** – A complete description of the allegation, including the type of fraud, waste, or abuse (e.g., balance billing, falsification of information, billing for services not rendered).

- **Suspect’s Identity** - The names, including any aliases or alternative names, of individuals and/or entity involved in suspected fraud and/or abuse including address, telephone number, email address, Medicare and/or Medicaid ID number and any other identifying information.

- **Dates of Occurrence** – When did the fraud, waste, or abuse happen? Provide dates and times.
XIV. Credentialing and Recredentialing

The purpose of the Credentialing Program is to strive to assure that the Molina Healthcare, Inc. and its subsidiaries (Molina) network consists of quality practitioners who meet clearly defined criteria and standards. It is the objective of Molina to provide superior health care to the community.

The decision to accept or deny a credentialing applicant is based upon primary source verification, secondary source verification, recommendation of peer practitioners and additional information as required. The information gathered is confidential and disclosure is limited to parties who are legally permitted to have access to the information under state and federal law.

The Credentialing Program has been developed in accordance with state and federal requirements and the standards of the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). The Credentialing Program is reviewed annually and revised and updated as needed.

A. Criteria for Participation in the Molina Network

Molina has established criteria and the sources used to verify these criteria for the evaluation and selection of practitioners for participation in the Molina network. This policy defines the criteria that are applied to applicants for initial participation, recredentialing and ongoing participation in the Molina network. To remain eligible for participation practitioners must continue to satisfy all applicable requirements for participation as stated herein and in all other documentations provided by Molina.

Molina reserves the right to exercise discretion in applying any criteria and to exclude practitioners who do not meet the criteria. To remain eligible for participation practitioners must continue to satisfy all applicable requirements for participation as stated herein and in all other documentations provided by Molina.

Practitioners must meet the following criteria to be eligible to participate in the Molina network. If the practitioner fails to provide proof of meeting these criteria, the credentialing application will be deemed incomplete and it will result in an administrative denial or termination from the Molina network. Practitioners who fail to provide proof of meeting these criteria do not have the right to submit an appeal.

1. Practitioner must practice, or plan to practice within 90 calendar days, within the area served by Molina.

2. Practitioner must have a current, valid license to practice in their specialty in every state in which they will provide care for Molina members.

3. Practitioner must have current professional malpractice liability coverage with limits that meet Molina criteria.
4. If applicable to the specialty, practitioner must have a current and unrestricted federal Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) certificate and Controlled Substance Certification or Registration.

5. Dentists, Oral Surgeons, Physicians (MDs, DOs) and Podiatrists will only be credentialed in an area of practice in which they have adequate training as outlined below. Therefore, they must confine their practice to their credentialed area of practice when providing service to Molina members. Adequate training must be demonstrated by one of the following:
   a. Current Board Certification by a board recognized by the American Board of Medical Specialties, the American Osteopathic Association, the American Dental Association in the credentialed area of practice, the American Board of Podiatric Surgery, the American Board of Podiatric Orthopedic and Primary Medicine (ABPOPM), or the American Board of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
   b. Successful completion of a training program accredited by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME), the American Osteopathic Association (AOA) in the United States or by the College of Family Physicians in Canada (CFPC) or the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. Oral Surgeons must have completed a training program in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery accredited by the Commission on Dental Accreditation (CODA).
   c. Practitioners (MD/DO) who are not Board Certified as described in section 5a above and have not completed an accredited Residency program are only eligible to be considered for participation as a General Practitioner in the Molina network. To be eligible as a General Practitioner, the practitioner must have maintained a primary care practice in good standing for a minimum of the most recent five years without any gaps in work history.

6. At the time of initial application, the practitioner must not have any pending or open investigations from any state or governmental professional disciplinary body. This would include Statement of Charges, Notice of Proposed Disciplinary Action or the equivalent.

7. Practitioner must not be currently excluded, expelled or suspended from any state or federally funded program including but not limited to the Medicare or Medicaid programs.

---

5 If a practitioner’s application is denied solely because a practitioner has a pending Statement of Charges, Notice of Proposed Disciplinary Action, Notice of Agency Action or the equivalent from any state or governmental professional disciplinary body, the practitioner may reapply as soon as practitioner is able to demonstrate that any pending Statement of Charges, Notice of Proposed Disciplinary Action, Notice of Agency Action, or the equivalent from any state or governmental professional disciplinary body is resolved, even if the application is received less than one year from the date of original denial.
8. Practitioner must not have been convicted of a felony or pled guilty to a felony for a healthcare related crime including but not limited to healthcare fraud, patient abuse and the unlawful manufacture distribution or dispensing of a controlled substance.

9. Physician Assistants and Nurse Practitioners, who are not licensed to practice independently but are required to be credentialed, must have a practice plan with a supervising physician approved by the state licensing agency. The supervising physician must be contracted and credentialed with Molina.

10. Physicians (MD/DO), Primary Care Practitioners, Midwives, Oral Surgeons, Podiatrists and/or those practitioners dictated by state law, must have admitting privileges in their specialty or have a plan for hospital admission by using a Hospital Inpatient Team or having an arrangement with a credentialed Molina participating practitioner that has the ability to admit Molina patients to a hospital. Practitioners practicing exclusively on a consultative basis are not required to have admitting hospital privileges. Physicians practicing in Dermatology, Occupational Medicine, Pain Medicine, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Psychiatry, Sleep Medicine, Sports Medicine, Urgent Care and Wound Management do not require admitting privileges.

11. Licensed midwives who perform deliveries outside of an acute care hospital must have a formal arrangement in place with an OB/GYN contracted and credentialed with Molina Healthcare. This arrangement must include 24-hour coverage and inpatient care for Molina members in the event of emergent situations. Family Practitioners providing obstetric care may provide the back-up in rural areas that do not have an OB/Gyn. This back-up physician must be located within 30 minutes from the midwives practice.

12. Nurse Midwives, Licensed Midwives, Oral Surgeons, Physicians, Primary Care Practitioners and Podiatrists must have a plan for shared call coverage that includes 24-hours a day, seven days per week and 365 days per year. The covering practitioner(s) must be qualified to assess over the phone if a patient should immediately seek medical attention or if the patient can wait to be seen on the next business day. Physicians practicing in Dermatology, Occupational Medicine, Pain Medicine, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Sleep Medicine, Sports Medicine, Urgent Care and Wound Management are not required to have 24-hour coverage.

13. Molina may determine, in its sole discretion, that a practitioner is not eligible to apply for network participation if the practitioner is an employee of a practitioner or an employee of a company owned in whole or in part by a practitioner, who has been denied or terminated from network participation by Molina, who is currently in the Fair Hearing Process, or who is under investigation by Molina. Molina also may determine, in its sole discretion that a practitioner cannot continue network participation if the practitioner is an employee of a practitioner or an employee of a company owned in whole or in part by a practitioner, who has been denied or terminated from network participation by Molina. For purposes of this criteria, a company is “owned” by a practitioner when the practitioner has a majority financial interest in the company, through shares or other means.
14. Practitioners denied by the Credentialing Committee are not eligible to reapply until one year after the date of denial by the Credentialing Committee. At the time of reapplication, practitioner must meet all criteria for participation outlined above.

15. Practitioners terminated by the Credentialing Committee are not eligible to reapply until five years after the date of termination by the Credentialing Committee. At the time of reapplication, practitioner must meet all criteria for participation as outlined above.

16. Practitioners denied or terminated administratively are eligible to reapply for participation anytime as long as the practitioner meets all criteria for participation above.

B. Burden of Proof

The practitioner shall have the burden of producing adequate information to prove he/she meets all criteria for initial participation and continued participation in the Molina network. This includes but is not limited to proper evaluation of their experience, background, training, demonstrated ability and ability to perform as a practitioner without limitation, including physical and mental health status as allowed by law, and the burden of resolving any doubts about these or any other qualifications to participate in the Molina network. If the practitioner fails to provide this information, the credentialing application will be deemed incomplete and it will result in an administrative denial or termination from the Molina network. Practitioners who fail to provide this burden of proof do not have the right to submit an appeal.

C. Practitioner termination and reinstatement

If a practitioner’s contract is terminated and later it is determined to reinstate the practitioner, the practitioner must be initially credentialed prior to reinstatement if there is a break in service more than 30 calendar days. The credentialing factors that are no longer within the credentialing time limits and those that will not be effective at the time of the Credentialing Committee's review must be re-verified. The Credentialing Committee or medical director, as appropriate, must review all credentials and make a final determination prior to the practitioner's reentry into the network. Not all elements require re-verification; for example, graduation from medical school or residency completion does not change. If the contract termination was administrative only and not for cause, if the break in service is less than 30 calendar days, the practitioner can be reinstated without being initially credentialed.

If Molina is unable to recredential a practitioner within 36-months because the practitioner is on active military assignment, maternity leave or sabbatical; but the contract between Molina and the practitioner remains in place, Molina will recredential the practitioner upon his or her return. Molina will document the reason for the delay in the practitioner’s file. At a minimum, Molina will verify that a practitioner who returns has a valid license to practice before he or she can resume seeing patients. Within 60 calendar days of notice when the practitioner resumes practice, Molina will complete the recredentialing cycle. If either party terminates the contract and there is a break in service of more than 30 calendar days, Molina will initially credential the practitioner before the practitioner rejoins the network.
When a practitioner has a direct contract with Molina and is also credentialed by and under contract with an entity Molina has delegated credentialing to, Molina does not need to credential the provider. The credentialing done by the delegated entity applies to the practitioner for any location in which they are working.

Practitioners credentialed by a delegate who terminate their contract with the delegate and either have an existing direct contract with Molina or wish to contract with Molina directly must be credentialed by Molina within six-months of the practitioner’s termination with the delegate. If the practitioner has a break in service more than 30 calendar days, the practitioner must be initially credentialed prior to reinstatement.

D. Credentialing Application

At the time of initial credentialing and recredentialing, the practitioner must complete a credentialing application designed to provide Molina with information necessary to perform a comprehensive review of the practitioner’s credentials. The application must be completed in its entirety. The practitioner must attest that their application is complete and correct within 180 calendar days of the credentialing decision. The application must be completed in typewritten text, in pen or electronically through applications such as the Counsel for Affordable Quality Healthcare (CAQH) Universal Credentialing Data Source. Pencils or erasable ink will not be an acceptable writing instrument for completing credentialing applications. Molina may use another organization's application as long as it meets all the factors outlined in this policy. Molina will accept faxed, digital, electronic, scanned or photocopied signatures. A signature stamp is not acceptable on the attestation. The attestation must include, unless state law requires otherwise:

- Reason for any inability to perform the essential functions of the position, with or without accommodation;
- Lack of present illegal drug use;
- History of loss of license and felony convictions;
- History of loss or limitation of privileges or disciplinary action;
- Current malpractice insurance coverage; and
- The correctness and completeness of the application.

Inability to perform essential functions and illegal drug use - An inquiry regarding illegal drug use and inability to perform essential functions may vary. Practitioners may use language other than "drug" to attest they are not presently using illegal substances. Molina may accept more general or extensive language to query practitioners about impairments; language does not have to refer exclusively to the present, or only to illegal substances.

History of actions against applicant - An application must contain the following information, unless state law requires otherwise:

- History of loss of license;
- History of felony convictions; and
- History of all past and present issues regarding loss or limitation of clinical privileges at all facilities or organizations with which a practitioner has had privileges.
• History of Medicare and Medicaid sanctions.

Current malpractice coverage - The application form must include specific questions regarding the dates and amount of a practitioner's current malpractice insurance. Molina may obtain a copy of the insurance face sheet from the malpractice carrier in lieu of collecting the information in the application.

For practitioners with federal tort coverage, the application need not contain the current amount of malpractice insurance coverage. Practitioner files that include a copy of the federal tort letter or an attestation from the practitioner of federal tort coverage are acceptable.

Correctness and completeness of the application - Practitioners must attest that their application is complete and correct when they apply for credentialing and recredentialing. If a copy of an application from an entity external to Molina is used, it must include an attestation to the correctness and completeness of the application. Molina does not consider the associated attestation elements as present if the practitioner did not attest to the application within the required time frame of 180 days. If state regulations require Molina to use a credentialing application that does not contain an attestation, Molina must attach an addendum to the application for attestation.

Meeting Application time limits - If the practitioner attestation exceeds 180 days before the credentialing decision, the practitioner must attest that the information on the application remains correct and complete, but does not need to complete another application. It is preferred to send a copy of the completed application with the new attestation form when requesting the practitioner to update the attestation.

E. Office Site and Medical Record Keeping Practices Review

A review of office sites where you see Molina Members may be required. This review may be scheduled as soon as the Credentialing Department receives your application. This may also include a review of your medical record keeping practices. A passing score is required to complete the application process. Your cooperation in working with the site review staff and implementing any corrective action plans will expedite a credentialing decision.

Office site and medical record keeping reviews may also be initiated if any member complaints are received regarding the physical accessibility, physical appearance or adequacy of waiting room and examining room space.

F. The Process for Making Credentialing Decisions

All practitioners requesting initial participation with Molina must complete a credentialing application. To be eligible to submit an application, practitioners must meet all the criteria outlined above in the section titled “Criteria for Participation in the Molina Network”. Practitioners may not provide care to Molina members until the final decision is rendered by the Credentialing Committee or the Molina Medical Director.
Molina recredentials its practitioners at least every thirty-six (36) months. Approximately six months prior to the recredentialing due date, a request will be sent to the practitioner requesting completion of a recredentialing application.

During the initial and recredentialing application process, the practitioner must:

- Submit a completed application within the requested timeframe
- Attest to the application within the last 180 calendar days
- Provide Molina adequate information to prove he/she meets all criteria for initial participation or continued participation in the Molina network.

Once the application is received, Molina will complete all the verifications as outlined in the Credentialing Program Policy. In order for the application to be deemed complete, the practitioner must produce adequate information to prove he/she meets all criteria for initial participation or continued participation in the Molina network. All fields within the application must be completed, all required attachments must be included, detailed explanations must be provided to all affirmative answers on the attestation questions and any additional information requested by Molina must be provided.

If the practitioner does not provide the information necessary to complete the application process in the time period requested, the application will be deemed incomplete and Molina will discontinue processing of the application. This will result in an administrative denial or termination from the Molina network. Practitioners who fail to provide proof of meeting criteria or fail to provide a complete credentialing application do not have the right to submit an appeal.

At the completion of the application and primary source verification process, each credentialing file is quality reviewed to ensure completeness. During this quality review process each credentialing file is assigned a level based on specific Credentialing Review Guidelines. Credentialing files assigned a Level 1 are considered clean credentialing files and the Medical Director(s) responsible for credentialing has the authority to review and approve them. Credentialing files assigned a Level 2 are reviewed by the Molina Credentialing Committee. The Medical Director has the right to request the Credentialing Committee review any credentials file. The Credentialing Committee has the right to request to review any credentials file.

G. Credentialing Committee

Molina maintains a Credentialing Committee made up of other practitioners practicing in the community who make recommendations regarding credentialing decision using a peer review process. Once a credentials file contains all the necessary information it will be submitted for approval to the Credentialing Committee. If the Credentialing Committee determines further information is necessary to evaluate a provider’s application, the Credentialing Department will request such information on behalf of the Credentialing Committee. Molina works with the Credentialing Committee to strive to assure that network practitioners are competent and qualified to provide continuous quality care to Molina members.
A practitioner may not provide care to Molina members until the final decision from the Credentialing Committee or in situations of “clean files” the final decision from the Molina Medical Director.

The Governing Board of Molina has delegated the authority to approve and to deny applicants to the Credentialing Committee. The Credentialing Committee is required to meet no less than quarterly, but generally meets on a monthly basis, to facilitate timely processing of applicant files.

H. Delegating Credentialing and Recredentialing

Molina will delegate credentialing and recredentialing activities to Independent Practice Associations (IPA), Provider Groups and other delegated entities that meet Molina’s requirements for delegation. Molina’s Delegation Oversight Committee (DOC) must approve all delegation and subdelegation arrangements, and retains the right to limit or revoke any and all delegated credentialing activities when a delegate fails to meet Molina’s requirements.

Molina’s Credentialing Committee retains the right to approve new providers and provider sites and terminate practitioners, providers and sites of care based on requirements in Molina Credentialing Policy.

To be delegated for credentialing, IPAs, Provider Groups and other delegated entities must:

- Be National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) accredited or certified for credentialing or pass Molina’s credentialing delegation pre-assessment, which is based on NCQA credentialing standards and requirements for the Medicaid and Medicare programs, with a score of at least 90%.
- Correct deficiencies within mutually agreed upon time frames when issues of non-compliance are identified by Molina at pre-assessment
- Agree to Molina’s contract terms and conditions for credentialing delegates
- Submit timely and complete reports to Molina as described in policy and procedure
- Comply with all applicable federal and state laws
- If the IPA or Provider Group subdelegates primary source verification to a Credentialing Verification Organization (CVO), the CVO must be NCQA certified in all ten areas of accreditation.

I. Non-Discrimination

Molina does not make credentialing and recredentialing decisions based on an applicant’s race, ethnic/national identity, gender, age, sexual orientation or the types of procedures (e.g. abortions) or patients (e.g. Medicaid or Medicare) in which the practitioner specializes. This does not preclude Molina from including in its network practitioners who meet certain demographic or specialty needs; for example, to meet cultural needs of members.

Prevention - Molina takes appropriate steps to protect against discrimination occurring in the credentialing and recredentialing processes.
Molina maintains a heterogeneous credentialing committee membership. It is also required that each committee member sign an affirmative statement annually to make decisions in a nondiscriminatory manner.

**Monitoring** - Every six months, Molina pulls credentialing data to show all credentialing decisions made and looks at a breakdown of types of decisions by provider's gender and age. This data is compiled into a report and presented to the Compliance Committee. The Compliance Committee reviews the report to ensure there are no obvious trends in discrimination when making credentialing decisions. Molina does not ask for providers’ race or ethnicity in the credentialing process so this information is unknown when decisions are made.

If Molina receives any complaint regarding alleged discrimination, the complaint is thoroughly investigated and the results of the investigation are forwarded to the Molina legal department for review and determination.

**J. Notification of Discrepancies in Credentialing Information**

Molina will notify the practitioner immediately in writing in the event that credentialing information obtained from other sources varies substantially from that provided by the practitioner. Examples include but are not limited to actions on a license; malpractice claims history or sanctions. Molina is not required to reveal the source of information if the information is not obtained to meet organization credentialing verification requirements or if disclosure is prohibited by law. Please also refer to the section below titled Practitioners Right to Correct Erroneous Information.

**K. Notification of Credentialing Decisions**

A letter is sent to every practitioner with notification of the Credentialing Committee or Medical Director decision regarding their participation in the Molina network. This notification is sent within two weeks of the decision. Copies of the letters are filed in the practitioner’s credentials files. Under no circumstance will notifications letters be sent to the practitioners later than 60 calendar days from the decision.

**L. Confidentiality and Immunity**

Information regarding any practitioner or provider submitted, collected, or prepared by any representative of this or any other health care facility or organization or medical staff for the purpose of evaluating, improving, achieving or maintaining quality and cost effective patient care shall, to the fullest extent permitted by law, be confidential and shall only be disseminated to a Representative in order to carry out appropriate activities under these Policies and Procedures. Confidentiality shall also extend to such information that is provided by third parties.

For purposes of this section a “Representative” shall mean any individual authorized to perform specific information gathering or disseminating functions for the purpose of evaluating, improving, achieving or maintaining quality and cost effective patient care.
For purposes of this section “information” may be any written or oral disclosures including, but not limited to, a practitioner’s or provider’s professional qualifications, clinical ability, judgment, character, physical or mental health, emotional stability, professional ethics, or any other matter that might directly or indirectly affect patient care or practitioner’s or provider’s provision of patient care services.

By providing patient care services at Molina, a practitioner or provider:

1. Authorizes representatives of Molina to solicit, provide, and act upon information bearing on the practitioner’s or provider’s qualifications.
2. Agrees to be bound by the provisions of this policy and procedure and to waive all legal claims against any representative who acts in accordance with the provisions of this policy and procedure.
3. Acknowledges that the provisions of this policy and procedure are express conditions of the application for, or acceptance of, Molina membership and the continuation of such membership, and to the exercise of clinical privileges or provision of patient care.

The confidentiality and immunity provisions of this policy and procedure shall apply to all information so protected by State or Federal law. To the fullest extent permitted by State or Federal law, the confidentiality and immunity provisions of this policy and procedure shall include, but is not limited to:

1. Any type of application or reapplication received by the Provider or Practitioner;
2. Actions reducing, suspending, terminating or revoking a practitioner’s and provider’s status, including requests for corrective actions, investigation reports and documents and all other information related to such action;
3. Hearing and appellate review;
4. Peer review and utilization and quality management activities;
5. Risk management activities and claims review;
6. Potential or actual liability exposure issues;
7. Incident and/or investigative reports;
8. Claims review;
9. Minutes of all meetings by any committees otherwise appropriately appointed by the Board;
10. Any activities related to monitoring the quality, appropriateness or safety of health care services;
11. Minutes of any Committees and Subcommittees related to monitoring the quality, appropriateness or safety of health care services;
12. Any Molina operations and actions relating to practitioner and provider conduct.

**Immunity from Liability for Action Taken:** No representative shall be liable to a practitioner or provider or any third party for damages or other relief for any decision, opinion, action, statement, or recommendations made within the scope of their duties as representative, if such representative acts in good faith and without malice.
**Immunity from Liability for Providing Information:** No representative or third parties shall be liable to a practitioner or provider for damages or other relief by reason of providing information, including otherwise privileged or confidential information, to a representative or any third party pursuant to authorization by the practitioner or provider, or if permitted or required by law, or these Policies and Procedures, provided that such representative or third parties acts in good faith and without malice.

**Cumulative Effect:** The provisions in this Policy and Procedure and any forms relating to authorizations, confidentiality of information, and immunities from liability are in addition to other protections provided by relevant state and federal law, and are not a limitation thereof.

All members (voting and non-voting) and guests of the Credentialing Committee, or any other committee performing any peer review functions or other individuals who participate in peer review functions will sign a Statement of Confidentiality annually. Members and guests of the Credentialing Committee will not discuss, share or use any information for any purpose other than peer review at Molina.

The Director in charge of Credentialing grants access to electronic credentials files only as necessary to complete credentialing work or as required by law. Access to these documents are restricted to authorized staff, Credentialing Committee member, peer reviewers and reporting bodies as authorized by the Credentialing Committee or the Governing Board of Molina. Each person is given a unique user ID and password. It is the strict policy of Molina that employees keep their passwords confidential and never share their passwords with anyone. All Credentialing employees are prompted to change their passwords into the system every three-months.

Minutes, reports and files of Credentialing Committee meetings are stored in secure electronic folders or in locked cabinets in the Credentialing Department and will be protected from discovery under all applicable laws.

Copies of minutes and any other related Credentialing Committee meeting materials will not be allowed to be removed from meetings of peer review committees and Credentialing staff will shred extra sets of information from such meetings. Electronic data and/or information are password protected and Molina Staff is instructed not to divulge passwords to their coworkers.

**M. Providers’ Rights during the Credentialing Process**

1. **Providers have the right to review their credentialing file.**
   Providers have the right to review their credentialing file at any time. The provider must notify the Credentialing Department and request an appointed time to review their file and allow up to seven (7) calendar days to coordinate schedules. A Medical Director and the Quality Improvement Director will be present. The provider has the right to review all information in the credentials file except peer references or recommendations protected by law from disclosure.
The only items in the file that may be copied are the application, the license and the DEA certificate. Providers may not copy documents that include pieces of information that are confidential in nature, such as the provider credentialing checklist, the responses from monitoring organizations (e.g., National Provider Data Bank, State Licensing Board), and verification of hospital privileges letters.

2. Providers have the right to correct erroneous information. Practitioners have the right to correct erroneous information in their credentials file. Practitioners are notified of their right in a letter sent to them at the time the initial or recredentialing application is received.

Molina will notify the practitioner immediately in writing in the event that credentialing information obtained from other sources varies substantially from that provided by the practitioner. Examples include but are not limited to actions on a license or malpractice claims history. Molina is not required to reveal the source of information if the information is not obtained to meet organization credentialing verification requirements or if disclosure is prohibited by law.

The notification sent to the practitioner will detail the information in question and will include instructions to the practitioner indicating:

- Their requirement to submit a written response within 10 calendar days of receiving notification from Molina.
- In their response, the practitioner must explain the discrepancy, may correct any erroneous information and may provide any proof that is available.
- The practitioner’s response must be sent to Molina Healthcare, Inc. Attention Kari Horseman, CPCS, Credentialing Director at PO Box 2470 Spokane, WA 99210

Upon receipt of notification from the practitioner, Molina will document receipt of the information in the practitioners credentials file. Molina will then re-verify the primary source information in dispute. If the primary source information has changed, correction will be made immediately to the practitioners credentials file. The practitioner will be notified in writing that the correction has been made to their credentials file. If the primary source information remains inconsistent with practitioners’ notification, the Credentialing Department will notify the practitioner. The practitioner may then provide proof of correction by the primary source body to Molina's Credentialing Department. The Credentialing Department will re-verify primary source information if such documentation is provided.

If the practitioner does not respond within 10 calendar days, their application processing will be discontinued and network participation will be denied.
3. **Providers’ right to be informed of their application status.**

Practitioners have a right, upon request, to be informed of the status of their application. Practitioners applying for initial participation are sent a letter when their application is received by Molina and are notified of their right to be informed of the status of their application in this letter. Practitioners are also notified of their right in the Provider Manual sent to them at the time of initial contracting.

The practitioner can request to be informed of the status of their application by telephone, email or mail. Molina will respond to the request within two working days. Molina may share with the practitioner where the application is in the credentialing process to include any missing information or information not yet verified. Molina does not share with or allow a practitioner to review references or recommendations, or other information that is peer-review protected.

N. **Ongoing Monitoring Between Credentialing Cycles**

Molina monitors for complaints, sanctions, adverse actions, disciplinary actions and malpractice cases between credentialing cycles for all practitioner types. When new information is received between recredentialing cycles, the practitioner will be immediately placed into the full credentialing process and will be recredentialled early. The practitioner must provide all necessary information to complete the recredentialing process within the requested time-frames or the practitioner will be administratively terminated from the network. The complete recredentialing file will be reviewed at the next scheduled Credentialing Committee meeting for a determination. Molina takes appropriate action against practitioners when occurrences of poor quality are identified.

O. **Excluded Providers**

Excluded provider means an individual provider, or an entity with an officer, director, agent, manager or individual who owns or has a controlling interest in the entity who has been: convicted of crimes as specified in section 1128 of the SSA, excluded from participation in the Medicare or Medicaid program, assessed a civil penalty under the provisions of section 1128, or has a contractual relationship with an entity convicted of a crime specified in section 1128.

Pursuant to section 1128 of the SSA, Molina Medicare and its subcontractors may not subcontract with an Excluded Provider/Person. Molina Medicare and its subcontractors shall terminate subcontracts immediately when Molina Medicare and its subcontractors become aware of such excluded provider/person or when Molina Medicare and its subcontractors receive notice. Molina Medicare and its subcontractors certify that neither it nor its member/provider is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any Federal department or agency. Where Molina Medicare and its subcontractors are unable to certify any of the statements in this certification, Molina Medicare and its subcontractors shall attach a written explanation to this Agreement.
P. Providers opting out of Medicare

If a provider opts out of Medicare, that provider may not accept Federal reimbursement for a period of two (2) years. Providers who are currently opted out of Medicare are not eligible to contract with Molina for the Medicare line of business.

Q. Credentialing Committee Range of Actions, Notification to Authorities and Practitioner Appeal Rights

Molina uses established criteria in the review of practitioners’ performance. All adverse actions taken by the Credentialing Committee are conducted in compliance with the Fair Hearing Plan and the Healthcare Quality Improvement Act of 1986.

Range of actions available
The Molina Credentialing Committee can take one of the following actions against practitioners who fail to meet credentialing standards or who fail to meet performance expectations pertaining to quality of patient care:

- Monitor on a Watch Status
- Require formal corrective action
- Denial of network participation
- Termination from network participation
- In cases where the Medical Director determines the circumstances pose an immediate risk to patients, a practitioner may be summarily suspended from participation in the network, without prior notice, pending review and investigation of information relevant to the case.

This applies to all practitioners who are contracted by Molina. These actions do not apply to applicants who do not meet basic conditions of participation and are ineligible for participation. The purpose of this policy is to provide a mechanism for implementation of monitoring on watch status, requiring formal corrective action, suspension or termination of Molina practitioners.

If at any point a practitioner fails to meet the minimum standards and criteria for credentialing or fails to meet performance expectations with regard to quality of patient care the Credentialing Committee may act to implement one of these actions. Termination may be taken after reasonable effort has been made to obtain all the facts of the matter and the practitioner may be given the opportunity to appeal this decision.

Criteria for Denial or Termination Decisions by the Credentialing Committee
The criteria used by the Credentialing Committee to make a decision to deny or terminate a practitioner from the Molina network include, but are not limited to, the following:
1. The practitioner’s professional license in any state has or has ever had any informal or formal disciplinary orders, decisions, agreements, disciplinary actions or other actions including but not limited to, restrictions, probations, limitations, conditions suspensions and revocations.

2. Practitioner has or has ever surrendered, voluntarily or involuntarily, his or her professional license in any State while under investigation by the State or due to findings by the State resulting from the practitioner’s acts, omissions or conduct.

3. Practitioner has any pending statement of charges, notice of proposed disciplinary actions, notice of agency action or the equivalent from any state or governmental professional disciplinary body which based on the judgment of the Credentialing Committee establishes an immediate potential risk to the quality of care or service delivered by the practitioner to Molina members.

4. Practitioner has or has ever had any restrictions, probations, limitations, conditions, suspensions or revocations on their federal Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) certificate or Controlled Substance Certification or Registration.

5. Practitioner has a condition, restriction or limitation on their license, certification or registration related to an alcohol, chemical dependency, or health condition and if other evidence indicates that the practitioner has an alcohol, chemical dependency problem or health condition and there is no clear evidence and documentation demonstrating that the practitioner has complied with all such conditions, limitations, or restrictions and is receiving treatment adequate to ensure that the alcohol, chemical dependency problem or health condition will not affect the quality of the practitioner’s practice.

6. Practitioner has or has ever had sanctions of any nature taken by any governmental program or professional body including but not limited to, Medicare, Medicaid, Federal Employee Program or any other State or Federal program or agency

7. Practitioner has or has ever had any denials, limitations, suspensions or terminations of participation of privileges by any health care institution, plan, facility or clinic.

8. Practitioner’s history of medical malpractice claims or professional liability claims or settlements reflect what constitutes a pattern of questionable or inadequate treatment or contain what constitutes any gross or flagrant incident or incidents of malpractice.

9. Practitioner has a criminal history, including, but not limited to, any criminal charges, criminal investigations, convictions, no-contest pleas and guilty pleas.

10. Practitioner has or has ever had involvement in acts of dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation that relate to or impact or could relate to or impact the practitioner’s professional conduct or the health, safety or welfare of Molina members.
11. Practitioner has or has ever engaged in acts which Molina, in its sole discretion, deems inappropriate.

12. Practitioner has or has ever had a pattern of member complaints or grievances in which there appears to be a concern regarding the quality of service provided to Molina members.

13. Practitioner has not complied with Molina’s quality assurance program.

14. Practitioner is found to have rendered a pattern of substandard care or is responsible for any gross or flagrant incident of substandard care.

15. Practitioner has or has ever displayed inappropriate patterns of referral, which deviate substantially from reasonably expected patterns of referral.

16. Practitioner makes or has ever made any material misstatements in or omissions from their credentialing application and attachments.

17. Practitioner has ever rendered services outside the scope of their license.

18. Practitioner has or has ever had a physical or mental health condition that may impair their ability to practice with the full scope of licensure and qualifications, or might pose a risk of harm on patients.

19. Practitioner’s has or has ever failed to comply with the Molina Medical Record Review Guidelines.

20. Practitioner has or has ever failed to comply with the Molina Site Review or Medical Record Keeping Practice Review Guidelines.

**Monitoring on a Committee Watch Status**

Molina uses the credentialing category “watch status” for practitioners whose initial or continued participation is approved by the Credentialing Committee with follow-up to occur. The Credentialing Committee may approve a practitioner to be monitored on watch status when there are unresolved issues or when the Credentialing Committee determines that the practitioner needs to be monitored for any reason.

When a practitioner is approved on watch status, the Credentialing Department conducts the follow-up according to the Credentialing Committee direction. Any unusual findings are reported immediately to the Molina Medical Director to determine if immediate action is necessary. Every unusual finding is reviewed in detail at the next Credentialing Committee meeting for review and determination.
**Corrective Action**
In cases where altering the conditions of participation is based on issues related to quality of care and/or service, Molina may work with the practitioner to establish a formal corrective action plan to improve performance, prior to, or in lieu of suspending or terminating his or her participation status.

A corrective action plan is a written improvement plan, which may include, but is not limited to the following:

- Identifying the performance issues that do not meet expectations
- What actions/processes will be implemented for correction
- Who is responsible for the corrective action
- What improvement/resolution is expected
- How improvements will be assessed
- Scheduled follow-up, monitoring (compliance review, normally not to exceed six months)

Within ten (10) calendar days of the Credentialing Committee’s decision to place practitioner on a corrective action plan, the practitioner will be notified via a certified letter from the Medical Director. Such notification will outline:

- The reason for the corrective action
- The corrective action plan

If the corrective actions are resolved, the practitioner’s performance may or may not be monitored, as deemed appropriate. If the corrective action(s) are not adequately resolved within the designated time, depending on the circumstances of the case, the Credentialing Committee may recommend that the practitioner continue on an improvement plan, or recommend suspension or termination. All recommendations for termination that result from a lack of appropriate practitioner response to corrective action will be brought to the Credentialing Committee for review and decision.

**Summary Suspension**
In cases where the Medical Director becomes aware of circumstances that pose an immediate risk to patients, a meeting will be held immediately with Molina Legal Counsel, the Medical Director and the Director of Credentialing. After discussing the facts, the practitioner may be summarily suspended from participation in the network, without prior notice, pending review and investigation of information relevant to the case.

Such summary suspension shall become effective immediately upon imposition, and the Medical Director shall promptly notify the practitioner of the suspension, via a certified letter. Notification will include the following:

- A description of the action being taken
- Effective date of the action
- The reason(s) for the action and/or information being investigated
- Information (if any) required from the practitioner
- The length of the suspension
- The estimated timeline for determining whether or not to reinstate or terminate the practitioner
- Details regarding the practitioner’s right to request a fair hearing within 30 calendar days of receipt of the notice and their right to be represented by an attorney or another person of their choice

Upon initiation of the suspension, the Medical Director and credentialing staff will commence investigation of the issues. Findings of the investigation will be presented to the Credentialing Committee. The Credentialing Committee has the authority to implement corrective action, place conditions on the practitioner’s continued participation, discontinue the suspension or terminate the practitioner.

**Termination**

After review of appropriate information, the Credentialing Committee may determine that the practitioner does not meet performance expectations pertaining to quality of care, services or established performance/professional standards. The Credentialing Committee may then vote to terminate the practitioner.

Within five working days after the Credentialing Committee makes a recommendation to terminate a practitioner, the Medical Director, Molina Legal Counsel and the Corporate Credentialing Director will meet to review the details regarding the Credentialing Committee’s decision to terminate the practitioner and to draft the written notification to the practitioner.

**Terminations for reasons other than unprofessional conduct or quality of care**

If the termination is based on reasons other than unprofessional conduct or quality of care, the practitioner will not be reported to the NPDB/HIPDB and will not be given the right to a fair hearing. Within ten (10) calendar days of the Committee’s decision, the practitioner is sent a written notice of termination via certified mail, from the Medical Director, which includes the following:

- A Description of the action being taken
- Reason for termination
- Obligations of the practitioner regarding further care of Molina patients/members

**Terminations based on unprofessional conduct or quality of care**

If the termination is based on unprofessional conduct or quality of care, the practitioner will be given the right to a fair hearing.

Within ten (10) calendar days of the Committee’s decision, the practitioner is sent a written notice of Molina’s intent to terminate them from the network, via certified mail from the Medical Director, which includes the following:
• A Description of the action being taken
• Reason for termination
• Details regarding the practitioner’s right to request a fair hearing within 30 calendar days of receipt of notice (see Fair Hearing Plan policy). The Fair Hearing Policy explains that Molina will appoint a hearing officer and a panel of individuals to review the appeal.
• The practitioner does not request a fair hearing within the 30 calendar days, they have waived their rights to a hearing.
• The notice will include a copy of the Fair Hearing Plan Policy describing the process in detail.
• Practitioner’s right to be represented by an attorney or another person of their choice.
• Obligations of the practitioner regarding further care of Molina patients/members
• The action will be reported to the NPDB/HIPDB and the State Licensing Board.

Molina will wait 30 calendar days from the date the terminated practitioner received the notice of termination. If the practitioner requests a fair hearing within that required timeframe, Molina will follow the Fair Hearing Plan Policy. Once the hearing process is completed, the practitioner will receive written notification of the appeal decision which will contain specific reasons for the decision (see Fair Hearing Plan Policy). If the hearing committee’s decision is to uphold the termination, the action will be reported to the State Licensing Board and the NPDB and or HIPDB as defined in reporting to appropriate authorities section below. If the hearing committee overturns the termination decision and the practitioner remains in the Molina network, the action will not be reportable to the State Licensing Board or to the NPDB and or HIPDB.

If the practitioner does not request a hearing within the 30 calendar days, they have waived their rights to a hearing and the termination will become the final decision. A written notification of the final termination will be sent to the practitioner and the termination will be reported to the State Licensing Board and the NPDB and or HIPDB as defined in reporting to appropriate authorities section below.

Notification to Authorities
Within 15 calendar days of the effective date of the final action, the Manager responsible for credentialing reports the action to the following authorities:
• All appropriate state licensing agencies
• National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) and Healthcare Integrity and Protection Data Bank (HIPDB)

R. Fair Hearing Plan Policy
Molina Healthcare, Inc., and its affiliates (“Molina”), will maintain and communicate the process providing procedural rights to Providers when a final action by Molina will result in a report to the State Licensing Board, NPDB, and/or HIPDB.

1. Definitions

a) Adverse Action shall mean an action that entitles a Provider to a hearing, as set forth in Section B (l)-(3) below.
b) **Chief Medical Officer** shall mean the Chief Medical Officer for the respective Molina affiliate state plan wherein the Provider is contracted.

c) **Days** shall mean calendar days. In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by this Policy, the day of the act or event from which the designated period of time begins shall not be included.

d) **Medical Director** shall mean the Medical Director for the respective Molina affiliate state plan wherein the Provider is contracted.

e) **Molina Plan** shall mean the respective Molina affiliate state plan wherein the Provider is contracted.

f) **Notice** shall mean written notification sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, or personal delivery.

g) **Peer Review Committee or Credentialing Committee** shall mean a Molina Plan committee or the designee of such a committee.

h) **Plan President** shall mean the Plan President for the respective Molina affiliate state plan wherein the Provider is contracted.

i) **Provider** shall mean physicians, dentists, and other health care practitioners as defined by 42 USC 11151 and Social Security Act § 1861(u).

j) **State** shall mean Molina Healthcare of Washington, Inc.

k) **State Licensing Board** shall mean the state agency responsible for the licensure of Provider.

l) **Unprofessional Conduct** refers to a basis for corrective action or termination involving an aspect of a Provider’s competence or professional conduct which is reasonably likely to be detrimental to patient safety or the delivery of quality care. Unprofessional conduct does not refer to instances where a Provider violates a material term of the Provider’s contract with a Molina Plan.

m) **Medical Disciplinary Cause or Reason** shall mean the aspect of a provider’s competence or professional conduct that is reasonably likely to be detrimental to patient safety or to the delivery of patient care.

2. **Grounds for a Hearing**

   Grounds for a hearing exist whenever the Peer Review Committee or Credentialing Committee takes or recommends any of the following Adverse Actions for a Provider based upon Unprofessional Conduct:
a) Revocation, termination of, or expulsion from Molina Provider status when such revocation, termination, or expulsion is reportable to the State Licensing Board, NPDB, and/or HIPDB.

b) Suspension, reduction, limitation, or revocation of authority to provide care to Molina members.

Any other final action by Molina that by its nature is reportable to the State Licensing Board, NPDB, and/or HIPDB.

3. Notice of Action

If the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee have recommended an Adverse Action, the Committee shall give written notice to the Provider by certified mail with return receipt requested. The notice shall:

a) State the reasons for the action;

b) State any Credentialing Policy provisions that have been violated;

c) Advise the Provider that he/she has the right to request a hearing on the proposed Adverse Action;

d) Advise the Provider that any request for hearing must be made in writing within thirty (30) days following receipt of the Notice of Action, and must be sent to the respective Molina Plan Medical Director by certified mail, return receipt requested, or personal delivery;

e) Advise the Provider that he/she has the right to be represented by an attorney or another person of their choice.

f) Advise the Provider that the request for a hearing must be accompanied by a check in the amount of $1,000.00 as a deposit for the administrative expenses of the hearing and specify that this amount will be refunded if the Adverse Action is overturned;

g) State that the proposed action or recommendation, if adopted, must be reported pursuant to State and Federal law; and

h) Provide a summary of the Provider’s hearing rights or attach a copy of this Policy.

4. Request for a Hearing - Waiver

If the Provider does not request a hearing in writing to the Chief Medical Officer within thirty (30) days following receipt of the Notice of Action, the Provider shall be deemed to have accepted the action or recommendation of the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee, and such action or recommendation shall be submitted to the Chief Medical Officer for final decision. In the event that a timely written Request for Hearing is received, a Hearing Officer and/or hearing panel shall be appointed as set forth
below and the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee shall provide the Provider with a Notice of Hearing and Statement of Charges consistent with this Policy.

A Provider who fails to request a hearing within the time and in the manner specified above waives his or her right to any hearing to which he or she might otherwise have been entitled. If the Provider waives his or her right to any hearing by failing to request a hearing within the time and in the manner specified above, the recommendation of the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee taking or recommending the Adverse Action shall be forwarded to the Chief Medical Officer for final approval. In the event of a submittal to the Chief Medical Officer upon the Provider’s waiver as set forth herein, the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee may submit to the Chief Medical Officer additional information relevant to its recommended Adverse Action to be considered by the Chief Medical Officer in accepting or rejecting the recommended Adverse Action.

5. **Appointment of a Hearing Committee**

   a) Composition of Hearing Committee - The Chief Medical Officer/Plan President shall select the individuals to serve on the Hearing Committee. The Hearing Committee shall consist of individuals who are not in direct economic competition with the subject Provider; who shall gain no direct financial benefit from the outcome of the hearing; and, who shall have not acted as accuser, investigator, fact finder, initial decision maker or otherwise have not actively participated in the consideration of the matter leading up to the recommendation or action. General knowledge of the matter involved shall not preclude a physician from serving as a member of the panel.

   The panel shall consist of three or more Providers and shall include, whenever feasible, at least one individual practicing the same specialty as the affected Provider. In the event Providers are not available to sit as Hearing Committee members, physicians from the community may be substituted by the Medical Director.

   b) Scope of Authority - The Hearing Committee shall have the authority to interpret and apply this Policy insofar as it relates to its powers and duties.

   c) Responsibilities - The Hearing Committee shall:
      i. Evaluate evidence and testimony presented.
      ii. Issue a decision accepting, rejecting, or modifying the decision of the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee.
      iii. Maintain the privacy of the hearing unless the law provides to the contrary.

   d) Vacancies – In the event of a vacancy in a hearing panel after a hearing has commenced, the remaining panel member may continue with the hearing and determination of the controversy, unless the parties agree otherwise.

   e) Disclosure and Challenge Procedures – Any person appointed to the Hearing Committee shall disclose to the Chief Medical Office/Plan President any circumstance likely to affect impartiality, including any bias or a financial or personal
interest in the result of the hearing or any past or present relationship with the parties or their representatives. The Hearing Officer may remove any person appointed to the Hearing Committee if the Hearing Office believes that the person is unable to render an impartial decision.

6. Hearing Officer

a) Selection - The Chief Medical Officer and/or Plan President shall appoint a Hearing Officer, who may be an attorney. The Hearing Officer shall gain no direct financial benefit from the outcome of the hearing, shall not act as a prosecuting officer or advocate, and shall not be entitled to vote.

b) Scope of Authority - The Hearing Officer shall have the sole discretion and authority to:
   i. Exclude any witness, other than a party or other essential person.
   ii. Determine the attendance of any person other than the parties and their counsel and representatives.
   iii. For good cause shown to postpone any hearing upon the request of a party or upon a Hearing Committee's own initiative and shall also grant such postponement when all of the parties agree thereto.

c) Responsibilities - The Hearing Officer shall:
   i. Guide the hearing process, including endeavoring to assure that all participants in the hearing have a reasonable opportunity to be heard and to present relevant oral and documentary evidence in an efficient and expeditious manner;
   ii. Ensure that proper decorum is maintained;
   iii. Be entitled to determine the order of, or procedure for, presenting evidence and argument during the hearing;
   iv. Issue rulings pertaining to matters of law, procedure and the admissibility of evidence;
   v. Issue rulings on any objections or evidentiary matters;
   vi. Discretion to limit the amount of time;
   vii. Assure that each witness is sworn in by the court reporter;
   viii. May ask questions of the witnesses (but must remain neutral/impartial);
   ix. May meet in private with the panel members to discuss the conduct of the hearing;
   x. Remind all witnesses at the conclusion of their testimony of the confidentiality of the hearing;
   xi. Participate in the deliberations of the Hearing Committee as a legal advisor, but shall not be entitled to vote; and
   xii. Prepare the written report.

7. Time and Place of Hearing

Upon receipt of a Request for Hearing, the Chief Medical Officer and/or Plan President shall schedule and arrange for a hearing. The Chief Medical Officer and/or Plan
President shall give notice to the affected Provider of the time, place and date of the
hearing, as set forth below. The date of commencement of the hearing shall be not less
than thirty (30) days from the date of the Notice of the Hearing, and not more than sixty
(60) days from the date of receipt of the Request for Hearing. Notwithstanding the above
timeframes, the parties may agree to extensions, or the Hearing Officer may grant an
extension on a showing of good cause. If more than one meeting is required for a
hearing, the Hearing Officer shall set the date, time, and location for additional meetings.

8. Notice of Hearing

The Notice of Hearing shall contain and provide the affected Provider with the following:

a) The date, time and location of the hearing.
b) The name of the Hearing Officer.
c) The names of the Hearing Committee Members.
d) A concise statement of the affected Provider’s alleged acts or omissions giving rise to
   the Adverse Action or recommendation, and any other reasons or subject matter
   forming the basis for the Adverse Action or recommendation which is the subject of
   the hearing.
e) The names of witnesses, so far as they are then reasonably known or anticipated, who
   are expected to testify on behalf of the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing
   Committee, provided the list may be updated as necessary and appropriate, but not
   later than ten (10) days prior to the commencement of the hearing.
f) A list of all documentary evidence forming the bases of the charges reasonably
   necessary to enable the Provider to prepare a defense, including all documentary
   evidence which was considered by the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing
   Committee in recommending the Adverse Action.

Except with regard to the disclosure of witnesses, as set forth above, the Notice of
Hearing may be amended from time to time, but not later than the close of the case at the
conclusion of the hearing by the Hearing Committee. Such amendments may delete,
modify, clarify or add to the acts, omissions, or reasons specified in the original Notice of
Hearing.

9. Pre-Hearing Procedures

a) The Provider shall have the following pre-hearing rights:

   i. To inspect and copy, at the Provider’s expense, documents upon which the
      charges are based which the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing
      Committee have in its possession or under its control; and
   ii. To receive, at least thirty (30) days prior to the hearing, a copy of the evidence
       forming the basis of the charges which is reasonably necessary to enable the
Provider to prepare a defense, including all evidence that was considered by the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee in recommending Adverse Action.

b) The Hearing Committee shall have the following pre-hearing right:

To inspect and copy, at Molina’s expense, any documents or other evidence relevant to the charges which the Provider has in his or her possession or control as soon as practicable after receiving the hearing request.

c) The Hearing Officer shall consider and rule upon any request for access to information and may impose any safeguards required to protect the peer review process, privileges and ensure justice. In so doing, the Hearing Officer shall consider:

i. Whether the information sought may be introduced to support or defend the charges;
ii. The exculpatory or inculpatory nature of the information sought, if any;
iii. The burden attendant upon the party in possession of the information sought if access is granted; and
iv. Any previous requests for access to information submitted or resisted by the parties.

d) The Provider shall be entitled to a reasonable opportunity to question and object to or challenge the impartiality of members of the Hearing Committee and the Hearing Officer. Challenges to the impartiality of any Hearing Committee member or the Hearing Officer shall be ruled on by the Hearing Officer.

e) It shall be the duty of the Provider, the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee to exercise reasonable diligence in notifying the Hearing Officer of any pending or anticipated procedural disputes as far in advance of the scheduled hearing as possible, in order that decisions concerning such matters may be made in advance of the hearing. Objections to any pre-hearing decisions may be succinctly made at the hearing.

f) Failure to disclose the identity of a witness or produce copies of all documents expected to be produced at least ten (10) days before the commencement of the hearing shall constitute good cause for a continuance or limitation of the evidence or the testimony if deemed appropriate by the Hearing Officer.

g) The right to inspect and copy by either party does not extend to confidential information referring solely to individually identifiable physicians or patients, other than the Provider under review, or to information, interviews, reports, statements, findings and conclusions resulting from studies or other data prepared specifically to be submitted for review purposes made privileged by operation of State.
10. **Conduct of Hearing**

a) **Rights of the Parties** - Within reasonable limitations, and as long as these rights are exercised in an efficient and expeditious manner, both sides at the hearing may:

i. Call and examine witnesses for relevant testimony.
ii. Introduce relevant exhibits or other documents.
iii. Cross-examine or impeach witnesses who have testified orally on any matter relevant to the issues.
iv. Otherwise rebut evidence.
v. Have a record made of the proceedings.
vi. Submit a written statement at the close of the hearing.

The Provider may be called by the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee and examined as if under cross-examination.

b) **Course of the Hearing**

i. Each party may make an oral opening statement.

The Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee shall call any witnesses and present relevant documentary evidence to support its recommendation.

The affected Provider may then call any witnesses and present relevant documentary evidence supporting his/her defense.

iv. The Hearing Committee or Officer has the discretion to vary the course of the hearing, but shall afford a full and equal opportunity to all parties for the presentation of material and relevant evidence and for the calling of witnesses.

v. The Hearing Committee shall be the judge of the relevance and materiality of the evidence offered, and conformity to legal rules of evidence shall not be necessary. All evidence shall be taken in the presence of the entire Hearing Committee and all of the parties, except when agreed to by the parties, or determined by the Hearing Officer.

c) **Use of Exhibits**

i. Exhibits, when offered by either party, may be received into evidence by the Hearing Committee as ruled upon by the Hearing Officer.

A description of the exhibits in the order received shall be made a part of the record.

d) **Witnesses**

i. Witnesses for each party shall submit to questions or other examination.
ii. The Hearing Officer shall have the power to sequester witnesses (exclude any witness, other than a party or other essential person, during the testimony of any other witness). The names and addresses of all witnesses and a description of their testimony in the order received shall be made a part of the record.

iii. The Hearing Committee may receive and consider the evidence of witnesses by affidavit, but shall give it only such weight as the Hearing Committee deems it is entitled to after consideration of any objection made to its admission.

iv. The party producing such witnesses shall pay the expenses of their witnesses.

e) Rules for Hearing:

i. Attendance at Hearings

ii. Only those persons having a direct interest in the hearing are entitled to attend the hearing. This means that the hearing will be closed except for the parties and their representatives. The only exception is when good cause is shown satisfactory to the Hearing Officer that it is necessary in the interest and fairness of the hearing to have others present.

iii. Communication with Hearing Committee

iv. There shall be no direct communication between the parties and the Hearing Committee other than at the hearing, unless the parties and the Hearing Committee agree otherwise. Any other oral or written communication from the parties to the Hearing Committee shall be directed to the Hearing Officer for transmittal to the Hearing Committee.

v. Interpreter

vi. Any party wishing to utilize an interpreter shall make all arrangements directly with the interpreter and shall assume the costs of the services.

11. Close of the Hearing

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing Officer shall dismiss all parties and participate in the deliberations of the Hearing Committee. The Hearing Committee shall render its final decision by a majority vote, including findings of fact and a conclusion articulating the connection between the evidence produced at the hearing and the decision reached to the Hearing Officer.

Within thirty (30) days of the conclusion of the deliberations, the Hearing Officer shall issue a written report including the following:

a) A summary of facts and circumstances giving rise to the hearing.

b) A description of the hearing, including:

   i. The panel members’ names and specialties;
   ii. The Hearing officer’s name;
   iii. The date of the hearing;
iv. The charges at issue; and
v. An overview of witnesses heard and evidence.

c) The findings and recommendations of the Hearing Committee.

d) Any dissenting opinions desired to be expressed by the hearing panel members.

Final adjournment of the Hearing Committee shall occur when the Hearing Officer has mailed or otherwise delivered the written report.

12. Burden of Proof

The burden of proof during a hearing regarding the denial of an initial applicant shall be as follows:

- Initial applicants shall bear the burden of persuading the Hearing Committee by a preponderance of the evidence of their qualifications by producing information which allows for adequate evaluation and resolution of reasonable doubts concerning their current qualifications.
- Initial applicants shall not be permitted to introduce information not produced upon request of the Peer Review Committee or Credentialing Committee during the application process; unless the initial applicant establishes that the information could not have been produced previously in the exercise of reasonable diligence.
- The burden of proof during all hearings other than the denial of an initial applicant shall be as follows:
  - The Peer Review Committee or Credentialing Committee recommending the Adverse Action shall bear the burden of persuading the Hearing Committee that its action or recommendation is reasonable and warranted. The burden of proof shall be by a preponderance of the evidence. The term “reasonable and warranted” means within the range of alternatives reasonably available to the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee taking or recommending Adverse Action under the circumstances and not necessarily that the action or recommendation is the only measure or the best measure that could have been taken or formulated.

13. Provider Failure to Appear or Proceed

Failure, without good cause, of the Provider to personally attend and proceed at a hearing in an efficient and orderly manner shall be deemed to constitute voluntary acceptance of the recommendations or actions involved.

14. Record of the Hearing/Oath

A court reporter shall be present to make a record of the hearing proceedings and the pre-hearing proceedings, if deemed appropriate by the Hearing Officer. The cost of attendance of the reporter shall be borne by Molina, but the cost of the transcript, if any, shall be borne by the party requesting it. The Hearing Officer shall be required to order
that all oral evidence be taken by oath administered by a person lawfully authorized to administer such oath.

15. Representation

Each party shall be entitled to representation by an attorney at law, or other representative at the hearing, at their own expense, to represent their interests, present their case, offer materials in support thereof, examine witnesses, and/or respond to appropriate questions.

16. Postponements

The Hearing Officer, for good cause shown, may postpone any hearing upon the request of a party or the Hearing Committee.

17. Notification of Finding

The Hearing Office shall serve a copy of the written report outlining the basis of the Hearing Committee’s decision to the Medical Director, the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee imposing the Adverse Action, and the affected Provider.

18. Final Decision

Upon receipt of the Hearing Committee’s decision, the Chief Medical Officer/Plan President shall either adopt or reject the Hearing Committee’s decision. The Chief Medical Officer/Plan President’s action constitutes the final decision.

19. Reporting

In the event the Chief Medical Officer/Plan President adopts the proposed decision of the Peer Review Committee and/or Credentialing Committee taking or recommending the Adverse Action, Molina will submit a report to the State Licensing Board, NPDB, and/or HIPDB, as required. Reports shall be made in accordance with the Credentialing Program Policy.

Reports to the State Licensing Board, NPDB, and/or HIPDB for adverse actions must be submitted within 15 days from the date the adverse action was taken.

20. Exhaustion of Internal Remedies

If any of the above Adverse Actions are taken or recommended, the Provider must exhaust the remedies afforded by this Policy before resorting to legal action.

21. Confidentiality and Immunity

Information regarding any practitioner or provider submitted, collected, or prepared by any representative of this or any other health care facility or organization or medical staff for the purpose of evaluating, improving, achieving or maintaining quality and cost effective patient care shall, to the fullest extent permitted by law, be
confidential and shall only be disseminated to a Representative in order to carry out appropriate activities under these Policies and Procedures. Confidentiality shall also extend to such information that is provided by third parties.

For purposes of this section a “Representative” shall mean any individual authorized to perform specific information gathering or disseminating functions for the purpose of evaluating, improving, achieving or maintaining quality and cost effective patient care.

For purposes of this section “information” may be any written or oral disclosures including, but not limited to, a practitioner’s or provider’s professional qualifications, clinical ability, judgment, character, physical or mental health, emotional stability, professional ethics, or any other matter that might directly or indirectly affect patient care or practitioner’s or provider’s provision of patient care services.

By providing patient care services at Molina, a practitioner or provider:

a) Authorizes representatives of Molina to solicit, provide, and act upon information bearing on the practitioner’s or provider’s qualifications.

b) Agrees to be bound by the provisions of this policy and procedure and to waive all legal claims against any representative who acts in accordance with the provisions of this policy and procedure.

c) Acknowledges that the provisions of this policy and procedure are express conditions of the application for, or acceptance of, Molina membership and the continuation of such membership, and to the exercise of clinical privileges or provision of patient care.

The confidentiality and immunity provisions of this policy and procedure shall apply to all information so protected by State or Federal law. To the fullest extent permitted by State or Federal law, the confidentiality and immunity provisions of this policy and procedure shall include, but is not limited to:

A. Any type of application or reapplication received by the Provider or Practitioner;
B. Actions reducing, suspending, terminating or revoking a practitioner’s and provider’s status, including requests for corrective actions, investigation reports and documents and all other information related to such action;
C. Hearing and appellate review;
D. Peer review and utilization and quality management activities;
E. Risk management activities and claims review;
F. Potential or actual liability exposure issues;
G. Incident and/or investigative reports;
H. Claims review;
I. Minutes of all meetings by any committees otherwise appropriately appointed by the Board;
J. Any activities related to monitoring the quality, appropriateness or safety of health care services;
K. Minutes of any Committees and Subcommittees related to monitoring the quality, appropriateness or safety of health care services;
L. Any Molina operations and actions relating to practitioner and provider conduct.

Immunity from Liability for Action Taken: No representative shall be liable to a practitioner or provider or any third party for damages or other relief for any decision, opinion, action, statement, or recommendations made within the scope of their duties as representative, if such representative acts in good faith and without malice.

Immunity from Liability for Providing Information: No representative or third parties shall be liable to a practitioner or provider for damages or other relief by reason of providing information, including otherwise privileged or confidential information, to a representative or to any third party pursuant to authorization by the practitioner or provider, or if permitted or required by law, or these Policies and Procedures, provided that such representative or third parties acts in good faith and without malice.

Cumulative Effect: The provisions in this Policy and Procedure and any forms relating to authorizations, confidentiality of information, and immunities from liability are in addition to other protections provided by relevant state and federal law, and are not a limitation thereof.

XV. Member Grievances and Appeals

Molina Dual Options Members have the right to file and submit a grievance and/or appeal through a formal process. Members may elect a personal representative or a provider to file the grievance or appeal on their behalf.

A. Complaints, Grievances and Appeals Process

**Standard Appeal** - Molina Healthcare will accept any information or evidence concerning the appeal received orally or in writing no later than sixty (60) days after the Organization determination date. The Plan will thoroughly review, track and process the appeal within thirty (30) days unless an extension is granted;

**Expedited Appeal** - Molina Healthcare will accept any information or evidence concerning the appeal received orally or in writing no later than sixty (60) days after the Organization determination date. The Plan will thoroughly review, track and process the appeal within seventy-two (72) hours of submission and may extend this timeframe by up to fourteen (14) days if you request an extension, or if additional information is needed and the extension is in your best interest.
1. **Grievance/Complaint** – Grievance procedures are as follows:
   - Molina Healthcare will accept any information or evidence concerning the grievance orally or in writing not later than sixty (60) days after the event and will thoroughly investigate, track and process the grievance within thirty (30) days unless an extension is granted;
   - Complaints concerning the timely receipt of services already provided are considered grievances.
   - Complaints or disputes involving organization determinations are processed as appeals. All other issues are processed as grievances.

**Quality of Care** – Molina members have a right file a complaint regarding the care provided. Molina must respond to all Quality of Care complaints in writing to the member. Molina Healthcare monitors, manages, and improves the quality of clinical care and services received by its members by investigating all issues including Serious Reportable Adverse Events (SRAE), Hospital Acquired Conditions and Critical Incidents. Members may also file care complaints with the State’s contracted and CMS assigned Quality Improvement Organization (QIO).

2. **Organization Determination**
   Organization Determinations are any determinations (an approval, modification or denial) made by Molina Healthcare regarding payment or services to which a member believes he/she is entitled such as temporarily out-of-area renal dialysis services, emergency services, post-stabilization care, or urgently needed services.

   Molina Healthcare’s Utilization Management Department handles organization determination. Organization Determination is discussed in Chapter XV.

   Any party to an organizational determination, e.g., a member, a member’s representative or a non-contracted provider, or a termination of services decision, may request that the determination be reconsidered.

   Organization determinations are either standard or expedited depending on the urgency of the member’s request.

B. **Definition of Key Terms used in the Molina Healthcare Grievance and Appeal Process**
   The definitions that follow will clarify terms used by Molina Healthcare for member appeals and grievances. Following the definitions is a brief discussion of Molina Healthcare grievance and appeal processes. Any questions on these polices should be directed to your Provider Services Representative.

<p>| Appeal | Any of the procedures that deal with the review of adverse organization determinations on the healthcare services a member believes he or she is entitled to receive, including delay in providing, arranging for, or approving the healthcare services (such that a delay would adversely affect the health of the member), or on any amounts the member must pay for a service as defined in 42 CFR 422.566(b). These procedures include reconsideration by Molina Healthcare and if necessary, an |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Term</strong></th>
<th><strong>Definition</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>independent review entity,</td>
<td>hearing before an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), review by the Medicare Appeals Council (MAC), and judicial review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assignee</strong></td>
<td>A non-contracted provider who has furnished a service to the member and formally agrees to waive any right to payment from the member for that service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage Determination:</strong></td>
<td>A written denial notice by a Molina Healthcare that states the specific reasons for the denial and informs the member of his or her right to reconsideration. The notice describes both the standard and expedited appeals processes and the rest of the appeals process. For payment denials, the notice describes the standard redetermination process and the rest of the appeals process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denial Notices</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effectuation</strong></td>
<td>Compliance with a reversal of Molina Healthcare’s original adverse organization determination. Compliance may entail payment of a claim, authorization for a service, or provision of services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grievance/Compliant</strong></td>
<td>Any grievance or complaint, other than an organization determination, expressing dissatisfaction with the manner in which a health plan or delegated entity provides health care services, regardless of whether any remedial action can be taken. An expedited grievance may also include a complaint that a health plan refused to expedite an organization determination or reconsideration, or invoked an extension to an organization determination or reconsideration time frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Member</strong></td>
<td>A Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) eligible individual who has elected a Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) plan offered by a Medicare Advantage organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inquiry</strong></td>
<td>Any oral or written request to Molina Healthcare, provider, or facility, without an expression of dissatisfaction, e.g., a request for information or action by a member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Review Entity</strong></td>
<td>An independent entity contracted by CMS to review Molina Healthcare’s adverse reconsiderations of organization determinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medicare Plan</strong></td>
<td>A plan defined in 42 CFR. 422.2 and described at 422.4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization Determination</strong></td>
<td>Any determination made by Molina Healthcare with respect to any of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Payment for temporarily out of the area renal dialysis services, emergency services, post-stabilization care, or urgently needed services;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Payment for any other health services furnished by a provider other than a Molina Medicare Provider that the member believes are covered under Medicare, or, if not covered under Medicare, should have been furnished, arranged for, or reimbursed by Molina Medicare;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Molina Medicare’s refusal to provide or pay for services, in whole or in part, including the type or level of services, that the member believes should be furnished or arranged for by the Medicare health plan;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discontinuation of a service if the member believes that continuation of the services is medically necessary; and/or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Failure of Molina Medicare to approve, furnish, arrange for, or provide payment for healthcare services in a timely manner, or to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provide the member with timely notice of an adverse determination, such that a delay would adversely affect the health of the member.

| Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) | Organizations comprised of practicing doctors and other healthcare experts under contract to the Federal government to monitor and improve the care given to Medicare Members. QIOs review complaints raised by Members about the quality of care provided by providers, inpatient hospitals, hospital outpatient departments, hospital emergency rooms, skilled nursing facilities, home health agencies, Molina Medicare, and ambulatory surgical centers. The QIOs also review continued stay denials for Members receiving care in acute inpatient hospital facilities as well as coverage terminations in SNFs, HHAs and CORFs. |
| Quality of Care Issue | A quality of care complaint may be filed through the Molina Medicare’s grievance process and/or a QIO. A QIO must determine whether the quality of services (including both inpatient and outpatient services) provided by Molina Medicare meets professionally recognized standards of healthcare, including whether appropriate healthcare services have been provided and whether services have been provided in appropriate settings. |
| Reconsideration | A member’s first step in the appeal process after an adverse organization determination; Molina Medicare or independent review entity may reevaluate an adverse organization determination, the findings upon which it was based, and any other evidence submitted or obtained. |
| Representative | An individual appointed by a member or other party, or authorized under State or other applicable law, to act on behalf of a member or other party involved in the appeal. Unless otherwise stated, the representative will have all of the rights and responsibilities of a member or party in obtaining an organization determination or in dealing with any of the levels of the appeals process, subject to the applicable rules described in 42 CFR part 405. |

C. **Important Information about Member Appeal Rights**

For information about members’ appeal rights, call the Molina Member Service Department Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. toll free at (855) 735-5604 or 711 for persons with hearing impairments (TTY/TDD).

Below is information for Molina Members regarding their appeal rights. A detailed explanation of the appeal process is included in the member’s Evidence of Coverage (EOC) that has been provided to them. If Members have additional questions, please refer them to Molina Medicare Member Services.

| **There Are Two (2) Kinds of Appeals You Can File:** |
| **Standard Appeal Fifteen (15) days** – You can ask for a standard appeal. Your plan must give you a decision no later than fifteen (15) days after it gets your appeal. Your plan may extend |
| **What do I include with my Appeal?** |
| You should include your name, address, member ID number, reason for appealing and any evidence you wish to attach. You may send in supporting medical records, provider’s letter(s), or other information that explains why your plan should provide service. Call your... |
this time by up to fourteen (14) days if you request an extension, or if it needs additional information and the extension benefits you.

**Expedited Twenty-four (24) hour review** –
You can request for an expedited appeal if you or your doctor believe that your health could be seriously harmed by waiting too long for a decision. Your plan must decide an expedited appeal no later than twenty-four (24) hours after it receives your appeal. Your plan may extend this time by up to fourteen (14) days if you request an extension, or if it needs additional information and the extension benefits you.

If any provider asks for a fast appeal for you, or supports you in asking for one, and the provider indicates that waiting for thirty (30) days could seriously harm your health, your plan will automatically give you a fast appeal.

If you ask for a fast appeal without support from your provider, your plan will decide if your health requires a fast appeal. If your plan does not give you a fast appeal, your plan will decide your appeal in thirty (30) days

---

**How do I file an Appeal?**

For Standard Appeal: you or your authorized representative can mail or deliver your written appeal to Molina Medicare at:

**Molina Medicare**
Attn: Grievance and Appeals
P.O. Box 22816
Long Beach, CA 90801-9977

**Hours of Operation:**
Monday through Sunday 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

To file an oral grievance call us toll free:
(800)526-8196 x129515 TTY/TDD toll free access number:
711
Fax Number (not toll free):
(562) 499-0603

Other resources: Medicare Rights Center:
Toll free: (888) HMO-9050
Toll free: (800) MEDICARE -(800) 633-4227

If you think you have been treated unfairly due to your race, color, national origin, disability, age, or religion, you can call the Office for Civil Rights toll free at (800) 368-1019 or TTY/TDD (800) 537-7697, or call your local Office for Civil Rights.

---

**XVI. Medicare Part D**

A Part D coverage determination is a decision about whether to provide or pay for a Part D drug. A decision concerning a tiering exception request, a formulary exception request a decision on the amount of cost sharing for a drug or whether a member has or has not satisfied a prior authorization or other UM requirement.

Any party to a coverage determination, (e.g., a member, a member’s representative) may request that the determination be appealed. A member, a member’s representative, or provider, are the only parties who may request that Molina Medicare expedite a coverage determination or redetermination. The member’s provider is prohibited from requesting a standard redetermination or higher appeal without being the member’s appointed representative unless
they are the member’s prescriber or they have notified the enrollee they are making the request on their behalf.

Coverage determinations are either standard or expedited depending on the urgency of the member’s request.

A. **Appeals/Redeterminations**

When a member’s request for a coverage determination is denied, members may choose someone (including an attorney or provider) to serve as their personal representative to act on their behalf. After the date of the denial, a member has up to sixty (60) days to request a redetermination. This is the first level of appeal for Part D adverse decisions. Appeal data is confidential.

The redetermination request will be responded to within seven (7) days. If an expedited appeal is required for an emergent situation, then the decision will be made within seventy-two (72) hours of the request.

At any time during the appeal process, the member or personal representative may submit written comments, papers or other data about the appeal in person or in writing. If the appeal/reconsideration is denied, the member has the right to send the appeal to the Independent Review Entity (IRE) within sixty (60) days of receipt of the appeal. The IRE has seven (7) days to make a decision for a standard appeal/reconsideration and seventy-two (72) hours for an expedited request. The IRE will notify Molina Medicare and the member of the decision. When an expedited review is requested, the IRE will make a decision within seventy-two (72) hours.

If the IRE changes the Molina Medicare decision, authorization for service must be made within seventy-two (72) hours for standard appeals and within twenty-four (24) hours for expedited appeals.

Payment appeals must be paid within thirty (30) days from the date the plan receives notice of the reversal.

If the IRE upholds Molina Medicare’s denial they will inform the member of their right to a hearing with the ALJ and will describe the procedures that must be followed to obtain an ALJ hearing.

CMS’s IRE monitors Molina Medicare’s compliance with determinations to decisions that fully or partially reverse an original Molina Medicare denial. The IRE is currently Maximums Federal Services, Inc.

B. **Part D Prescription Drug Exception Policy**

CMS defines a coverage determination as the first decision made by a plan regarding the prescription drug benefits a member is entitled to receive under the plan, including a decision
not to provide or pay for a Part D drug, a decision concerning an exception request, and a decision on the amount of cost sharing for a drug.

An exception request is a type of coverage determination request. Through the exceptions process, a member can request an off-formulary drug, an exception to the plan’s tiered cost sharing structure, and an exception to the application of a cost UM tool (e.g., step therapy requirement, dose restriction, or prior authorization requirement).

Molina Medicare is committed to providing access to medically necessary prescription drugs to Members of Molina Medicare. If a drug is prescribed that is not on Molina Medicare’s formulary, the member or member’s representative may file for an exception. All exceptions and appeals are handled at the plan level (on-site) and are not delegated to another entity. Please see below for contact information by plan for personnel who handle the exceptions. Members or the member’s representatives (who can include providers and pharmacists) may call, write, fax, or use our website to request an exception. Procedures and forms to apply for an exception may be obtained from the contact persons within the Medicare Pharmacy department or on our website.

Part D Exceptions and Appeals Contact Information: call toll free Molina Medicare at (855) 735-5604 or fax (866) 290-1309.

The Policy and Procedure for Exceptions and Appeals will be reviewed by a Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee on an annual basis at minimum. Exception / Prior Authorization criteria are also reviewed and approved by a P&T Committee.

1. **Formulary** - A formulary is a list of medications selected by Molina Medicare in consultation with a team of health care providers, which represents the prescription therapies believed to be a necessary part of a quality treatment program. Molina Medicare will generally cover the drugs listed in our formulary as long as the drug is medically necessary, the prescription is filled at a Molina Medicare network pharmacy and other plan rules are followed.

   Formularies may be different depending on the Molina Medicare Plan and will change over time. Current formularies for all products may be downloaded from our Website at [www.MolinaMedicare.com](http://www.MolinaMedicare.com).

2. **Copayments for Part D** - The amount a patient pays depends on which drug tier the drug is in under the plan and whether the patient fills the prescription at a preferred network pharmacy.

   - Most Part D services have a co-payment;
   - Co-payments cannot be waived by Molina Medicare per the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; and
   - Co-payments for Molina Medicare may differ by state and plan.
### 3. Restrictions on Molina Medicare Drug Coverage

Some covered drugs may have additional requirements or limits on coverage. These requirements and limits may include:

- **Prior Authorization:** Molina Medicare requires prior authorization for certain drugs, some of which are on the formulary and also drugs that are not on the formulary. Without prior approval, Molina Medicare may not cover the drug;

- **Quantity Limits:** For certain drugs, Molina Medicare limits the amount of the drug that it will cover;

- **Step Therapy:** In some cases, Molina Medicare requires patients to first try certain drugs to treat a medical condition before it will cover another drug for that condition. For example, if Drug A and Drug B both treat a medical condition, Molina Medicare may not cover drug B unless drug A is tried first; and/or

- **Part B Medications:** Certain medications and/or dosage forms listed in this formulary may be available on Medicare Part B coverage depending upon the place of service and method of administration.

### 4. Non-Covered Molina Medicare Part D Drugs:

- Agents when used for anorexia, weight loss, or weight gain (no mention of medically necessary);
- Agents when used to promote fertility;
- Agents used for cosmetic purposes or hair growth;
- Outpatient drugs for which the manufacturer seeks to require that associated tests or monitoring services be purchased exclusively from the manufacturer or its designee as a condition of sale.

### 5. Requesting a Molina Medicare Formulary Exception - Molina Medicare product drug prior authorizations are called Exceptions, which are required when your patient needs a drug that is not on the Formulary. A member, a member’s appointed representative or a member's prescribing provider are permitted to file an Exception. (The process for filing

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2016 Drug Tier for Michigan Dual Options</th>
<th>2016 Michigan Dual Options MI Health Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formulary Generic – Tier One</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulary Preferred Brand – Tier Two</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulary Non-Medicare/OTC Tier Three</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
an exception is predominantly a fax based system.) The form for exception requests is available on the Molina Medicare website www.Molinahealthcare.com.

6. Requesting a Molina Medicare or Medicaid (secondary) Formulary Redetermination (Appeal) - The appeal process involves an adverse determination regarding Molina Medicare issuing a denial for a requested drug or claim payment. If the member received a Notice of Denial of Medicare Prescription Drug Coverage and disagrees with the decision rendered, he/she may request a redetermination (appeal) from Molina Medicare by completing the appeal form sent with the Notice of Denial.

A member, a member’s appointed representative or a member’s prescribing provider (for expedited appeals) may complete the appeal form and submit any information which may help Molina Medicare with the processing of the appeal. An appeal must be submitted in writing and filed within sixty (60) calendar days from the date that the determination was rendered.

- A standard appeal may be submitted to Molina Medicare in writing or can be taken over the telephone. The appeal will be reviewed upon receipt and the member will be notified in writing within seven (7) calendar days from the date the request for redetermination is received.
- An expedited appeal can be requested orally or in writing by the member or by a provider acting on behalf of the member. An expedited appeal may be requested in situations where applying the standard time frame could seriously jeopardize the member's life, health or ability to regain maximum function. If a provider supports the request for an expedited appeal, Molina Medicare will honor this request.
- If a member submits an appeal without provider support, Molina Medicare will review the request to determine if it meets Medicare's criteria for expedited processing. If the plan determines that the request meets the expedited criteria, Molina Medicare will render a decision as expeditiously as the member's health requires, but not exceeding seventy-two (72) hours. If the request does not meet the expedited criteria, Molina Medicare will render a coverage decision within the standard redetermination time frame of seven (7) calendar days.
- To submit a verbal request, please call toll free (855) 735-5604. Written appeals must be mailed or faxed toll free (866) 290-1309.

7. Initiating a Part D Exception (Prior Authorization) Request - Molina Medicare will accept requests from providers or a pharmacy on the behalf of the member either by a written or verbal request. The request may be communicated through the standardized Molina Medicare Medication Prior Authorization Request Form or through telephone via fax and telephone lines. All requests will be determined and communicated to the member and the member’s prescribing provider with an approval or denial decision within seventy-two (72) hours / three (3) calendar days after Molina Medicare receives the completed request.

Molina Medicare will request submission of additional information if a request is deemed incomplete for a determination decision. All requests may be approved by: 1) Molina
Medicare Pharmacy Technician under the supervision of a pharmacist; 2) Molina Medicare Pharmacist; or, 3) Chief Medical Officer (CMO) of Molina Medicare. Review criteria will be made available at the request of the member or his/her prescribing provider. Molina Medicare will determine whether a specific off-label use is a medically accepted indication based on the following criteria:

a. A prescription drug is a Part D drug only if it is for a medically accepted indication, which is supported by one or more citations included or approved for inclusion with the following compendia:
   - American Hospital Formulary Service Drug Information;
   - United States Pharmacopeia-Drug Information (or its successor publications); and
   - DRUGDEX Information System.

b. Requests for off-label use of medications will need to be accompanied with excerpts from one (1) of the seven (7) CMS-required compendia for consideration. The submitted excerpts must site a favorable recommendation.

c. Depending upon the prescribed medication, Molina Medicare may request the prescribing provider to document and justify off-label use in clinical records and provide information such as diagnostic reports, chart notes, and medical summaries.

Denial decisions are only given to the member or member’s representative by a Pharmacist or CMO of Molina Medicare. The written denial notice to the member (and the prescriber involved) includes the specific rationale for denial; the explanation of both the standard and expedited appeals process; and an explanation of a member’s right to, and conditions for, obtaining an expedited appeals process.

If Molina Medicare denies coverage of the prescribed medication, Molina Medicare will give the member a written notice within seventy-two (72) hours explaining the reason for the denial and how to initiate the appeals process. If no written notice is given to the member within the specified timeframe, Molina Medicare will start the next level of appeal by sending the Coverage Determination request to the Independent Review Entity (IRE) within twenty-four (24) hours.

If a coverage determination is expedited, Molina Medicare will notify the member of the coverage determination decision within the twenty-four (24) hour timeframe by telephone and mail the member a written Expedited Coverage Determination within three (3) calendar days of the oral notification. If Molina Medicare does not give the member a written notification within the specified timeframe, Molina Medicare will start the next level of appeal by sending the Coverage Determination request to the Independent Review Entity (IRE) within twenty-four (24) hours.

8. **Initiating a Part D Appeal** - If Molina Medicare’s initial coverage determination is unfavorable, a member may request a first level of appeal, or re-determination within sixty (60) calendar days from the date of the notice of the coverage determination. In a Standard Appeal Molina Medicare has up to seven (7) days to make the re-determination, whether favorable or adverse, and notify the member in writing within seven (7) calendar
days from the date the request for re-determination is received. Members or a member’s prescribing provider may request Molina Medicare to expedite a re-determination if the standard appeal timeframe of seven (7) days may seriously jeopardize the member’s life, health, or ability to regain maximum function. Molina Medicare has up to seventy-two (72) hours to make the re-determination, whether favorable or adverse, and notify the member in writing within seventy-two (72) hours after receiving the request for re-determination. If additional information is needed for Molina Medicare to make a re-determination, Molina Medicare will request the necessary information within twenty-four (24) hours of the initial request for an expedited re-determination. Molina Medicare will inform the member and prescribing provider of the conditions for submitting the evidence since the timeframe is limited on expedited cases.

9. **The Part D Independent Review Entity (IRE)** - If the re-determination is unfavorable, a member may request reconsideration by the IRE. The Part D Qualified Independent Contractor (IRE) is currently MAXIMUS Federal, a CMS contractor that provides second level appeals.

   - **Standard Appeal:** The IRE has up to seven (7) days to make the decision.
   - **Expedited Appeal:** The IRE has up to seventy-two (72) hours for to make the decision.
   - **Administrative Law Judge (ALJ):** If the IRE’s reconsideration is unfavorable, a member may request a hearing with an ALJ if the amount in controversy requirement is satisfied.
   - **Note:** Regulatory timeframe is not applicable on this level of appeal.
   - **Medicare Appeals Council (MAC):** If the ALJ’s finding is unfavorable, the member may appeal to the MAC, an entity within the Department of Health and Human Services that reviews ALJ’s decisions. Note: Regulatory timeframe is not applicable on this level of appeal.

10. **Federal District Court (FDC)** - If the MAC’s decision is unfavorable, the member may appeal to a Federal district court, if the amount in controversy requirement is satisfied. Note: Regulatory timeframe is not applicable on this level of appeal.
XVII. Web-Portal

Molina Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) Providers may register on the Web Portal to verify member eligibility and benefits, search for service request/authorizations and claims and view other information that is helpful.

- **Enhanced Security** – Online access is more secure than phone or fax so providers are encouraged to communicate with Molina Healthcare, Inc. online. A new provider registration process that includes a how-to video guides providers on the E-Portal registration process. Providers may add additional users to their accounts. The level of access to information can be better controlled online, further improving information security.

- **Claim Status Updates and Status Change Notifications** – The system provides real-time updates when viewing claims status information so providers will know sooner if a claim is paid or denied. Messaging capabilities will automatically notify providers of claims and service request/authorization status changes.

- **Service Request/Authorization Enhancements** – Providers are able to apply templates to requests that they use frequently, to copy information from previous requests, and to attach documentation and clinical notes, reducing the time it takes to prepare and submit requests. Providers are also able to view service requests/authorizations for their patients/Molina Medicare members and will receive notifications when they create a service request/authorization to determine if a patient/Molina Dual Options member previously received the service.

- **Member Eligibility** – Access to member eligibility details – with a Quick View bar that summarizes the member’s eligibility at a glance. Additional member details include member HEDIS missed services, benefit summary of covered services and access to member handbooks.
XVIII. Risk Adjustment Management Program

A. Background

Risk Adjustment is a payment methodology designed to pay appropriate premiums for each Molina Dual Options member. CMS bases its premium payment according to the health status of each member – more reimbursement for sicker, less healthy members and less reimbursement for healthy members. Member health status is determined according to diagnosis codes submitted by Molina Healthcare, Inc. to CMS from claims data/encounters and other valid sources, i.e. medical record audits.

The data submitted to CMS is predictive of future medical expenses; the data collected in the current year determines the premium for the following year. The premium amount would cover the cost of any episodic acute care as well as progression into chronic conditions. In order to ensure that the premium Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) receives actually covers the cost of care, it is necessary that Molina Healthcare, Inc. receives complete, accurate and comprehensive diagnostic data from providers and hospitals and that data is renewed for each reporting period.

The Molina Risk Adjustment Management Program (RAMP) helps to identify unreported or under reported conditions (known as “suspects”). RAMP utilizes systems, tools and vendor services to calculate the risk adjustment score, which is the accumulation of all the factors that go into calculating the premium payment amount. This score also allows identification of members according to their health status. Sick = higher number. Healthy = lower number. The health plan will use the identified suspects to perform chart audits to ensure that providers are submitting accurate diagnosis codes reflected in the medical record documentation. Additional and/or corrected data generated is submitted to CMS. CMS takes the data submitted from Molina Healthcare, Inc. that has been approved and calculates the premium. The premium factors consist of values for age, sex, Medicaid eligibility (poverty), disability, and the Hierarchical Condition Categories (HCCs). The total score, or Risk Adjustment Factor, is then multiplied by the rate book or the bid amount to obtain the total premium amount paid to Molina Healthcare, Inc..

- Every year there is an open enrollment period when beneficiaries may choose which health plan to join. Medicare plans compete by offering different benefit packages with different premiums.
- The Medicare plans submit bids to CMS each year, essentially saying that they can provide the enumerated benefits for a certain amount. When CMS accepts a bid, the plan is held to that premium amount. The amount they bid is directly dependent upon the revenue that they anticipate receiving from risk adjustment.
- Therefore, the accurate submission of data for risk adjustment is critical to the care of our Members.
B. Required Submissions

The Risk Adjustment Management Program at Molina is responsible for analyzing encounter data for Molina Members submitted by hospitals and other inpatient facilities, hospital outpatient facilities, physician groups, IPAs and other providers contracted with Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link). This includes all subcontracted and sub-capitated providers to a capitated entity.

C. Data Submission Reporting

Molina currently contracts with Emdeon to capture encounter data and with Trizetto for submission to CMS. Emdeon accommodates claims data in either hard copy or electronic submission. The preferred media is electronic submission.

D. Diagnosis and Procedure codes

Each diagnosis documented on the medical record must be coded to the highest level of specificity, following the current Official ICD-10 Coding Guidelines and Risk Adjustment Guidelines from CMS.

Procedure codes and procedure modifiers are matched against the particular coding scheme used (CPT codes, HCPCS codes, UB92 Revenue codes or ICD-10-CM procedure codes). Codes are validated for the coding scheme in effect for the dates of service for the encounter.

Providers should use only the current ICD-10-CM, HCPCS and CPT codes effective for the date of service. If a diagnosis, procedure or procedure modifier code does not validate against the coding scheme, the encounter record is held at Emdeon (or contracted Clearinghouse) until the error is resolved.

It is the responsibility of the physician group or facility to correct any ICD-10 code errors and re-submit the corrected encounters to your contracted clearinghouse. Once the error correction passes the clearinghouse’s validation checks, the encounter record will be released to Molina Healthcare, Inc.

Errors need to be corrected in a timely fashion. CMS sets deadlines based on date of service when accepting encounters. If an encounter is not corrected and re-submitted, it cannot be sent to CMS to be included in Risk Adjustment calculations. See Section F below: Risk Adjustment Submission Timetable.

E. Medicare Regulations

Molina Healthcare, Inc. requires that submissions be complete and timely in order to comply with CMS submission deadlines and current regulations. MA organizations are responsible for ensuring that data collected and submitted to CMS are acceptable for the risk adjustment process. Molina is required to verify all related entities, contractors or subcontractors to Molina’s Dual Options Plan (MI Health Link) to be accurate, complete and truthful in submission of encounter
data. CMS has instituted a program of Risk Adjustment Data Validation (RADV) that includes both random and targeted medical record review of encounter data submitted to CMS.

F. Contact Information

MHMRiskAdjustmentOps@MolinaHealthcare.com
### XIX. Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abuse</td>
<td>Practices that are inconsistent with sound fiscal, business, or medical practices, that result in an unnecessary cost to the government program or in reimbursement for services that are not medically necessary, or fail to meet professionally recognized standards for healthcare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal</td>
<td>As defined in 42 CFR 438.400(3)(b). A request for review of an ICO of PIHP’s decision that results in any of the following actions: (1) The denial or limited authorization of a requested service, including the type or level of service; (2) The reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously authorized service; (3) The denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a properly authorized service; (4) The failure to provide services in a timely manner, as defined by the State; (5) The failure of an Entity to act within the established timeframes for grievance and appeal disposition; (6) For a resident of a rural area with only one Integrated Care Organization, the denial of an enrollee’s request to exercise his or her right, under 42 CRF 438.52(b)(2)(ii), to obtain service outside a network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Health Services</td>
<td>Services provided in a hospital, outpatient office, or home setting. Behavioral Health Services are the responsibility of the Prepaid Inpatient Health Plan (PIHP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Bridge</td>
<td>The Care Coordination framework for Michigan’s integrated care program. Through the Care Bridge, the members of an Enrollee’s Integrated Care Team (ICT) facilitate formal and informal services and supports in an Enrollee’s person-centered care plan. The Care Bridge includes an electronic Care Coordination platform which will support an Integrated Care Bridge Record to facilitate timely and effective information flow between the members of the ICT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Management</td>
<td>A collaborative process that assesses, plans, implements, coordinates, monitors, and evaluates the options and services required to accommodate the specific health services needed by an individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claim</td>
<td>A request for payment for the provision of Covered Services prepared on a CMS1500 form, UB92, or successor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-insurance</td>
<td>The amount a member pays for medical services after the deductible is paid. Coinsurance amounts are usually percentages of approved amounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-payment or Copay</td>
<td>The amount a member pays for medical services such as a provider’s visit or prescription.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductible</td>
<td>The amount a member pays for healthcare or prescriptions, before the health plan begins to pay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disenroll</td>
<td>Ending healthcare coverage with a health plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment (DME)</td>
<td>Purchased or rented items such as hospital beds, iron lungs, oxygen equipment, seat lift equipment, wheelchairs, and other medically necessary items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary equipment</td>
<td>necessary equipment prescribed by a healthcare provider to be used in a patient's home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility List</td>
<td>A list of Members that are assigned to Primary Care Providers (PCP) through a Medical Group, IPA or Staff Model Organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Services/Care</td>
<td>Care given for a medical emergency when a member believes that his/her health is in serious danger when every second counts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encounter Data</td>
<td>Claims data for services rendered to Members who are assigned to a PCPs through a capitated Medical Group or IPA, or Staff Model Organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrollment</td>
<td>The process by which an eligible person becomes a member of a managed care plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOB</td>
<td>Explanation of Benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Items and procedures determined by Medicare not to be generally accepted by the medical community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulary</td>
<td>A list of certain prescription drugs that the health plan will cover subject to limits and conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>Intentional deception or misrepresentation made by a person with the knowledge that the deception could result in some unauthorized benefit to oneself or some other person. This includes any act that constitutes fraud under applicable Federal or State law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance</td>
<td>A complaint about the way a Medicare health plan is giving care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Maintenance Organization Plan</td>
<td>A type of Medicare Plan that is available in some areas of the country. Plans must cover all Medicare Part A and Part B health care. Some HMOs cover extra benefits, like extra days in the hospital. In most HMOs, you can only go to doctors, specialists, or hospitals on the plan’s list except in an emergency. HMO costs may be lower than in the Original Medicare Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Risk Assessment (HRA)</td>
<td>A comprehensive assessment of an Enrollee’s medical, psychosocial, cognitive, and functional status in order to determine their medical, behavioral health, LTSS, and social needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEDIS</td>
<td>Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set – Tool developed and maintained by the National Committee for Quality Assurance that is used by health plans to measure performance on dimensions of care and service in order to maintain and/or improve quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) Waiver</td>
<td>A variety of Medicaid home and community-based services as authorized under a 1915(c) waiver to offer an alternative to institutionalization. Individuals may be preauthorized to receive one or more of these services either solely or in combination, based on the documented need for the service or services to avoid institutionalization (nursing facility) placement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
<td>An organization that gives home care services, like skilled nursing care, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, and personal care by home health aides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospice Services</td>
<td>Hospice is a special way of caring for people who are terminally ill, and for their family. This care includes physical care and counseling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICO Care Coordinator</td>
<td>A Michigan licensed registered nurse, nurse practitioner, physician’s assistant, or Bachelor’s or Master’s prepared social worker employed or contracted with the ICO who is accountable for providing Care Coordination services and trained in person-centered planning techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independently Living Philosophy</td>
<td>A philosophy that emphasizes consumer control, the idea that people with disabilities are the best experts on their own needs, having crucial and valuable perspective to contribute and deserving of equal opportunity to decide how to live, work, and take part in their communities, particularly in reference to services that powerfully affect their day-to-day lives and access to independence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Integrated Care and Supports Plan (IICSP)</td>
<td>The plan of care developed by an Enrollee, the Enrollee’s ICO Care Coordinator and the Enrollee’s Integrated Care Team which incorporates the following elements: assessment results; summary of the Enrollee’s health; the Enrollee’s preferences for care, supports and services; the Enrollee’s prioritized list of concerns, goals and objectives, and strengths; specific services including amount, scope and duration, providers and benefits; the plan for addressing concerns or goals; the person(s) responsible for specific interventions, monitoring and reassessment; and the due date for intervention and reassessment. The IICSP is also referred to as person-centered plan or plan of care. The IICSP will be maintained in the Integrated Care Bridge Record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Care Bridge Record (ICBR)</td>
<td>An individualized Enrollee record generated and maintained within the electronic Care Coordination platform. It allows secure access for Enrollees and the ICT to use and (where appropriate) update information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Care Organization</td>
<td>A health care organization contracted with MDCH and CMS to comprehensively manage the full continuum of Medicare and Medicaid benefits for Medicare-Medicaid Enrollees including Long Term Supports and Services as needed and desired by the enrollee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>A facility that meets Medicare’s definition of a long-term care facility, such as a nursing home or skilled nursing facility. Assisted or adult living facilities, or residential homes, are not included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Term Service and Support (LTSS)</td>
<td>A variety of services that help people with health or personal needs and activities of daily living over a period of time. Long-term service and support can be provided at home, in the community, or in various types of facilities, including nursing homes and assisted living facilities. Most long-term care is custodial care. Medicare does not pay for this type of care if this is the only care needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed Care</td>
<td>A variety of services that help people with health or personal needs and activities of daily living over a period of time. Long-term care can be provided at home, in the community, or in various types of facilities,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term care</td>
<td>including nursing homes and assisted living facilities. Most long-term care is custodial care. Medicare does not pay for this type of care if this is the only care needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>A joint Federal and State program that helps with medical costs for some people with low incomes and limited resources. Medicaid programs vary from state to state, but most healthcare costs are covered if a member qualifies for both Medicare and Medicaid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medically Necessary</td>
<td>Services or supplies that are proper and needed for the diagnosis or treatment of a medical condition, meet the standards of good medical practice in the local area, and aren’t mainly for the convenience of the member or the doctor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>A Medicare-eligible individual who is eligible and enrolled in a Molina Medicare health plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A group of doctors, hospitals, pharmacies, and other healthcare experts hired by a health plan to take care of its Members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating Provider Provider</td>
<td>Participating providers agree to accept a pre-established approved amount as payment in full for service. Provider is used as a global term to include all types of providers, to include, medical, behavioral, community-based and facility based LTSS, and pharmacy providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIHP</td>
<td>PIHPs manage the Medicaid specialty services under the 1915(b)(c) Waiver Program, consistent with the requirements of 42 C.F.R. Part 401. This benefit plan covers mental health and substance use services for people eligible for Medicaid who have a need for behavioral health, intellectual/developmental disabilities services and supports, or substance use services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Provider (PCP)</td>
<td>A practitioner of primary care selected by the Enrollee or assigned to the Enrollee by the ICO and responsible for providing and coordinating the Enrollee’s health care needs, including the initiation and monitoring of referrals for specialty services when required. Primary Care Providers may be nurse practitioners, physician assistants or physicians who are board certified, or a specialist selected by an Enrollee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Improvement (QI)</td>
<td>Program provides structure and outlines specific activities designed to improve the care, service and health of Molina Medicare Members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Adjustment</td>
<td>Payment methodology designed to pay appropriate premiums for each Molina Medicare Member. CMS bases its premium payment according to the health status of each Member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Area</td>
<td>The area where a health plan accepts Members. For plans that require participating doctors and hospitals to be used, it is also the area where services are provided. The plan may disenroll Members who move out of the plans service area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF)</td>
<td>A nursing facility with the staff and equipment to give skilled nursing care and/or skilled rehabilitation services and other related health services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility Care</td>
<td>This is a level of care that requires the daily involvement of skilled nursing or rehabilitation staff and that, as a practical matter, can’t be provided on an outpatient basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTY</td>
<td>A teletypewriter (TTY) is a communication device used by people who are deaf, hard of hearing, or have severe speech impairment. A TTY consists of a keyboard, display screen, and modem. Messages travel over regular telephone lines. People who don’t have a TTY can communicate with a TTY user through a message relay center (MRC). An MRC has TTY operators available to send and interpret TTY messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgently Needed Services</td>
<td>Care that Members get for a sudden illness or injury that needs medical care right away, but is not life threatening. PCPs generally provide urgently needed care if the member is in a Medicare health plan other than the Original Medicare Plan. If a member is out of the plan's service area for a short time and cannot wait until the return home, the health plan must pay for urgently needed care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>Healthcare spending that can be eliminated without reducing the quality of care. Quality Waste includes, overuse, underuse, and ineffective use. Inefficiency Waste includes redundancy, delays, and unnecessary process complexity. For example: the attempt to obtain reimbursement for items or services where there was no intent to deceive or misrepresent, however the outcome of poor or inefficient billing methods (e.g., coding) causes unnecessary costs to the Medicaid/Medicare programs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>